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ABSTRACT
Historically, the early childhood workforce has been described as undereducated, poor,
and disproportionately comprised of women of color. The EDUCATE workforce development
policy was designed to advance the professional development of under-paid and under-valued
child care workers. This study focuses on the history, intent, and impact of this policy at the
intersection between the grantees, the State, the various organizational contexts, and the broader
structural forces. More broadly, complex issues and challenges related to the early childhood
workforce are surfaced. Finally, through a critical analysis of the findings, the hidden and
dominating forces that maintain the current level of inequity for the early childhood workforce
are revealed. From an applied anthropological perspective, the findings from this study can
inform the design, adjustment, and implementation of the EDUCATE workforce development
policy, as well as other policies and practices at state, county, community college, and child care
center levels.
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PREFACE
With a background in psychology and social work and a professional career focused on
applied implementation, the thought of producing a postmodern critique of the hegemonic effects
of a human service initiative or policy was distasteful, to say the least. Instead, I hoped to tell
“the other story” – the story that ran counter to dominant thinking in today’s anthropology
departments. What I stumbled upon, as a place to begin my research, was a well-intentioned
policy initiative, the EDUCATE workforce development policy, designed to advance the
professional development of under-paid and under-valued child care workers. The EDUCATE
workforce development policy website describes EDUCATE as a funding source for higher
education for early childhood workers. The EDUCATE materials explain the benefits of
encouraging additional education as the means to achieving a highly qualified, fairly
compensated, and stable workforce. The EDUCATE materials also emphasize the importance of
the development of advocates for policy change related to the field of early childhood. With a
very limited understanding of the EDUCATE workforce development policy, I developed an
initial set of research questions:
-

-

What are the intended and unintended outcomes of receiving an EDUCATE
grant?
How is this policy initiative experienced by its beneficiaries?
In what ways does the design and implementation of the EDUCATE workforce
development policy align with the goals and interests of the EDUCATE grantees,
the community college, and the child care center directors?
To what extent does this workforce development strategy make a meaningful
economic difference to the lives of the grantees?
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Naïvely, what I had wanted most for this research was to shine a light on an initiative or a
policy that could be viewed by “progressive” thinkers as indisputably positive, a program which
demonstrated socially significant outcomes for children, families, and communities. Ironically,
what I found was a workforce development policy that channeled women (the early childhood
teaching staff is 96 percent female (Whitebook, et al. 2014)) into community college
coursework, under the assurance of improved wages, embedded in a political and economic
context that is uninterested in ensuring fair or adequate compensation for the labor provided by
these women. As with most good stories, this one is multi-dimensional and complex, and as
described by Cruikshank (1999), it is difficult, at times, if not impossible, to find “a bad guy” in
this story. Mostly, one finds dedicated and passionate individuals working to improve both the
lives of young children and the lives of the women who care for those children. These
individuals, unfortunately, are participating, without agency or perhaps even full awareness, in
the maintenance of inequitable structures that benefit the “haves,” while failing to address the
needs of the “have nots,” the child care workers, themselves.
The seed for this research topic was planted in the spring of 2012, when I was contacted
by Sandy Harris, the developer of the EDUCATE workforce development policy. At the time,
Harris was the President of the Center for Early Care and Education (CECE). With more than
three decades of experience in the early childhood field, Harris is actively involved in promoting
high quality child care services, fair compensation for the workforce, and affordable access to
care for families. In my role as co-director of the National Implementation Research Network,
Harris reached out to me while she was planning the EDUCATE annual conference and asked
me to lead an interactive workshop with her on the implementation of the EDUCATE workforce
development policy. (The National Implementation Research Network is a small group of
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applied researchers at the University of North Carolina who strive “to contribute to the best
practices and science of implementation, organization change, and system reinvention to
improve outcomes across the spectrum of human services” (National Implementation Research
Network N.d.).) Our planning for this presentation provided an opportunity for me to learn about
the original intention, development, and expansion of the EDUCATE workforce development
policy. Harris’ vision for and commitment to the early care and education workforce was intense
and admirable, and she had developed a strong position related to the way child care workers
were completing required continuing education hours. Harris recognized that child care workers
were offered workshops that provided certificates of completion to meet state requirements for
professional development; participation in these workshops did not lead to any measurable
benefit or outcome for the workers. As an alternative, she believed these women should be
encouraged to attend community college classes to complete their required continuing education
units, thereby creating a pathway that could lead to an associate degree (or higher), as well as
higher wages within their workplaces. As it happened, Harris had found a state policy, combined
with a federal policy and funding mechanism that was palatable to and supported by both
Democrats and Republicans and was expected to lead to increased educational levels and hourly
wages for this workforce, while decreasing worker turnover within child care centers, an area of
deep concern for early childhood experts.
The following year, after co-presenting with Harris on the implementation of the
EDUCATE workforce development policy for the second time, I contacted her to discuss the
possibility of a research study, and it is with this perspective that the planning for this study
began. With a commitment to using “anthropological perspectives and methods to solve human
problems,” as encouraged by the Society for Applied Anthropology (SfAA N.d.), this study was
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designed to examine the intent and impact of the EDUCATE workforce development policy on a
disadvantaged population, mediated through state, county, and community organizations.
As I began to learn more about the EDUCATE workforce development policy, I was
unprepared to hear the whispers of Marx, as well as contemporary organizational and political
anthropologists, such as Cris Shore and Susan Wright, noticing the ways in which this policy
strategy failed to disrupt the status quo, failed to produce living wages for so many in the
workforce, and failed to produce the professional pathway, originally envisioned, for the
majority of the participating early care and education teachers. Given this reality, the perspective
of critical anthropologists and the theory from the anthropology of policy are well suited for the
study. Shore and Wright discuss the extent to which anthropologists have the tools necessary to
study policies and their impacts on people.
Social anthropologists are particularly experienced at tracking the genealogies and
flows of policies and their impact on people’s lives and everyday behavior. But
they are equally good at examining the meanings that those policies hold for the
actors whose lives they touch and the cultural logics that structure those ‘policy
worlds’ (Shore and Wright 2011:8).
It is this blending of perspectives -- the impact of policy, as understood by the
anthropologists, and the meaning of the policy, as understood by those directly impacted by the
policy -- that is explored in this study. The methods used in this study attempt to uncover the
State’s interest in supporting the EDUCATE workforce development policy and to make visible
the impact of the policy on the lives of the EDUCATE grantees, as well as others impacted by
the policy. In addition, the study identifies structural constraints experienced by the EDUCATE
grantees within various organizational contexts (e.g. child care centers, the Community College
system, and the “early childhood system,” more broadly), as well as the way the grantees behave
and strategize given these constraints.
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Although the findings in this study are not the ones I hoped to share, the experience of
uncovering the “system as is” and its impact on early childhood workers has been significant for
me. Every effort to increase quality within early childhood systems, without attention to livable
and equitable compensation of the workforce, is both naïve and exploitive. Given my current
position at the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute, I hope to have many
opportunities to share the findings of this study and the message with others who seek
improvements in this field.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
“our nation has implicitly adopted a child care policy that relies upon unseen
subsidies provided by childcare teachers through their low wages”
--National Child Care Staffing Study 1989: 3

Historically, the early childhood workforce has been described as undereducated, poor,
and disproportionately comprised of women of color. Established in the late 1980s, the
EDUCATE workforce development policy was designed to advance the professional
development of under-paid and under-valued child care workers. For many early childhood
experts, high quality child care begins with the quality of the early childhood workforce.
Therefore, by providing the early childhood workforce with the opportunity to pursue advanced
early childhood education through local community colleges and universities, the EDUCATE
policy was aligned to address an identified concern and need in the field. A recent EDUCATE
annual report describes the policy and its underlying philosophy as providing the clear guidance
for a thoughtful and thorough educational approach for building the capacity of the early care
and education workforce. In addition, the policy takes into account the varied academic
experiences of those in the workforce, to include many of the workers who enter this field with
just a high school diploma. The EDUCATE policy has been demonstrated to increase child care
worker retention, while simultaneously increasing the number of community college courses that
have been completed by the early childhood workforce. Primarily funded by federal block grant
dollars (Child Care and Development Fund), the EDUCATE policy serves just over 3,000
workers in the state, or eleven percent of the total population of the state’s child care workers.
6

For early childhood workers, the EDUCATE workforce development policy is presented
as a way to pursue a college education (associate degree) at a very minimal expense, with the
promise of increased wages. For the child care centers that sponsor these workers, the
EDUCATE policy aligns with state regulations that incentivize educational attainment for the
workforce. In addition, the EDUCATE policy creates contracts with child care workers,
requiring additional months of service for accepting the grant from EDUCATE. This contractual
arrangement binds child care workers to their current employment location or requires the
grantee to repay a portion of the grant. Although the EDUCATE policy was designed to address
a set of identified needs among child care workers while attempting to improve the overall
quality of early care and education, child care centers appear to be the greater beneficiaries in
this arrangement, with promises of increased wages for the workforce failing to be realized.
The use of anthropological methods to study and evaluate programs and policies has been
relatively common for years. Well-known anthropologists such as David Fetterman, in his
research on gifted and talented education programs (Fetterman 1988), Michael Agar, in his
research on a family law court system (Agar 2010), Jean Schensul and Stephen Schensul, in their
research on AIDS prevention programs (Schensul and Schensul 1990), and Gerald Britan, in his
research on the experimental technology incentive program (Britan 1981), established a
precedence for the use of anthropological methods for this type of study. Based on Trotter and
colleagues’ typology of applied anthropological research, this study most closely fits within the
category of “policy research.” The authors explain that policy research describes “the effects of
implementing a set of policies on a target population and demonstrating the process of change as
well as the need for policy change” (Trotter et al. 2015: 662).
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To guide one’s analysis of the findings of a study, it is necessary to be transparent about
the theory through which one makes sense of the world. This study shares perspectives with
leading scholars in the Anthropology of Policy, such as Janine Wedel, Cris Shore, Susan Wright,
and Akhil Gupta. In addition, a critical anthropological perspective, which may also be referred
to as Marxist, neo-Marxist, or Political Economy, as articulated by William Roseberry, Antonio
Gramsci, Roy Rappaport, Sidney W. Mintz, and Eric R. Wolf, has guided much of the analysis
of the findings. Furthermore, given the focus of this study on the care-providing role of a
female workforce, the work of feminist anthropologists, such as Eleanor Leacock, Ellen Lewin,
and Rayna Reiter, as well as feminist social theorists, such as Drucilla Barker, Paula England,
and Nancy Folbre have further supported the interpretation of the results of the study.
Informed by political economy, the anthropology of policy, and feminist anthropology,
the following research questions about the EDUCATE workforce development policy and the
early childhood workforce guided my inquiry:
1. What is the history of the EDUCATE workforce development policy?
2. To what extent is the EDUCATE workforce development policy accomplishing its
intended goals?
a. What is the stated purpose of the policy, and what are any unstated agendas or
benefits produced by this policy?
b. What are the intended and unintended outcomes of receiving an EDUCATE
grant?
c. In what ways does the policy support the maintenance or disruption of the current
distribution of economic resources and political power?
d. To what extent does this workforce development strategy make a meaningful
economic difference to the lives of the grantees?
3. How is the EDUCATE workforce development policy experienced by the EDUCATE
grantees?
a. How is this policy strategy experienced by its beneficiaries?
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b. How are the beneficiaries able to influence the policy and their own experience?
4. How might anthropological theory and anthropological applied practice inform
improvement to the EDUCATE workforce development policy that benefit the
EDUCATE grantees?
To provide an outline for the reader of the material to follow, each of the chapters is briefly
summarized in the remainder of this chapter.
In the following chapter, a deeper exploration of the theoretical perspectives that have
informed this study is provided. Given the focus of this study on a program, enabled by policies,
administrated through various organizational structures, a brief review of the anthropological
literature of policy and organizations has been included. This chapter acknowledges the
historical roots of this area of study from the classical perspective most directly informed by the
perspectives of Max Weber, moving into the neo-classical and neo-industrial perspectives on the
role of the organization and bureaucracy. In addition, many current anthropological studies of
policy, particularly related to the role of discourse, are often informed by a constructivist view;
therefore, a brief review of this perspective is summarized here. Central to this study is a focus
on the economic influences of the policy design, implementation, and impact. Hence, a critical
or Marxist perspective also is outlined in this chapter. Finally, due to its contribution to the
analysis of the data, a brief discussion of critical realism, as a meta-theory, is presented as well.
To provide structure to this chapter, the ontology and epistemology of each perspective is
defined, as well as the way in which each theoretical perspective addresses the concepts of social
structure and human agency. Finally, particular attention is given to the ways each perspective
defines key concepts such as state, bureaucracy, and government, as well as the potential utility
of the perspective in shaping the development, implementation, analysis, and critique of social
policy.
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The third chapter describes the multi-sited setting for this study. To fully engage with
and understand the intent and impact of the policy, it is necessary to “study through” (Reinhold
1994) the entities that intersect with this policy. By “studying through” a policy, the researcher
can focus on the connections “between levels and forms of social process and action… [to allow
for the exploration of] how those processes work in different sites” (Shore and Wright 1997: 14).
Given this approach to the study, the discussion of the setting is multi-faceted. The chapter
begins with a description of the history of the development of the EDUCATE workforce
development policy and the historical conditions that stimulated its creation. This section of the
chapter also begins the process of introducing the reader to the key individuals, organizations,
and systems involved in various aspects of this policy. With a particular interest in the economic
impact of the policies and the economic realities which the policy is intended to address, the
funding for the EDUCATE policy is described in detail, along with the economic realities
experienced by the early childhood workforce. Finally, each of the child care centers that
participated in the study is described, as well as the communities in which the centers are
located.
In the fourth chapter, the research methods are described. A mixed methods approach
was chosen to “study through” the EDUCATE workforce development policy, with an interest in
carefully analyzing the impact of the policy on various individuals, groups, and entities.
Informed by the experience of a small group of EDUCATE grantees, various ethnographic
methods were employed in an attempt to make visible the impact of the policy at the intersection
between the EDUCATE grantee, the various organizational contexts, and the broader structural
forces. This chapter documents the ethnographic process used to address the key research
questions. It also describes the recruitment and sampling process. Additional information is
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provided about the types of methods that were chosen for the study, such as key informant
interviews, timeline interviews, participant observation, and archival research. Furthermore, a
description of the ethnographic data analysis process is provided. Finally, a number of
unanticipated barriers are shared in the conclusion of the chapter, along with the general
limitations of this study.
In the fifth chapter, the ethnographic findings are presented. Using the anthropology of
policy and a political economic perspective to analyze the data, several themes emerged.
Beginning with the experience of the workers and their “opportunity” to engage with the
EDUCATE workforce development policy, the role of agency versus structure in maintaining the
current inequitable system is revealed. Not only for the child care workers, but also in the
analysis of data related to child care center owners and EDUCATE coaches, current economic
and structural realities profoundly limit meaningful opportunities to demonstrate agency. A
second theme relates to “manufacturing consent” (Burawoy 1979) or hegemonic discourses and
rhetoric. This theme emerges across interviews with early childhood experts, policy makers,
EDUCATE administrators and coaches, child care center directors, and workers. In addition,
written policies and other documentation reflect, support, and reify core ideas and beliefs [and
the activities that align with those ideas], as well as the structural forces which maintain the
current economic arrangements in the early childhood field. A third theme, derived from the
work of Weber, demonstrates the ways in which the current administrative arrangement
functions and ensures the sustainability of the EDUCATE workforce development policy, while
failing to achieve significant benefits for those for whom the policy was developed. The final
theme presented in this chapter relates to the concepts of exploitation and caring labor. From a
Marxist perspective, there is no debate as to whether or not the early childhood workforce is
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exploited, based on their status as wage earning members of the working class; however, a
feminist perspective is used to consider the significance of the workers’ experiences as providers
of “caring labor” who engage in the work of care-taking, playing, teaching, and loving young
children.
In the sixth chapter, a set of findings and recommendations for the EDUCATE state
office administrators and the early childhood field, more broadly, are presented. From a
practical perspective, the findings from this study may be used to inform discussion and
decision-making related to the implementation of the EDUCATE workforce development policy,
acknowledging the limited influence of the EDUCATE administrators over existing social
structures. However, meaningful adjustments to the implementation of the EDUCATE policy
can be made to be more aligned with and responsive to the needs of the population and,
potentially, to be more actively influential in addressing the unreasonably low wages of the
workforce. In addition, a broader set of findings and recommendations, related to the diverse
and unaligned efforts across early childhood efforts, are included. These findings attempt to
make sense of the various perspectives and agendas which exist across the segmented field of
early childhood which impede the success of most efforts to address the needs of children,
families, child care center owners, the State, as well as the current early childhood workforce.
Through this study, complex issues and challenges related to the early childhood
workforce surfaced. Through a critical analysis of the findings, the mechanisms that maintain
the current level of inequity for the early childhood workforce are revealed. From an applied
anthropological perspective, the findings from this study can inform the EDUCATE workforce
development policy, as well as other policies and practices at state, county, community college,
and child care center levels to ensure that the oppression of a vulnerable population is addressed.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL APPROACH
“the most effective forms of domination are often those that go undetected; where
power is hidden from view and presents no visible targets to oppose or resist”
--Shore and Wright 2011: 9
Attempting to move beyond description to explanation, to move beyond negative critique
to productive dialogue, there are an array of theoretical perspectives which effectively can
inform an anthropological study and analysis of policy. This study focuses on the development
and implementation of policy and the way in which policy is a human behavior and how it
affects human behavior. Social theorists and anthropologists since the industrial revolution and
the advent of the modern organization have been interested in the role of policy in managing and
shaping behavior. However, the theoretical perspectives to support the anthropological study of
policy have varied across time and have not always been well-articulated. If fact, there continues
to be significant debate within the field of anthropology about issues related to the underlying
theory of knowledge, or epistemology, as well as the view of reality, or ontology. Foundational
beliefs, about what is considered valid knowledge and how it can be obtained (epistemology),
and what is considered to be real and how “what is real” can be understood (ontology), are
surfaced in discussions related to critical topics, such as the existence of “the State” and the
mechanisms by which discourse is shaped by and shapes ideology and behavior.
The main theoretical perspectives presented here are designed to expose diverse
ontological and epistemological perspectives, as well as to provide support for various
methodological approaches. Beginning with the work of Max Weber in the late 1800s and
13

continuing to the present, one can observe a progression of new ideas, interspersed with a
recurring set of themes related to ontology, epistemology, and the implications of various
theoretical perspectives on the analysis of research findings. As noted by numerous authors in
anthropology, and specifically in applied anthropology, a clear theoretical perspective is still
lacking for many studies of policies (Whyte 1987; Britan and Cohen 1980; Britan 1981). For
example, William Foote Whyte (1987) wrote: “While this is a field of rapidly growing activity,
as yet we have developed no theoretical framework adequate to deal with the phenomena under
study” (165).

Therefore, the main theoretical directions in the anthropology of policy will be

reviewed here, as these theoretical perspectives inform and react to each other. In addition, a
few key concepts will be compared across perspectives that will support the analysis of the
impact of EDUCATE, a policy strategy that was designed to provide educational opportunities
for poor women working in child care centers. The following theoretical perspectives will be
presented:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

classical view
neo-classical view
neo-industrial view
constructivist view
critical view
feminist critical view
critical realist view
To better understand and compare the various theoretical perspectives to support and

anthropological study and analysis of policy, the following questions guide the organization of
this chapter:
1) Theoretical Perspective: What are the main ideas?
2) Ontology: What exists in the social world, and how would one classify that which is
determined to exist?
3) Epistemology: How do humans acquire knowledge?
14

4) Structure and Agency: How does this perspective address questions related to the
primacy of structure or agency?
5) Key definitions: What do terms like state, bureaucracy, and government mean, and how
do they interrelate?
6) Policy Development and Implementation: What are the implications for the development,
implementation, analysis, and critique of social policy?

CLASSICAL VIEW OF COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS AND POLICY
“Bureaucratic administration means fundamentally domination through
knowledge”
-

Weber 1968[1921]: 225

This study focuses on a policy, implemented through bureaucracy. Writing in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, Weber acknowledged the growing importance of
bureaucracy to modern society. Weber observed the expansion of the bureaucratic form of
organizing into “all public and private relations of authority” (2006: 69), increasing society’s
reliance on experts with “specialized knowledge,” and significantly influencing “personal
culture” (2006: 69). Weber’s perspective on bureaucracy continues to be a reference point for
many studies of hierarchical organizations across the social science disciplines.
Weber developed “ideal” types of “authority,” including bureaucracy, as one of the
examples of rational-legal domination. In contrast to charismatic and traditional forms of
authority, the ideal type of bureaucracy could be described as rational, efficient, logically
designed, and operating as a “closed” social system (Heyman 2004: 488; Britan and Cohen 1980:
10, 11). Bureaucracy could be identified by a common set of characteristics, such as hierarchy,
an established “chain of command,” written rules or procedures to guide actions, documentation
of activities, specialized training, and impersonal, impartial, efficient, goal-directed decision
making and activities (Weber 2006: 49 – 51, 57). For Weber, the “ideal” type of bureaucracy
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was considered an “indispensable” analytical tool which allowed for the study of “structural
principles [of bureaucratic organizations] in much simplified exposition” (Weber 2006: 69). In
addition, the development of the “ideal” type of bureaucracy provided a heuristic device for the
development of theory. Although the “ideal” form of a bureaucracy could be viewed as a highly
effective way to accomplish organizationally defined goals, Weber expressed significant
concerns about the ways in which bureaucracy, once in place, could be equally effective in
serving destructive purposes. Weber explained:
Once fully established, bureaucracy is among those social structures which are the
hardest to destroy. Bureaucracy is the means of transforming social action into
rationally organizing action. Therefore, as an instrument of rationally organizing
authority relations, bureaucracy was and is the power instrument of the first order
for one who controls the bureaucratic apparatus. Under otherwise equal
conditions, rationally organized and directed action is superior to every kind of
collective behavior and also social action opposing it. “Where administration has
been completely bureaucratized, the resulting system of domination is practically
indestructible” (Weber 2006: 62).
As the ideal type of rational authority, bureaucracy provided an effective system to promote (or
resist) organized change processes for those in a position to control the organization.
Determining the ontology of a particular perspective is not always a straightforward
process. In the case of Weber’s classical view of complex organizations and policy, one must
extrapolate the ontological perspective from his writing. For Weber, the mind exists separate
from the world, and he was interested in interpreting the meaning of social action and explaining
its cause and effect on actions (Weber 1968: 7). Weber recognized that relationships, structures,
and institutions were socially constructed, but he also acknowledged that the socially constructed
world operates independently of people and, in turn, has an independent effect on people
(Ackroyd 2004: 146). From this, one could infer that Weber operates from a realist perspective,
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granting primacy neither to the objective, material world and external environment, nor to the
subjective, ideal world of experience, meaning, and ethics (Koch 1994: 6).
Epistemologically, Weber acknowledged “the limitations of positivism and … the
significance of the hermeneutic tradition. . . . ” (Ackroyd 2004: 146). Weber’s interest in
“verstehen,” the act of understanding or interpreting the experience of another, is documented in
his writings.
Weber considers verstehen to be both observational and explanatory.
Observational understanding is obtained by viewing an action or behavior in a
specific context. Explanatory understanding is obtained by comprehending action
in terms of its subjectively determined meaning. … Weber’s main concern is to
build ideal types (mental constructs), which must conform to two basic criteria:
they should be causally adequate and adequate on the level of meaning. While
causal adequacy essentially concerns probability, adequacy on the level of
meaning entails verstehen (Coldwell 2007: 1 – 10).
Weber distinguished the acquisition of social science knowledge from the process of discovering
knowledge in the domain of the natural science. Weber identified the subjective aspect of
studying social action and the interpretive nature of attempting to understand the meaning and
purposes of the social actions of individuals (Kim 2012). For Weber, social action could be
categorized in four ways: value-rational, instrumental, traditional, and affectional (Ritzer 2009:
33). Very briefly, value-rational actions privilege the ends over the means; instrumental actions
are well-thought out and goal directed; traditional actions reflect the customary way things are
done; and affectional actions are actions taken in response to emotions. For Weber, the analysis
of the meaning of social action does not lead to a “correct” explanation or access to an objective
statement about “truth” (Weber 1922: 7). Weber explained that
[t]here is no absolutely “objective” scientific analysis of culture. All knowledge
of cultural reality... is always knowledge from particular points of view. ... an
“objective” analysis of cultural events, which proceeds according to the thesis that
the ideal of science is the reduction of empirical reality to “laws,” is meaningless
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[because] the knowledge of social laws is not knowledge of social reality but is
rather one of the various aids used by our minds for attaining this end (Weber
2011:72).
Although Weber’s anti-positivist, interpretive epistemology is apparent, his position regarding
the primacy of agency or structure is unclear. Weber’s writings demonstrate an awareness of
the interaction between agency and structure. While Koch (1994) suggests that Weber
emphasized the influence of agency over structure, Ackroyd (2004) asserts that Weber worked
from a more balanced recognition of the on-going influence of structure on agency and agency
on structure.
From Weber’s perspective, the State “is an independent or semi-independent force in
society, with its own institutional logic, political interests and other durable features worthy of
study in its own right” (Marcus 2008:75). In his lecture, Politics as a Vocation, Weber described
the State as a “political association” that is organized for the purpose of dominating people. The
State is described as having a “monopoly on the legitimate use of violence” (Marcus 2008: 75),
and because of its legitimate functions of regulation, taxation and maintaining order, it is viewed
as “the force that most structures society” (Marcus 2008: 75). Weber talked about state
bureaucracy as a powerful and influential mechanism to accomplish the tasks of the State in its
role of organizing and dominating people. However, Weber was most concerned about the role
of the state bureaucracy when the State is weak. For Weber, a strong parliament accomplished
three key functions:
First, it provides the institutional means for effectively controlling the
unrestrained power of the bureaucracy; second it generates the talented political
leadership necessary for responsibly directing bureaucratic activity; third, it
provides the mechanisms for holding that leadership accountable (Wright 1978:
189).
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Weber’s theory on the role of state bureaucracy within the context of a democratically
elected form of government provides insights into the analysis of the current functioning,
strengths and weaknesses, of the administrative structure that implements the EDUCATE
workforce development policy.
With an interest more broadly in both economics and politics, Weber emphasized the
connection between bureaucracy and policy. For example, Weber was particularly interested in
issues related to values and policy. He noted that there are things that can only be administered
publicly, such as social welfare policies, thereby establishing the bureaucracy as the mechanism
through which policies can be implemented. Weber justified this position by explaining that
such tasks “are either saddled upon the modern state by interest groups or which the state usurps
for reasons of power or for ideological motives” (Weber 2006: 56). However, the challenge of
the administration of social policy was of additional interest to Weber because of the nature of
the problems social policy addresses. The development of policy is not simply a technical (or
empirical) issue, for which the end result is easily agreed upon. Issues related to values must be
discussed to formulate social policy (Weber 2006: 56). Weber described a “mutual
interdependence for the production of social policy” between “empirical knowledge” and “valuejudgment” (Scherz 2011: 34).
Weber’s ideal types of authority, including bureaucracy, continue to influence the study
of organizations today. In addition, his realist ontology and interpretive epistemology led to an
approach to the study of bureaucracy and policy that acknowledges the existence of and
interprets the meaning of individual experience, events, and the impact of causal and structural
mechanisms. For Weber, policy and bureaucracy are directly linked, as it is a function of
bureaucracy to efficiently implement policy for the modern state.
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NEO-CLASSICAL VIEW OF ORGANIZATION AND POLICY
Although this perspective is instrumental, as opposed to critical in its approach, the neoclassical view demonstrates an important aspect of the historical progression of the
anthropological study of organization and policy. With an increasing interest in contemporary
problems, such as levels of productivity, anthropologists joined with other social scientists to
deepen their understanding of the social structures, social organization, and cultural systems
within industrial settings (Partridge and Eddy 1987: 24). In 1931, the final year of the wellknown study of the Western Electric Hawthorne Plant, an anthropologist, Lloyd Warner, joined a
multi-disciplinary research team (including psychologist Elton Mayo), adding direct observation
to the team’s methodological approach (Wright 1994: 5-7). Then again in the 1940s and 1950s,
Warner, and his students, Conrad Arensberg Eliot Chappel, Andrew Whiteford, as well as other
anthropologists, including Burleigh Gardner, F. L. W. Richardson, Charles Walker, and William
Whyte, were engaged in “ethnographies of technological change, incentive systems and social
organization of shop floor productivity” (Wright 1994: 8-9). These researchers moved beyond
Weber’s focus on the formal rules of bureaucracy to a “neoclassical” view (Scott 1961), which
attended more to the everyday, “informal” activities that occurred between workers.
Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939) explained that the “‘informal organization’ was viewed as a
spontaneous and functional adaptation by human actors to the problems of bureaucratic life”
(Britan and Cohen 1980: 11). Given the growing interest in the informal and adaptive aspects of
organizations, the focus of the research shifted away from the effects of single variables, such as
how the level and type of light in the workplace affected productivity, to an interest in the
interaction between various elements in the social system. Therefore, it became important for the
investigators to function as more than detached, empirical observers. As demonstrated in the
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description of Weber’s approach, these investigators realized that they must begin to understand
the meaning workers attributed to events. This new type of organizational research blended the
detailed description of events through careful observation with the use of interviews to gain
access to employees’ perspectives on these events.
Ontologically, it can be surmised that these researchers were somewhere on the spectrum
between positivism and realism, given what appears to be their working assumptions that there is
a world that exists separate from the individual, operating in a systematic and observable manner
(positivism) and an awareness that reality is influenced by thoughts, attitudes, and feelings
(demonstrating at least a minimal realist position). It is this attention to that which cannot be
directly perceived that demonstrates a realist perspective. As defined by Harré, “Scientific
realism asserts that the methods of science, combined with the intellectual powers of human
beings, can give us reliable knowledge of the state of the world beyond the limits of perception”
(23). One hears the realist perspective related to emergence in the reference above, from
Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939), in the description of the development of the informal
organization as “a spontaneous and functional adaptation by human actors to the problems of
bureaucratic life” (Britan and Cohen 1980: 11). From this, it is also possible to surmise that
these researchers acknowledged both the agency of workers, and the constraining forces of, at
least, certain structural aspects of the organizational experience.
Warner and his team of researchers began this work with a relatively strong positivist
epistemology. Chappel is quoted as being interested in answering questions related to “Who does
what with whom, when and where?,” but not being “concerned with ‘why’ because ‘you cannot
observe why anyone does anything’” (Whyte 1984: 84). The team was interested in carefully
observing behavior in a systematic and objective manner with the hopes of finding some rules or
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law related to human interaction. Partridge and Eddy (1987) described the research team’s
methodological approach as follows:
Exact techniques of micro-observation, classification, and recording of the
periodicity, frequency, intensity, and duration of interaction sequences were
developed as an outgrowth of functionalism and the recognition of functional
interdependencies among elements of behavior. These techniques permitted
observation of how minute changes in one element produce adjustments through
the system (22).
Considering the organization as a laboratory, this methodological approach provided a strategy
for the researchers to study social and cultural change within a closed system. However, their
“laboratory” was not a controlled environment; the researchers did not intervene to create
change. Instead, they closely observed behavior in an effort to understand the general processes
that allowed for, or facilitated, change (Arensberg 1987: 63).
Although these researchers did not directly speak of policy, the State, or government,
their research was applied, and the purpose of their research was to produce results that could
inform management approaches. Therefore, findings, such as the ways in which manipulation of
aspects of the work environment could reduce fatigue (Roethlisberger and Dickson 1939) or the
potential benefits to worker morale with the addition of counseling programs (Schwartzman
1993: 13), were recognized as having immediate implications for internal policy and practice to
promote improved productivity and worker morale.
Profoundly influenced by a positivist and instrumental social science perspective, the
neo-classical perspective on organization and policy invested heavily in the development of
methods to observe and document worker performance. In time, some attention was given to the
subjective experience of workers, which provided insights to be used by management to increase
performance. Although the agency of the worker was recognized, the overall goal of the
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research was to provide insights to management which would increase their influence (and
power) over the workers to result in increased productivity and profit.

NEO-INSTITUTIONAL VIEW OF ORGANIZATION AND POLICY
This study focuses on the implementation of a policy within organizational contexts. In
the late 1970s and early 1980s, sociological and organizational theorists, such as Zucker (1977),
Meyer and Rowan (1983), DiMaggio and Powell (1983), and Tolbert and Zucker (1983),
proposed “five basic elements of institutional theory” (Greenwood, et al. 2008: 22), as
articulated below, which continue to influence organizational theories today:
1. organizations are influenced by their institutional and network contexts. The
institutional context consists of rationalized myths of appropriate conduct;
2. institutional pressures affect all organizations but especially those with unclear
technologies and/or difficult to evaluate outputs. Organizations especially
sensitive to institutional contexts are institutionalized organizations;
3. organizations become isomorphic with their institutional context in order to
secure social approval (legitimacy), which provides survival benefits;
4. because conformity to institutional pressures may be contrary to the dictates of
efficiency, conformity may be ceremonial, whereby symbolic structures are
decoupled from an organization’s technical core;
5. institutionalized practices are typically taken-for granted, widely accepted and
resistant to change (Greenwood, et al. 2008: 6).
During this same time frame, anthropologists again began to study and write about organizations
and bureaucracy, in a way that very much aligned with the organizational theory that was being
developed in these other social science fields.
Anthropologists such as Britan and Cohen (1980) were interested in studying the formal
and informal sides of bureaucracy, the written and unwritten rules, and “agency culture” (19).
This interest in the informal organization, as well as dyadic relationships, was also central to the
organizational anthropology of Moreyl and Luthans (1991). These authors were particularly
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interested in the individual choices, decisions, and interactions within the “informal social
organization,” as well as the social structure and group patterns within the organization (Moreyl
and Luthans 1991: 598 - 599). Distinguishing their work from Weber, Britan and Cohen
expressed their interest in both sides of the bureaucracy: the rational and efficient and the
irrational and complicated (1980: 11). They also chose to distinguish their work from the neoclassical organizational anthropologists by enhancing the structural-functional perspective, and
by including a critical stance. This expanded perspective directed attention to “describing and
explaining social goals and arrangements for the achievement of human betterment” (Cohen
1987: 142). The articulated attention to improving the human condition was significant to their
approach to organizational anthropology.
Cohen (1987) labeled this expanded structural-functional perspective “social theory,”
with the primary goal of studying societal needs and problems (143). Cohen’s social theory
sought “to express dissatisfaction with what is; [the social theorists’ perspective was] rooted in a
profound and professionalized concern for the achievement of human betterment” (Cohen 1987:
142). For Cohen, social theory blended social science and ideology, as it focused research not
only on description and explanation, but also on questions, such as: “where ought we to go and
what is the most desirable pathway to the achievement of these ends?” (Cohen 1987: 143).
For Britan and Cohen, bureaucracies are constructed in such a way that power and wealth
are maintained. Therefore, one’s study must address the organizational mechanisms that
“enforce, or even …change, a society’s wider patterns of social and economic relationships”
(Britan and Cohen 1980: 23). Cohen (1987) explained:
The “how” of social theory is a set of notions about causal processes in human
society which enables administrators to predict how efforts can be made to get
from here-and-now to the there-and-then….This is traditional social science and
is the arena in which most applied work is carried out. The “why” is an addition
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that turns social science theorizing into social theory. It includes a set of ideas
that explains what is better, worse, good, better, and bad. It is therefore a critical
theory of value applied to specific periods and problems in the human condition.
Although social science notions nest inside social theories, they are independently
variable. Social science can serve as a basis for quite different and even
contradictory social theories (156).
Cochrane (1980), as well, was interested in re-focusing anthropological studies on policy in
order to increase the focus on the economic winners and losers in the process of distributing
scarce resources (445).
For these authors, there is no direct discussion of ontology. What can be surmised,
however, based on their perspectives and methodologies, aligns with a realist ontology,
perceiving reality to be independent of observation. Furthermore, both the objective/material
world and the subjective/experiential world were of interest to these researchers. Based on
methodological approaches, these authors appear to approach their studies from a social realist
epistemological perspective, as well. Demonstrating this appreciation for a blend between an
objective and subjective ontology along with a social realist epistemology, Cohen (1987)
explained:
[P]eople with experience in particular social and organizational settings know a
great deal about how and why things are done in their own context. Ethnography
taps this knowledge through the systematic learning and recording of such
understandings. Implementation takes place in the existential messy realm of
experience, not the systematic modeling of that world we construct in social
science theories. Only methodologies that take into account both realms of causal
relations provide adequate information to evaluate what did occur, or estimate
more accurately what will happen when policies are implemented in specific
contexts (145).
Given their ontological and epistemological perspectives, it seems fitting that the methodological
approach described in most of the “neo-institutional” studies is ethnography.
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The tension between structure and agency is apparent in the works of these authors.
Much of what is described by Britan and Cohen (1980) emphasizes structure over agency in
accounting for human behavior within organizations. For example, the authors wrote about the
organization as if it was an entity, and they discussed the environmental and organizational
factors that not only limited the uptake of innovation, but also were seen as stimulating change.
In this description, there is no explicit discussion of the role of agency, only the role of structural
factors (“political, social, and economic contexts”) (Britan and Cohen 1980:71). Moreyl and
Luthans (1991), however, emphasized aspects of agency in their research related to the role of
dyadic relationships in organizations. From their perspective, agents negotiated, through
individual choices and interactions, the organizational structures and group patterns.
Britan and Cohen, Heighton and Heighton, and Cochrane are critiqued as approaching
their study of policy with an instrumental rational perspective (Shore and Wright 1997).
Although these authors were interested in determining efficient, cost effective mechanisms to
achieve specific goals, they also demonstrated a commitment to the value side of what was trying
to be achieved. Britan and Cohen were interested in discovering why things work as they do,
and their focus was on how to use the results of their research to inform efforts to improve the
human condition. In fact, both the how and the why were seen as necessary to assist with the
implementation of policy to achieve improvement (Cohen 1987: 156). Cochrane (1980), as well,
asserted the need for anthropologists to approach policy studies with attention to effective and
efficient policy implementation. Cochrane (1980) stated:
Many studies that claim to be about policy are not policy studies because they pay
insufficient attention to implementation …The acid test about policy study is
whether it’s advised work …Therefore, one unique and necessary attribute of
policy studies is that it encompasses implementation (446).
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Heighton and Heighton (1987) suggested that one of the benefits of the anthropological study of
organizations was the insight provided to anthropologists that can then assist policy makers in
both developing policy and understanding the systems through which they intend to have a
policy implemented (463).
The anthropologists writing from the neo-institutional perspective were much more
attentive to ways in which the individuals within the organization create their own informal
organization and use relationships to negotiate the formal aspects of the organization. In
addition, these anthropologists were engaged in organizational research with a goal of improving
the human condition, as opposed to management’s bottom line.
During the 1970s and 1980s, organizational anthropologists were not clearly articulating
theory. However, one can infer a realist ontology and a social realist epistemology, which
provided the foundation for research studies on bureaucracy and policy that attempted to
discover the meaning of experiences and events to individuals, as well as the impact of causal
and structural mechanisms. Finally, these authors emphasized the challenges inherent in the
process of implementing policy and the importance of including these issues in studies related to
policy and the organizations which are tasked with their implementation.
CONSTRUCTIVIST VIEWS OF ORGANIZATION STUDIES AND POLICY
“The state is not the reality which stands behind the mask of political practice. It
is itself the mask which prevents our seeing political practice as it is… It starts its
life as an implicit construct; it is then reified – as the res publica… and acquires
an overt symbolic identify progressively divorced from practices as an illusory
account of practice. The ideological function is extended to a point where
conservative and radicals alike believe that their practice is not directed at each
other but at the state. The world of illusion prevails.”
Abrams 1988: 58
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The study of the EDUCATE workforce development policy reveals a field of influential
discourses. The constructivist perspective attends to discourse and the meaning of social
phenomenon, however, with little interest in any aspect of a positivist approach. The
constructivist (or interpretive) perspective in anthropology is most closely associated with the
“thick description” of Clifford Geertz (1973). If broadly defined, a constructivist view can
include numerous anthropologists, or closely associated social scientists, including many who
are interested in the study of organizations and policy. George Marcus, known for his writing on
multi-sited ethnography, is associated with this perspective, along with David Mosse, a
practicing anthropologist within development organizations, and Annelise Riles, who has written
about global institutions connected through networks. Outside of the discipline, Barbara
Czarniawska’s narrative approach to the study of organizations and Karl Weick’s organizational
“sensemaking” are also aligned with this perspective. Mosse (2004) critiques the instrumental
and critical view of policy, explaining that “neither of these views do justice to the complexity of
policy-making and its relationship to project practice, or to the creativity and skill involved in
negotiating development” (641). Mosse suggests that these views have interfered with the study
of the “diversity of interests behind policy models and the perspectives of the actors themselves”
(644), emphasizing the socially constructed nature of policy and the impact of policy on the
views and choices of individuals.
This constructivist view may be the easiest perspective to describe ontologically and
epistemologically. From this perspective, reality is constructed; concepts are mental constructs,
and there is no objective truth. This view is seen as operating from a phenomenological (nondualist) and a relativist ontology. Epistemologically, knowledge of reality is acquired through
social construction via various forms of discourse, the development of shared meaning, symbols,
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and tools. Although there is much interest in multiple perspectives and the role of individuals in
the social construction of meaning, agency is seen to be limited by the very structures that were
socially constructed.
Within the constructivist perspective, however, there is tremendous diversity related to
approach and the ways in which the theory is actualized. One can look to the contemporary
writings of Mosse and Riles as examples of this diversity. As a practicing anthropologist in
international development settings, Mosse (2004) has been particularly interested in policy
implementation. However, he suggests that the challenges related to implementing new practices
through policy may be related to a failure to understand the extent to which “practices produce
policy, in the sense that actors in development devote their energies to maintaining coherent
representations regardless of events” (640). In addition, Mosse has directly critiqued the ways in
which both the critical and instrumental views of policy have impeded a full understanding of
policy discourse in practice in these settings. Mosse (2004) explains that neither the critical
view, with its focus on dominance and resistance and implications of false consciousness, nor the
instrumental view, with its focus on rational planning, “does justice to the complexity of policymaking and its relationship to project practice, or to the creativity and skill involved in
negotiating development” (640). Mosse, citing such authors as Foucault (1977:194) and Li
(1999:296), suggests that current ethnographic efforts within development could be improved by
demonstrating the regulating impact of policy “not by repression and over control, but through a
productive power which engender subjectivities and aspirations” (2004:644), and the ways in
which individual actors are engaged in creating coherence out of disagreement and fragmentation
(647). For example, through his ethnographic experiences, Mosse (2004) has found that efforts
to impose governance through development projects fail; instead, governance must be co-
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constructed (645). Reflecting his constructivist perspective, Mosse (2004) asserts that projects
are successful not because of the actual implementation of the policy as designed, but because a
significant and coherent interpretation of events was constructed (657). Mosse (2004) suggests
that successful projects are aided by policy discourse:
[P]olicy discourse generates mobilizing metaphors (‘participation’, ‘governance,
‘social capital’) whose vagueness, ambiguity and lack a conceptual precision is
required to conceal ideological differences, to allow compromise and the
enrollment of different interests, to build conditions, to distribute agency and to
multiply criteria of success within project systems (663).
For Mosse (2006), the level of satisfaction and identification with the shared narrative that is
constructed will determine success or failure of development efforts. He also suggests it is more
important to be “fair” in one’s portrayal than to seek consensus on some unattainable objective
standard related to accuracy.
To demonstrate the diversity of approaches to organizational and policy research which
shares a constructivist perspective, the work of Riles provides an interesting contrast. In The
Network Inside Out, Riles’s fieldwork, although multi-sited, is primarily situated within the
operations of a Fijian nongovernmental organization. Whereas Geertz emphasized “thick
description,” Riles (2001) suggests the opposite: “when phenomena are too well known to be
described, what is needed is not greater detail but selective erasure thereof” (18). Therefore,
Riles organizes her study around the exploration of distinct “analytic forms,” such as “network,”
“bracket,” and “matrix.” Through her experimental use of these analytic forms, the author
attempts to discover a method to avoid allowing her “anthropological analysis [to be] reduced to
restatement, to repetition, to generating reflexive modernity’s ‘doubles’” (5). Aligned with a
constructivist perspective, Riles defines her subject for the ethnography to be “the character and
aesthetics of information, the manner in which information is elucidated and appreciated, its
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uses, and its effects” (2). It is the focus on the familiar processes of sharing of information, the
development and admiration of internal documents, and the negotiation of disputed language in
United Nations documents that Riles explores through each analytic form.
The constructivist view focuses on understanding how the State is perceived by the
community, attempting to set aside pre-conceived notions of ideas of the State or bureaucracy.
Geertz acknowledges the importance and the power of the State as an institution; however, the
constructed nature of the State is seen to reflect and bring “together the spirit and poetics of a
society, making it most knowable through the everyday study of culture and cultural history” (A.
Marcus 2008: 64.) Rew and Khan (2006) are most interested in “understanding the competing
moral orders within which the bureaucracy functions locally and which give meaning to policy
thinking on governance, and the webs of power that constitute ‘governance’” (Lewis and Mosse
2006: 10). Although the concept of hegemony is discussed in the context of the State, Li
provides the constructivist perspective, explaining: “hegemony is not imposed but has to be
worked out” (Li 1999). Finally, George Marcus writes about the State as a macroprocess that
must be contextualized through one’s study. The challenge of attempting to define terms, such
as policy, the State, or bureaucracy, from a constructivist perspective is inherent to the
perspective itself. The role, the functions, and the influence of policy, the State, and bureaucracy
are unique to a place and a people and co-created or negotiated, such that it can be seen as a
reflection of the society itself.
Although diverse in their approaches, anthropologists who share a constructivist
perspective and are studying policies and their impact are similar in their ontology and
epistemology. They believe that the social world is socially constructed, and there are no
objective truths. To acquire knowledge about the social world requires attention to discourse,
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symbols, artifacts, and the development of shared meaning. This perspective is particularly
relevant to this study as it relates to the role of discourse as a possible causal mechanism that
both maintains the status quo and has the potential to support a change process. Critiques of
constructivist thinking about discourse inform the analysis and understanding of the effect of
discourse in this study.
THE CRITICAL VIEW OF ORGANIZATION STUDIES AND POLICY
“Out of this very contradiction between the interests of the individuals and that of
the community the latter takes an independent form as the State…. Just because
individuals seek only their particular interest, which for them does not coincide
with their communal interest… the latter will be imposed on them as an interest
‘alien’ to them, and ‘independent.’”
-

Marx and Engels, in “The German Ideology,” quoted in Tucker 1978:160 – 161
This study focuses on a policy, the EDUCATE workforce development policy, which is

presented as a neutral and natural solution. However, from a critical or neo-Marxist perspective,
the stated goal or purpose of organizations and policy cannot be accepted at “face value.” This
perspective focuses on the role of the production of goods and services in influencing behavioral
responses, to include the way in which the production of goods and services is carried out
through organizations and the State. Although bureaucracies are often perceived as neutral,
efficient, goal-directed (instrumental) organizations, and many who study policy use a rationallegal frame, critical anthropologists assert bureaucracies are instruments of power (Shore and
Wright 1997; Heyman 2004). In addition, from the critical view, policies reflect ideology and
codify morality, concealing their hegemonic functions, like Foucault’s “political technology”
(Shore and Wright 1997). For many anthropologists with interest in policy, previous
anthropological perspectives have failed to question or problematize these aspects of
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bureaucracy and policy, which often go unnoticed, yet hold significant influence and power
(Heyman 2004; Shore and Wright 1997; Shore, et al. 2011; Wedel, et al. 2005).
The theoretical foundation for this perspective is found in Marxism. Themes related to
power are central: power as it relates to access to economic or political resources, as well as the
power to influence discourse. For the critical anthropologist, one of the basic premises of this
perspective is that the current inequitable distribution of power insures the maintenance of an
unequal distribution of benefits (Cohen 1987: 148). Governments are viewed as “manufacturing
consent” (Burawoy 1979: 114), using “policy to limit the range of reasonable choices” (Wedel,
et al. 2005: 38), and bureaucracies are seen as “centralizing power in society and legitimizing or
disguising that centralization” (Heyman 2004: 499). Shore and Wright (1997:18) express
particular concern related to the way in which the discourses of dominant groups shape and limit
debate, as well as the extent to which individuals internalize the dominant norms, thereby
affecting their ideas and behaviors, without the individual’s awareness of their influence (Shore
and Wright 1997; Wedel, et al. 2005). In discussing the role of the State in this process, Shore
and Wright (1997) explain:
More successful regimes engineer conditions so that, seemingly, consent of the
public comes ‘naturally’. That is, by extending hegemony over a population and
‘naturalizing’ a particular ideology as common sense, it becomes incontestable,
inviolable and beyond political debate. Anthropology, with its sensitivity to the
actors’ points of view and the ways these contradict or clash, combined with its
capacity for problematizing the taken for granted (including its own theories and
models), is particularly suited for analyzing how ideologies infiltrate the
institutions and practices of everyday life (24).
These quotations also highlight the tension between structure and agency. Although there is
allowance for agency, structure dominates. The famous quotation from Marx echoes this
perspective: “Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not
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make it under self-selected circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and
transmitted from the past” (Marx, in Tucker 1978: 595). Therefore, the critical anthropologist
attempts to reveal the ways in which government uses the structuring capacity of policy to
“shape, control, and regulate heterogeneous populations through classificatory schemes that
homogenize diversity, render the subject transparent to the state, and implement legal and spatial
boundaries between different categories of subjects” (Wedel et al. 2005: 35). In reflecting on a
Marxist approach, Roseberry discussed the ongoing debate related to the interaction between
structure and agency, explaining the importance of avoiding “too little contextualization of the
activity of the local groups and individuals, too little theoretical reflection on the structures and
systems within which people act, too little attention to the structures of power that shape and
constrain resistance: too much agency, too little structure” (Roseberry 1988: 171). Critical
anthropologists attempt to make visible all dominating forces, be they policy, discourses, or
bureaucratic organization, which shape the ideology, values, and behavior of the citizenry.
Ontologically, Marxism has its roots in materialism, acknowledging as “real” the material
world and the phenomena resulting from material interactions (as opposed to metaphysical
phenomena). Given contemporary discussions of ontology, one could also suggest that a realist
ontology is present in the writings of many critical anthropologists, such as Roseberry,
Rappaport, and Wolf, who recognize the material world as existing independently from the
human mind, while not being limited to only the material world, through the recognition of the
significance of discourse and social structures.
Based on a dialectical epistemology, knowledge is acquired through a process of
analytical reasoning involving careful analysis of all perspectives on an issue and a commitment
to continuous reanalysis based on ever-changing historic, political, and economic conditions.
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The critical epistemology is reflected in one’s commitment to understanding and explaining the
dominating forces involved in the State, its policies, and the bureaucracy tasked with carrying
out those policies. From a critical perspective, the very role of the anthropologist must be
critiqued. This self-reflective analysis of one’s own role in research demonstrates a commitment
to a critical epistemology.
In “Critique of the Gotha Program,” Marx described the State as “the government
machine” or “a special organism separated from society through division of labor” (quoted in
Tucker 1978: 539). For Marx, the State was viewed as an “institutional structure” that “exists to
guarantee the inherently conflictual class relationship between a direct producing/laboring class
that makes all social wealth and a ruling class that depends for its existence on extracting the
surplus value of that direct producing class” (Marcus 2008: 76). For Marx, the role of the State
is clear and focused. Marx also described the State as a legal and political superstructure that
develops to support the economic structure:
In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relations that are
indispensable and independent of their will, relations of production which
correspond to a definite stage of development of their material productive forces.
The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure
of society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political superstructure
and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness (quoted in Tucker
1978: 4)
The State as an institution is seen to be separate from the political regime that administers the
State, allowing for different forms of government and political parties to administer the State.
From this perspective, the State is real, and the State is seen to “have huge ideological
apparatuses that seek to naturalize and hide their operations of governance” (Marcus 2008: 78).
Through obfuscation, the process of understanding and possibly improving policy is greatly
complicated.
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Critical anthropologists assert the importance of close attention to power relationships,
political and economic systems, and hegemonic forces that maintain the status quo for the elite
and the oppressed. To understand these forces, it is essential to document the historical context
in which one’s study is situated and to problematize or critique the stated purpose of the
organization, given the role of hierarchical organizations in controlling behavior and thought to
maintain order and power. The critical anthropological perspective provides an explanatory
framework for the maintenance of inequitable arrangements for a group of workers such as those
who work in the early childhood field.
Critical anthropological policy studies emphasize the destructive impact of neo-liberal
policies and the hegemonic influences that limit or eliminate discourse related to political or
economic alternatives. In addition, this critical perspective aligns with the realist perspective in
that they both intend to reveal the mechanisms that sustain the current social and economic
arrangements that are hidden from view. Furthermore, the critical perspective aligns with
aspects of its realist ontology, such as the belief that reality is both socially constructed and
exists independently of the observer. For the critical anthropologists, epistemological
perspective is dialectic and critical. The dialectical approach, informed by Marx, ensures an
investigation of a “structured totality,” such as the capitalist economic system, through time and
from diverse perspectives. The critical epistemology focuses attention on the development of
understanding and explanation related to the taken-for-granted structures which lead to
domination or dependence. From this perspective, policy is the mechanism used by
governments, or those with power, to maintain influence and control – though not in any
straightforward, unproblematic way.
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The purpose of the critical anthropology of policy is to reveal the hidden or dominating
influences of these mechanisms. Anthropologists, such as Yelvington, Dillon-Sumner, Murray,
and Sims, provide examples of current research that has used this approach for the
anthropological study of policy (Yelvington et al. 2012; Yelvington et al. 2014). This
perspective is relevant to the current study because of its attention to the historical nature of the
present conditions for the early childhood workforce and the impact of the capitalist economic
system on early childhood workers as wage-earning workers. In addition, the critical perspective
guides the researcher to make visible the mechanisms behind the apparent structure and function
of involved organizations and of the state bureaucracy, such as the role of the State and its agents
in using discourse or rhetoric to maintain the current inequitable arrangement for this group.
FEMINIST CRITICAL VIEW
In some ways it is the ultimate alienation in our society that the ability to give
birth has been transformed into a liability. The reason is not simply that, since
women bear children, they are more limited in their movements and activities...
this was not a handicap even under the limited technology of hunter-gathering
life; it certainly has no relevance today.
-

Leacock 1972:40

This study focuses on a workforce that is comprised of 96 percent women, working in a
profession that is aligned with the traditional work of women, caring for children. When
reviewing the limited social science literature related to women who provide (paid) care for
children, the feminist authors’ studies and theories provided both a critique of the traditional
Marxist theory for this type of study and some additional perspectives that aligned with the
emerging findings. For example, Leacock (1981) shared the findings from Beneria and Sen’s
study of the European industrialization, explaining that “development in capitalist terms relies on
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the exploitation of women both in public production and the private domain of reproduction.”
(Leacock 1981:479). The implications of this unique role of women within the capitalist
economy are considered in this study. Like the critical view, the feminist critical perspective is
particularly aware of power relationships, especially between men and women. However,
feminist theorists often attend equally to the power relationships that exist in both the public and
the private domains of women’s lives. “Feminist research has effectively challenged ideologies
that define women’s service role as natural and has revealed the vast ramifications that stem
from women’s internalization of this belief” (Leacock 1981: 478). The power relationships with
men are viewed to be as significant as the power relationships that exist within the economic
system. In addition, feminist theorists assert the importance of reconsidering the focus of
studies by thinking about what women assert to be important to them:
Women, like other people, have goals and desires which go beyond their
immediate situations – they might seek political power, control over other
persons, financial security, love, whatever. Feminine behavior, then, must be
interpreted in relation to the goals women are moving toward – to an extent, their
actions are bound to be strategically chosen. (Lewin, et al. 1971: 13)
Lewin and her colleagues challenged the field of anthropology to consider the ways in which a
dominant male perspective has limited anthropological studies and findings. When considering
the hegemonic forces that maintain the status quo, one must intentionally consider gender, as
well as class, in the analysis. To understand the hegemonic forces experienced by women, it is
necessary to understand the historical context of women in this society.
Ontologically, the feminist critical perspective is materialist and realist, recognizing the
material world and the resulting interactions “as real” and as existing independently from the
human mind. In addition, similar to realism, some of what is acknowledged as existing is not
material, such as deep social structures and discourse. With a commitment to a dialectical
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epistemology, a continuous reanalysis of ever-changing historical, political, and economic
conditions must be factored into one’s research, which strengthens a critical analysis of the
mechanisms by which dominating forces support the maintenance of inequitable distribution of
power and resources.
Similar to the Marxist view, the feminist critical perspective assumes human agency as
the mechanism through which change is possible, while acknowledging the dominating role of
social structures. Feminist anthropologists, like Leacock (1981), asserted “the need to root out
the pervasive assumption that women are not actors on the scene to the same degree as are men.
There is still a widespread failure to recognize that correcting the anthropological distortion of
women’s roles in society has profound implication for the interpretation of social structure
generally” (263). Attention to gender and the historical role of women are factors to be
considered when analyzing agency and structure.
Much of the feminist critique focuses on the concept of power, as opposed to a critique of
the Marxist understanding of the role of the State. Feminist theorists began to question the way
in which power had been defined and studied, suggesting that the concepts of power (over) and
domination are constructs developed by and reflective of men. Moving away from power as
domination, feminist social theorists, like Miller (1992), encouraged the active search for new
perspectives on power. “Women’s examination of power… can bring new understanding of the
whole concept of power” (Miller 1992: 241). For example, Hartstock (1983) describes power
“as energy and competence rather than dominance” (224). Embracing the role of women as
mothers and caregivers, Held (1993) suggests that “the capacity to give birth and to nurture and
empower could be the basis for new and more humanly promising conceptions than the ones that
now prevail of power, empowerment and growth” (137). Held suggests that women provide a
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view of power that is transformative and empowering based in their potential roles as mothers.
Based on the findings from their research, feminist theorists, Irigaray (1981) and Cixous (1977),
suggest that definitions of power, as power over or domination, need to be altered to allow for a
shift towards a transformative power that is aligned with what they called a “feminine economy”
with a focus on “power over oneself” (Cixous 1977: 483-84).
In the context of this study, these ideas do not detract from the central focus on class and
the role of the State to maintain the current distribution of resources. Instead, these ideas provide
an additional lens and theory to further analyze the perspectives and experiences of the early
childhood workforce.
THE CRITICAL REALIST VIEW IN SUPPORT OF POLICY STUDIES
People do not marry to reproduce the nuclear family or work to
sustain the capitalist economy. Yet it is nevertheless the unintended
consequence (and inexorable result) of, as it is a necessary condition for,
their activity.
-

Bhaskar 1998: 215

Critical realism, as meta-theory, may be used to support whatever theory is chosen as the
foundation for a particular research topic; however, the critical realist meta-theory is currently
being invoked to support Marxist or neo-Marxist-informed studies. Not yet embraced within the
discipline of anthropology (or even within other social science disciplines in the United States),
the critical realist perspective on organization and policy seems to be worth careful
consideration, particularly for applied anthropological studies of organizations and policy.
Critical realism is best classified as a meta-theory or a philosophical approach, as opposed to a
theory. Critical realism offers a philosophical “third way” for social sciences to approach the
study of social phenomena, since it neither accepts a positivist approach nor a postmodern/
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constructivist (anti-naturalist) approach to social research. However, a significant contribution
of critical realism is its focus on clearly articulating and understanding the ontological position of
the philosophy, separate from the epistemology, so as not “to confuse reality with the knowledge
of reality” (Ackroyd and Fleetwood 2000: 14).
Ontologically, the critical realist perspective asserts that “there is a world which exists
largely independently of the researcher’s knowledge of it” (Sayer 2004: 6), thereby distancing
the critical realist perspective from idealism. For the critical realist, a positivist approach directs
one’s focus to the regularity that can be created in closed systems and fails to account for context
specific and contingent responses that exist in “open systems” or real world settings. Likewise,
the critical realist rejects the strict social constructivist perspective that asserts that all reality is
constructed and nothing exists outside of discourse and social interaction. The critical realist
also suggests that the social world is pre-structured. Bhaskar (1989) explains that “[a]gents are
always acting in a world of structural constraints and possibilities that they did not produce.
Social structure is both the ever-present condition and the continually reproduced outcome of
intentional human activity” (xvi). Within this perspective, it is understood that agency, the
intentional actions of agents, can reproduce and even transform structures and culture, but
agency cannot create new structures (Thursfield and Hamblett 2004: 118). Critical realism calls
attention to the transformational potential contained in the interaction between people and
structures (Ackroyd 2004: 150). Critical realists, such as Margaret Archer, emphasize the
importance of not “conflating” structure and agency, as she believes occurs in Giddens’
“structuration theory.” Since the interest is in understanding the causal mechanisms at work
between structure and agency, the two must be considered as distinct entities, so that one can
analyze how structure affects agency and vice versa (Hartwig 2007: 424-425).
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From the critical realist perspective, there are three overlapping domains of entities that
are real (Hartwig 2007: 400). Table 1 outlines these three domains: empirical, actual, and real
(or “deep,” as noted below). To acknowledge subjective reality, critical realism defines the
empirical domain to include experiences and perceptions. The actual domain of reality includes
events and actions which are central to the study of social phenomenon from a positivist
perspective. However, it is the addition of the real or “deep” domain that is considered to be one
of the significant contributions of the critical realist perspective; these are the entities of most
interest in the study of social phenomenon. The entities in the real domain are affected by
circumstance and the agency of individuals to avoid, resist, or otherwise influence the impact of
the structures or mechanisms. Through the use of a structured ontology, the critical realist seeks
to identify what exists “behind the surface of experiences and perceptions and to account for
what occurs in terms of an understanding of connections at the level of structures” (Ackroyd and
Fleetwood 2000: 13).
Table 1.

A structured ontology

Domain

Entity

Empirical

Experiences, perceptions

Actual

Events and actions

‘Deep’

Structures, mechanisms, powers, relations

Source: Ackroyd and Fleetwood (2000: 13).
Sayer (2004) asserts that almost all theoretical perspectives, even constructivist
approaches, could be classified as minimally realist, given the acknowledgement of the existence
of entities separate from our knowledge of them (8). Critical realism, however, argues that the
emergent capacity of the real structures, their ability to produce properties that are different than
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the original constituent entities, differentiates the critical realist philosophy from the “positivist
notions of universal logical necessity (natural laws, generalizable truths) by highlighting the
uncertain nature of phenomena (i.e., that propositions may hold true only under certain
circumstances)” (Kontos and Poland 2009: 5). Given the potential for emergence, these
properties must be studied “‘at their own level’ rather than [treated] as reducible to their
constituents” (Sayer 2004: 9).
Epistemologically, the critical realist perspective recognizes that “our knowledge is
always provisional, and historically and culturally relative – we do not have observerindependent access in the world – but that this does not make all theories or beliefs equally
valid” (Mingers 2004: 165). In addition, although knowledge is “socially situated,” it is not
socially determined, thereby acknowledging the capacity of individuals to produce social change
(agency). Furthermore, although there are multiple perspectives and diverse interpretations of
the social world, the critical realist does not accept that there are multiple realities. Critical
realism allows for the determination of the truth (or lack thereof) between conflicting
explanations. As Ackroyd and Fleetwood (2000) explain:
This does not, of course, imply that the realist knows the truth: it merely implies
the truth can be known – irrespective of how difficult this may be. Given this,
however, realism licenses an intense interest in finding out what is true, and of
finding out how truth can be secured (15).
It is also understood that what we know about the world is accessed through concepts and
is unknowable without them (Ackroyd 2004: 144).
When applying a critical realist perspective to the study of organizations and policy, the
identification of generative mechanisms is the central focus. Ackroyd asserts that the
“knowledge of causal mechanisms makes research potentially policy relevant” (Ackroyd 2004:
159). For critical realists, social scientific research has a transformative capacity; determining
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the underlying causes of human problems can lead to strategies to address or resolve the
difficulties (Bhaskar 1994: 109). Critical realism, as meta-theory, attends to the empirical
domain, such as experiences and perceptions, the actual domain, such as events or activities, as
well as the deeper structures and mechanisms which interact with and limit human agency.

CONCLUSION
Strong theory to support the anthropology of policy is still lacking. However, the
diversity of perspectives from within the discipline of anthropology provides one with the
potential to build upon the good work of those who have shared this area of interest over the last
one hundred years. With each perspective, from Weber to contemporary anthropological
theorists, such as Mosse, Shore, Gupta, and Roseberry, the field has gained insight into the
complexity of policies that are developed and implemented. Furthermore, the addition of critical
realism, with its attention to ontology and epistemology, calls attention to the field’s need to be
explicit about the underlying beliefs that guide anthropological research. The anthropological
study of bureaucracy and policy is strengthened when it moves beyond negative critique to
promote productive dialogue (Bernstein and Mertz 2011: 8), so that anthropologists can move
beyond description to explanation.
With a particular interest in understanding the economic impact of this policy solution for
the undereducated, poor, and female early childhood workforce, and after reviewing the
literature, the anthropology of policy, political economy, and feminist social theory were chosen
as the foundation for this study. These theoretical foundations provided guidance for this writer
in determining the types of questions to ask and the types of information to locate and review.
With guidance from the anthropology of policy and political economy, significant attention was
paid to the historical conditions that led to the development of the EDUCATE policy, the
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identification of the interests of the State in the EDUCATE policy, as well as the interest of other
actors, such as the EDUCATE state office administrators and child care center directors.
Furthermore, it was important to gather information about the identified needs of the child care
workers, the measurable benefits of the EDUCATE policy for the workers, and the workers’
experience as “users” of this policy. Finally, as providers of “caring labor,” it became important
to draw upon the work of feminist social theorists, within and outside of anthropology, to further
explore the possible unique aspects of this type of work for the early childhood workforce. It is
within this blend of the anthropology of policy, political economy, and feminist social theory that
this study was anchored and informed.
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CHAPTER 3: UNDERSTANDING THE EARLY CHILDHOOD WORKFORCE
CONTEXT
The extension of the ethnographic site in space and time sharpens one’s
sensibilities to the political consequences of defining a site or sites.
-

Gille and Ó Riain 2002:289

The setting or the field in a traditional cultural anthropological study has been a
geographically defined location, with a focus on a particular group of people. The study of
policy, however, requires that one redefine the field to support the process of “studying through”
(Reinhold 1994: 447 – 449) to allow for the exploration of how “processes work in different
sites” (Shore and Wright 1997: 14). Therefore, the broader social, political, and historical
context in which the policy is situated must be understood, along with the funding environment.
This chapter begins by presenting the historical context for the development of child care
services in the United States, along with a review of the national child care workforce data.
Additional information, specific to the state in which the EDUCATE workforce development
policy is implemented, will be provided as background for the development of the EDUCATE
policy as a policy solution to enhance the qualifications of the child care workforce, to lower
turnover, and to improve compensation levels. Finally, the reader will be introduced to three
child care centers in which three EDUCATE grantees (and study participants) are employed.
HISTORY OF CHILD CARE IN THE UNITED STATES
As background, the development of the early childhood workforce in the United States is
typically linked to two different catalysts: the significant number of women who were drawn
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away from their primary roles as “homemakers” into industrial jobs during World War II
(Fousekis 2011), and the development of model early education programs (e.g. Head Start, Perry
Pre-School, Abecedarian Program) as a part of President Johnson’s War on Poverty (Rhodes and
Huston 2012). Reviewing records from the United States since the 1970s related to efforts to
accommodate and support women entering the workforce, one finds an early childhood
workforce with a history of being minimally educated, poorly compensated, and experiencing
high levels of turnover (Whitebook, et al. 1998). In addition, this workforce has been
predominantly poor, female, and disproportionately African-American (Whitebook, et al. 1989;
Bassok, et al. 2013). With the emergence of various child care arrangements, state licensing
regulations began to embed quality standards that have evolved over time. Currently, child care
quality standards across the nation focus on four areas: professional development and education
requirements, curricula and learning activities, family engagement, and children’s health. In
many states, one of the factors that influence the rating of the quality of a center is the
educational level of the teaching staff. Absent in most systems is a measure that makes visible
the wage for the workforce.
The War on Poverty, the other catalyst, inspired early childhood programs that were
intended to meet the needs of the nation’s most disadvantaged children and were, therefore,
available to income eligible families at no cost (Rhodes and Huston 2012). Funded by state and
federal sources, these programs were and still are held to higher state or federal standards,
including higher educational requirements for teachers and specific early childhood credentials.
Recent legislation has created even more stringent standards and expectations: “By 2013, half of
the lead teachers in Head Start are required to have a BA degree… (White House Office of the
Press Secretary, November 2011) (Rhodes and Huston 2012: 9). In these types of state and
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federally funded early childhood programs, both qualifications and requirements for the teaching
staff and compensation rates align with the K-12 education system (Rhodes and Huston 2012: 9),
significantly increasing the hourly wage for this part of the early childhood workforce.
In 1989, President Bush convened an educational summit, establishing the foundation for
the development of the National Education Goals, which came to be called “America 2000.”
The first of eight goals, which carried forward into the Clinton administration, was this: “By the
year 2000, every child will start school ready to learn” (National Education Goals Panel N.d.),
thereby encouraging a national conversation about educational reform in general, but early care
and education reform in particular (Goffin 2013). The National Education Goals Panel
articulated the several objectives for this goal, including the following: “All children will have
access to high-quality and developmentally appropriate preschool programs that help prepare
children for school” (National Education Goals Panel N.d.). These objectives were developed in
response to widely discussed research findings on “early brain development, economic and cost
benefit analyses, and program evaluation” demonstrating the positive impact of high quality
early care and education environments (Goffin 2013: 4). Goffin, a nationally recognized expert
in early education whose work has focused on the development of professional standards for the
early childhood workforce, commented that “Masterful marketing and intensified advocacy
followed, yielding increased political interest marked by influx of federal dollars, new state and
philanthropic resources, and a shift in public perception from ‘early care’ to ‘early education’”
(Goffin 2013: 4). However, this shift in thinking was complicated by what Rhodes and Huston
(2012) refer to as the “low status afforded early care and education work,” since there continues
to be a widely held belief that the early childhood workforce does not offer a service that is much
different from babysitting or the care provided by an untrained parent (Goffin 2013: 31).
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The interest in a more professional and better-educated workforce has led to the
development of many professional development strategies. However, as noted earlier, the
evidence to support increased educational attainment for teachers or specific degrees as a
significant contributor to improved outcomes for young children in early childhood settings is
mixed (Blau 2000; Early, et al. 2007). Nevertheless, increased educational attainment creates
justification for increased wages, and “higher wages are associated with better classroom
practices and lower turnover from [Early Care and Education] jobs” (Bassok 2013: 586). Table
2 documents the low status of child care workers, based on average hourly wages earned, as
compared to other professions. The table also presents the direct relationship between wages and
turnover rates.
Table 2. Hourly Wages and Annual Turnover
Occupation

Mean Hourly Wage

Turnover Rate

Registered nurses

$31.99

5%

K-8 teachers

$30.60

10%

Social Workers

$24.26

10%

Pre-school teachers

$13.20

15%

Home health aids/nurses aides

$10.39

18%

Child care workers

$10.07

29%

Food counter workers

$9.13

42%

Source: Rhodes and Huston (2012: 7); Whitebook and Ryan (2011, based on US Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 2009).
Currently, the field of early childhood is in the national spotlight. There is an evergrowing awareness of the importance of early brain development and the potential benefits to
children to be engaged in safe, responsive, and stimulating environments (Phillips and Shonkoff
2000). Findings from multiple longitudinal studies demonstrate the even more significant socio-
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emotional, educational, and economic benefits experienced by children from economically
disadvantaged families (Heckman 2011; Schweinhart 1993; Ramey and Campbell 1991).
Although there is a widely shared consensus within the early childhood field about the
importance of a stable, skilled, and educated workforce, issues related to the accessibility and
affordability of quality child care programs continue to interfere with realization of an early
childhood system that aligns with what has been described as most beneficial for children
(Hayes, et al. 1990; Helburn 1995). The issue of affordable, quality child care intersects with
compensation levels for the early childhood workforce. In 2011, the United States Census
Bureau collected the following information about the cost of child care and the populations who
access child care services. The majority of young children under five, 61 percent, access some
type of child care arrangement; however, it may involve family members or other informal
arrangements. An “organized facility,” such as a child care center or a Head Start program, is
utilized by 25 percent of the families with young children (Laughlin 2013: 9).
The cost of various child care arrangements seems to influence the choices that families
make for their children. The United States Census Bureau (2011) found the following:
Children in poverty with an employed mother relied to a greater extent on
grandparents (30 percent) and fathers (29 percent) than on day care centers (16
percent) or family day care providers (4 percent) for their care. Children in
families above the poverty line were less likely to be cared for by a sibling (9
percent) but more likely to be cared for in a day care center (24 percent) or
nursery school (9 percent) than children in poverty. This tendency may be due to
the higher costs associated with organized care (Laughlin 2013: l8).
Based on the average cost of child care for a family, Laughlin (2013) calculated that, for the 19
percent of families earning $18,000 or less per year, the cost of having a child in a full time child
care program was equivalent to approximately 40 percent of the family income, and of those
families living in poverty, only 14 percent received any type of assistance to pay for child care
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(Laughlin 2013: 19). As the income of the family increases, the proportion of the family’s
income expended on child care shrinks. For the 37 percent of families earning $54,000 or more,
a single child in full time child care would equate to less than seven percent of the family income
(Laughlin 2013: 16-17). The additional financial burden for lower income families becomes a
complicating factor for early care and education advocates who seek high quality, affordable care
for all. In addition, it is worth noting that, when surveyed, parents prioritize “location, hours of
service the provider is available, convenience, the child’s safety and comfort, and cost” (Helburn
and Bergmann 2003: 162). The importance of convenience and affordability for parents, as well
as the generally low level of knowledge about quality child care and educational levels for staff,
limits the influence of parents as advocates for high quality care (Hofferth, et al. 1998; Browne
1990; Cryer and Buchinal 1997). Nevertheless, the focus of early childhood experts is on
defining and ensuring the quality of care for young children.
The National Survey of Early Care and Education Project Team (2013) documented
various investments and efforts that have attempted to increase the education levels and wages of
child care professionals, as well as to decrease worker turnover. This study found that
educational attainment for the early childhood workforce has increased over the last ten or so
years, which has been a policy focus for many early childhood champions and experts. More
than half of all early childhood professionals working in child care centers identified as having
an associate degree or higher. This report found 26 percent of the workforce held a bachelor’s
degree and 9 percent held a graduate level degree (National Survey of Early Care and Education
Project Team 2013: 11). These percentages are higher than have been reported previously;
however, policy changes related to educational requirement in Head Start and state pre-K
programs are believed to have affected this rate. In addition, teachers and teacher assistants
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were found to have an average of ten years of experience, which was interpreted as evidence of
an “attached” workforce (National Survey of Early Care and Education Project Team 2013: 18).
Overall, the trends related to child care quality, such as staff educational levels and turnover are
moving in the right direction; however, issues related to compensation merit a closer look.
Although “wages were closely tied to educational attainment,” the wages earned by the
early childhood workforce were much lower than the wages earned by similarly educated
individuals in the broader economy (National Survey of Early Care and Education Project Team
2013: 4). Similar findings were published in 1996 by The Future of Children, a research-based
policy and advocacy entity at the Brookings Institute and Princeton University, describing the
“forgone earnings” of child care staff.
Fully 93 percent of teachers and assistants earned less in child care than their
counterparts earned in other occupations and industries. Teachers, on average,
earned $5,238 per year less in child care than they could earn in other professions,
given their education, racial and ethnic status, gender, and age. Forgone earnings
for assistants, while lower in absolute terms ($3,582), were proportionately higher
than for teachers. There was wide variation in forgone wages for administrators,
but many administrators (32 percent of those in the study) were earning their
market wage (Helburn 1995: 75).
Increasing educational attainment has been a commitment in this field, it has not led to
comparable wages for the early childhood workforce. As noted by Helburn and Bergmann
(2003), the fees for child care services are market driven and therefore under continual pressure
to decrease. Given these financial conditions and an increasingly more attached workforce, there
are few, if any, powerful incentives to increase the wages of early childhood workforce.
While these findings reflect perceived improvements in the workforce, early childhood
education experts, like Goffin, who has been a leader in the national conversation about the
importance of defining standards for the early childhood workforce, would counter with
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significant concerns about the early care and education field’s ability to organize to achieve its
intended goal for children. Goffin stated, “Despite massive efforts and investments directed to
building statewide ECE [early childhood education] systems since the 1990s, consequential
change has been elusive…” (Goffin 2012: 14). To emphasize her point, Goffin shares the
following quotation from Bredekamp (1992):
When individuals who are responsible for the care and education of children
remain ignorant of the knowledge base, children pay the price. Although we
[referring to the NAEYC National Institute for Early Childhood Professional
Development] are committed to maintaining access, we must be more committed
to maintaining quality for children. We must continue to learn with and from
children, but we must stop learning on children (emphasis in original)
(Bredekamp 1992:53-54).
For Goffin and other early childhood experts, incremental improvements in the early childhood
workforce are an insufficient path forward; the early childhood community must invest in a
different approach to address the field’s current challenges.
The current structural arrangements of the early childhood system, related to who can
direct a child care center and who funds child care services, are another set of complicating
factors for improvement in the field. Goffin (2013) has described the current child care structure
as follows:
[A] mixture of (1) free market/competition, where consumers largely drive the
work that people do and cost is driven by competitive forces (e.g., child care) and
(2) managerially-driven work, encompassing all formal organizations, including
government agencies, where those in managerial roles oversee the work, set goals,
and establish evaluative criteria, thereby determining the boundaries within which
expertise may be expressed (e.g., Head Start) (Goffin 2013: 26).
Similar to our nation’s healthcare insurance conundrum, the child care system developed within
a capitalist economy, allowing for entrepreneurs to enter the field and make services available
for a fee, as great as the market could tolerate. Distinctly different than the healthcare insurance
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industry, however, there are no real financial winners. There is no way to extract significantly
more money from families to increase the profit margin of the business substantially; therefore,
wages must remain low. When comparisons are made to the government subsidized early
childhood systems in a number of European countries, with the hope of encouraging the
expansion of the publically funded portion of this nation’s early childhood system, it appears that
the strength of the argument related to the benefits for children or the long term savings for
society are inadequate to produce the necessary political will to move decisively down this path.
It is worth noting that over the last few years, a handful of states and the District of
Columbia have committed to universal access to free, state supported, high quality, full-day prekindergarten programs for four year olds. Oklahoma’s implementation of pre-kindergarten is
looked to as a national model due to the state’s high participation rates (71 percent). For the
families of four years olds in these locations, this is a great option. For early childhood teachers
who meet the requirements to teach in these settings, their pay is more closely commensurate to
teachers in the K-12 state education system. For example, in Oklahoma, the teachers in their
pre-kindergarten programs hold a bachelor’s degree, have been certified in early childhood
education, and earn the same salary as a K-12 teacher.
CHILD CARE IN THE LOCAL CONTEXT
Transitioning from the national data to the state-specific data, this writer reviewed
numerous program documents, published by the EDUCATE state office or its administrative
home, CECE. Therefore, so as not to reveal the identity of the EDUCATE policy and the
EDUCATE administrators and staff, a description of these resources, along with the type of
information that was used from each source, is provided in chapter 4, in the discussion of the
research methods for this study.
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In the state in which the EDUCATE workforce development policy is being
implemented, there are approximately 4,000 child care centers, serving children birth through
kindergarten, employing about 26,000 teaching staff. As for the composition of the child care
workforce in the state, the average worker is female, mid-thirties, married, with at least one
child, and with an annual income of less than $30,000.

Although the state population is

comprised of 72 percent white people and 28 percent people of color, the child care workforce is
disproportionately comprised of 57 percent white people and 43 percent people of color. The
available statistics do not account for the percentage of Latinas in the workforce, the fastest
growing population in the state and currently approximately nine percent of the population (U.S.
Census Bureau). The early childhood workforce is divided in near equal halves with just under
half of the individuals having less than an associate degree and just over half having an associate
degree or more. These rates, however, vary by region, with the highest levels of education found
in the more populated, higher socio-economic status regions of the state, and the lowest
educational rates found in the poorer, less populated regions of the state.
As a reference point, wages for the early childhood teachers and teacher assistants in the
state have been summarized in Table 3. The median starting wage for teachers in child care
centers is $9.00 an hour, and the median highest wage for teachers is $12.00 an hour. Teacher
assistants start at about $0.50 below teachers, and their median highest wage is about $1.75
below teachers. The median starting wage and highest wage is much higher for teachers working
in the state-funded pre-kindergarten classrooms, and this wage increased significantly in the last
two years to $17.91 an hour and $34.01 an hour, respectively, due to state mandates which
require teachers to hold higher degrees (minimum of bachelor’s degree) and higher license levels
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(Birth-Kindergarten License), equivalent to the licensure level for teachers working in the public
school system.
Table 3. State Child Care Teaching Staff Wages by Role and Setting

Teacher Assistant in Private
Child Care Center
Teacher in Private Child Care
Center
Teacher in State-funded Pre-K

2013 Median Wage

2013 Median Highest Wage

$8.50/hour

$10.25/hour

$9.00/hour

$12.00/hour

$17.91/hour

$34.01/hour

Data from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Living Wage Calculator was used
to calculate the “living wage” for the state’s residents (Glasmeier 2015) and are summarized in
Table 4. Based on these calculations, one finds that a living wage for a single adult is $9.12 an
hour, an adult plus one child is $18.92/hour, an adult plus two children is $23.64/hour, and an
adult plus three children is $29.64/hour. In the state, 75 percent of child care teachers and
assistants have children. For teachers with children, currently, only teachers in state-funded PreK have the opportunity to earn a living wage. Based on a document published in 2012, six out of
ten child care workers earned less than $30,000, and four out of ten had received or was still
receiving state economic assistance within the past three years.
As summarized in Table 5, employee benefit packages vary across child care centers.
Approximately nine out of ten centers offer paid holidays and paid vacation, while significantly
fewer centers fully or partially pay for health insurance (one of six and one of three,
respectively). Prior to the Affordable Care Act, one-third of child care center teaching staff did
not have health insurance. More than half of the centers provide reduced fees or free child care
for the children of their employees (two-thirds and one-sixth, respectively), parental leave after
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the birth of a child (three quarters), and paid sick leave (three quarters). Less than half of the
centers offer retirement benefits (four of ten).
Table 4. State Living Wage
Family Arrangement

Living Wage

Single adult

$ 9.12/hour

Adult, plus one child

$18.92/hour

Adult, plus two children

$23.64/hour

Adult, plus three children

$29.64/hour

Source: Glasmeier 2015
Table 5. Employment Benefits in Child Care Centers (2013)
2013 Employment Benefits

Approximate Percentages

Fully Paid Health Insurance

15 %

Partially Paid Health Insurance

33 %

Free Child Care

15 %

Reduced Child Care Fee

66 %

Parental Leave after Birth of Child

75 %

Paid Sick Leave

75 %

Paid Vacation

90 %

Paid Holidays

90 %

Paid Retirement Benefits

40 %

Over 4,000 child care professionals (just under 14 percent) received a salary supplement,
through another CECE administered initiative. The average salary supplement for participating
child care workers added an additional $0.85/hour to their total. A worker is eligible to receive a
salary supplement under the following conditions: if funding has been allocated to support salary
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supplements in her county, if she is working in a licensed program, and if she has been employed
at the same center for at least six months. Her educational level determines the amount of the
supplement. These salary supplements reward:
1) Additional college education, beginning with as few as six credit hours or one’s initial
Early Childhood Credential, and
2) Maintaining one’s employment within a single child care center.
Those workers receiving salary supplement are far less likely to leave their centers, at a turnover
rate of 12 percent per year, as compared to the statewide turnover rate of 31 percent.
Because the majority of child care centers are operated as small businesses, this state, like
many other states, has attempted to improve the quality of child care programs through state
regulations and the development of voluntary quality program standards. In the late 1990s, the
state established the Quality Rated License System which created incentives for program to
invest in improving their program and education standards. The state’s Child Care Program
Handbook explains that program and educational standards provide an accurate way to reflect
quality in child care programs. By participating in the Quality Rated License System, child care
programs become eligible to receive a higher subsidy rate for children whose child care is
subsidized through the state. In addition, child care programs are often able to charge higher
rates to private pay families, as families are more willing to pay a higher rate for a center that has
a higher rating. In 2011-2012, the state legislature increased the quality standards and provided
guidance which required the following activities:
1. The adoption of policies to improve the quality of child care for children who are
eligible for child care subsidies, and
2. The implementation of new policy to ensure, whenever possible, that children who
are eligible for child care subsidies are enrolled in higher quality child care settings
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The state has demonstrated its interest in how the quality of child care programs is determined,
communicated, and related to funding. Influenced by Quality Rated License System and, more
recently, by publically funded program requirements, educational levels have been increasing,
but wages for the early childhood workforce have remained stable and very low. It is worth
noting that the factors that are scored to determine a center’s quality rating do not include child
care workers’ wages. The one exception to stable, low wages is the significantly higher wages,
with accompanying higher standards, in the federal and state-funded Head Start and prekindergarten programs that are available to income-eligible families at no cost. Finally, the cost
of child care has increased at a rate significantly higher than inflation over the last two decades
(Laughlin 2013: 17), creating a challenging situation for families with limited resources.
HISTORY OF THE EDUCATE WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT POLICY
Into the complex landscape of child care service provision, the EDUCATE workforce
development policy was developed to address the challenges of the early childhood workforce
(low education levels, low wages, high turnover). In the late 1980s, Harris was a member of a
small team of early childhood experts who decided to complete the state’s first early childhood
workforce study. The findings reinforced what she and her colleagues had believed. Harris
explained: “The data made it so clear. Now we know for sure it’s bad. The data were pretty
horrific, in terms of education and what the workforce earned or didn’t earn, and turnover, and
the way directors and owner viewed their workforce.” With these data in hand, Harris and her
colleagues conceived of a strategy to address the needs of the early childhood workforce
“You’ve got under-educated women who have no money, but clearly desire – because that's
what the study showed us – clearly desire to learn.”
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Hal Clark, an expert on public financing for early childhood and measures of child care
quality, who worked with Harris on the workforce study, added that both he and Harris were
interested in ensuring that the racial demographics of the early childhood workforce matched the
racial make-up of the children they served. Clark explained that
we [referring to Harris and himself] looked at teachers in K through 12, and we
saw that their profile didn’t look very much like the students; the teachers were
much, much whiter, much more middle class, and that was not the case in birth
through five where teachers were much more representative of the children in
their care…. And whatever we did, we wanted to be sure we had a diverse
population of teachers [working in early care and education].
In addition, Harris mentioned that the study demonstrated the lack of awareness on the
part of the center directors at this time: “And you have employers who don’t get it, who don’t
get investments in their workforce.” For Harris, EDUCATE provided a professional pathway
for child care workers that would improve their lives: “And of course, I knew and, you know,
we all know, that education is the way out of poverty…. We wanted women to have a right to
education that’s going to make a difference in their lives. And so that’s where [EDUCATE]
came up.” For Harris and Clark, access to education, for a predominantly African-American,
poor, and under-educated workforce, was the right thing to do for these women and would be
good for children, as well.
In the early 1990s, Patrick Hill, a former United States Senator, was chosen by the state’s
governor to be the Secretary of the Health and Human Services Department. Hill reflected on
the governor’s initial request to him: “I want to start an Early Childhood Program.” Hill had
become interested in child poverty since leaving Congress in the mid-1980s and had prepared a
plan to send to the governor even prior to being chosen to serve in his cabinet. Hill proposed
“establishing nonprofits in each county and having a central nonprofit at the state level to work
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around family and early childhood issues.” This innovative, community-based network of
nonprofit agencies was proposed along with the funding for EDUCATE, at a total cost of 20
million dollars. The legislature approved the governor’s request.
In asking about the political context that allowed for the initial support for EDUCATE, as
well as the maintenance of EDUCATE, Clark gave significant credit to Harris for EDUCATE’s
success. He said, “She’s just a powerful voice, and also somebody who can work across the
boundaries….Another thing is [EDUCATE] wasn’t anything that was going to revolutionize
who [the early childhood workforce] was; if fact, it was designed to help keep people there and
to get them better skills, so it wasn’t a threat to the population of teachers.” As far as the
messaging about EDUCATE, Hill commented that “EDUCATE very intentionally was defined
to enhance the qualifications of our teachers.” Clark explained that the idea of educating
teachers to improve outcomes for children seemed to be a message that worked for most elected
officials. In essence, the discourse related to the EDUCATE workforce development policy
focused on educating the workforce without disrupting the structure of the current child care
system. Since the mid-1990s, when EDUCATE began to receive state general fund dollars,
Harris, Clark, and Hill believe that EDUCATE has received support from both Democrats and
Republicans and has not been the center (or even a side note) of any political controversy or
debate.
One source of support has been the community colleges. Harris explained that the funds
that support the EDUCATE grants are used within the state’s community college system. She
commented, “We’ve actually had, at different times, the community college lobbyists lobbying
for us.” Harris noted that, in the early 1990s, only half of the community colleges offered the
Early Childhood Associate degree, and now all of the community colleges offer the program.
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Harris added: “so part of what EDUCATE did is to actualize the demand side. There was always
a demand, it’s just nobody could pay for college.” As community colleges became significant
partners, EDUCATE encouraged the community colleges to become more accessible by offering
evening and weekend classes. Over time, the size of the Early Childhood Associate degree
program has grown significantly across the entire state. Harris explained the buying power of
the EDUCATE state office in the following way: “We’re a big buyer of education, and a
consolidated buyer. And we have a right and a responsibility to advocate for our students. In
some community colleges at different times, we’ve supported 75 percent of their population.”
Based on data available for 2012 requested from the state’s community college system, the Early
Childhood Associate Degree program was the fourth largest program out of about 300 programs
with 4 percent of the students in the state (behind associate in arts:17 percent; associate in
general education: 15 percent; associate in science: 5 percent).
FUNDING FOR EDUCATE
Private funding paid for the first few years of the demonstration of the EDUCATE
workforce development policy. By the middle of the 1990s, the legislature began providing
funding for EDUCATE as a part of the state’s investment in improving the quality of child care.
At about the same time, the newly created Division of Early Care and Education (DECE) began
contracting with the Center for Early Care and Education (CECE) to provide a variety of child
care related services, including the maintenance of a community resource and referral database,
child care program technical assistance services, and the administration of the EDUCATE
workforce development policy. CECE has a 40 year history in the state. Today, CECE is a wellestablished and recognized resource in the community, with a 15 member board of influential
early childhood advocates, operating as a non-profit organization. The CECE website describes
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the agency as supporting the development of high quality, affordable, and accessible child care
settings for all families.
The funding for the EDUCATE workforce development policy has changed over the
years. In 2012, the state received a total of approximately 75 million dollars from the CCDF
(Child Care and Development Fund), and over 30 percent of those funds were distributed to
CECE. The CCDF is a federal block grant to the states, administered by the Administration for
Children and Families (ACF) in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).
The language in the CCDF “Justification of Estimates for Appropriation Committees” describes
the purpose of the block grant as follows: “for child care assistance for low-income families,” to
include “child care resource and referral and school-aged child care activities,” “activities that
improve the quality of infant and toddler care,” and “child care research, demonstration, and
evaluation activities” (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2014). Based on CECE’s
Internal Revenue Service Form 990 (Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax), the
CECE’s total revenue in 2012 was about 25 million dollars. Of the total revenue, almost 90
percent was categorized as “government grants.” Ellen Smith, the current President of CECE,
provided the following information about the sources of income for her agency during the FY
2013-2014. CECE receives about nine million dollars of federal funds, four million dollars from
the state, and 12 million dollars blended federal and state dollars. Smith also shared that CECE
receives more than two million dollars in private funding (local university child care
scholarships, meal service to child care centers, training fees, foundation, and rental incomes).
In addition, approximately $400,000 was received by CECE in the formal of charitable
donations. In 2013, the CECE listed more than 100 public, private, and individual funding
partners; the list included the Bank of America and IBM, local foundations, nearby city and
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county governments, local child advocacy and service agencies, and 77 individuals. The size of
individual donations is unknown. Finally, more than $40,000 was received from local city
governments.
In the most recent fiscal year, CECE received just over $4 million dollars to support the
EDUCATE workforce development policy from federal and state sources (federal block grant:
$3.6 million; state Pre-Kindergarten: $650,000). Approximately 70 percent of the EDUCATE
budget supports EDUCATE grants and the remaining funds were designated for administrative
tasks. Furthermore, EDUCATE grantees and their child care employers pay a small portion of
the costs. When asked about state or federal oversight for the EDUCATE workforce
development policy, Smith, who previously served as the Deputy Division Director for the
state’s Division of Early Care and Education (DECE), explained that each year, DECE monitors
both the fiscal and programmatic sides of the EDUCATE workforce development policy. As for
Federal oversight, Smith explained that the state is required to submit an annual plan to describe
the way the CCDF funds will be used. The EDUCATE workforce development policy is
mentioned throughout that recently submitted plan for 2014.
EDUCATE GRANTEES
Based on data from the EDUCATE workforce development policy for 2014, the
following general description of the approximately 3,000 EDUCATE grantees can be
summarized. More than half of the grantees were women of color, more than four-fifths of the
grantees were working toward an associate degree, and the average wage for a grantee increased
by 9 percent during the reported year but was still less than $10 an hour. In total, approximately
11 percent of the more than 26,000 child care professionals in the state were receiving an
EDUCATE grant. Across the state, one-fifth of the child care programs are public, one-fifth of
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the programs are non-for-profit, and three-fifths are for-profit centers. In total, just over onethird of the more than 4,000 licensed child care programs in the state were sponsoring
EDUCATE grantees.
The EDUCATE grants are widely available with minimal eligibility criteria. The
EDUCATE workforce development policy requires that an applicant work a minimum number
of hours in a child care program. Depending on the type of grant, the number of hours ranges
from 20 – 30 hours per week. In addition, a grantee’s child care center must agree to sponsor
her. Finally, the applicant must currently earn less than $15.00 per hour, which excludes only a
small percentage of the workforce. However, it is worth noting that recent increases in the salary
levels for early childhood teachers in state-funded early care and education programs disqualifies
some of the early childhood workers, particularly the bachelor-level teachers in Pre-K programs,
from participating in EDUCATE. Therefore, the majority of early childhood workers who are
currently receiving an EDUCATE grant are working in community-based (profit and non-profit)
programs. Historically, the funding for the EDUCATE workforce development policy has been
sufficient to provide grants to all child care workers who meet the above criteria, without turning
anyone away.
As noted, the vast majority of grants support early childhood workers who are pursuing
an associate degree. (Numerous challenges will be discussed related to the low numbers of
students advancing to a bachelor’s level.) The Early Childhood Associate Degree Grant supports
grantees that enroll in one of the state’s many campus-based or online community college’s early
childhood programs. The number of grantees has grown dramatically since 1990, when the first
cohort was comprised of approximately 20 individuals. However, the number of grantees has
been declining since its peak in 2009 at more than 5,000 grantees. The most recent EDUCATE
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Annual Report speculates that the decline is connected to the state’s economic downturn, which
was experienced directly by child care providers, as their child enrollment dropped, as well as by
the community colleges, as new student enrollment requirements changed. Although the
EDUCATE workforce development policy would prefer to maintain steady growth, their funding
source is not at risk. Over the last six years, between 2008 and 2014, the EDUCATE workforce
development policy has provided approximately 25,000 grants to individuals in the early
childhood workforce.
Grantees who are supported by the EDUCATE workforce development policy apply for
and receive grants that pay for the majority of the costs of tuition and books for one academic
year, as well as a small stipend for travel expenses to and from college classes. Each year,
grantees can re-apply if they choose to continue to receive the EDUCATE grant. Each
application/contract commits an EDUCATE grantee to complete a designated number of college
credits, between six and fifteen. In the most recent academic year, each community college
credit cost about 70 dollars and most classes were three credits. The EDUCATE workforce
development policy contract outlines the financial obligation for tuition and books for the
EDUCATE grantee, the child care center owner (also known as the EDUCATE grantee sponsor),
and the EDUCATE state office. Grantees and sponsoring centers are each obligated to pay ten
percent of the total cost, and the EDUCATE state office directly pays for the additional 80
percent of the cost of tuition and reimburses grantees for books. The contract also arranges for
grantees to have paid release time to attend college classes and to study. Finally, the sponsoring
child care centers agree to pay either a bonus (200 dollars, for most grantees) or a small salary
increase (3 percent, for most grantees) to each EDUCATE grantee at the completion of the
contract. The majority of the child care centers choose the bonus option, which means that base
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pay is not increased for the child care worker. With all of these benefits comes the obligation of
a twelve-month commitment to remain employed at the sponsoring child care center after the
completion of each annual contract or the child care worker must repay the sponsoring agency’s
contribution to the grant.
Reviewing data from the last five years, concluding with 2014, EDUCATE grantees who
are working towards their associate degree complete an average of 14 credits during their first,
second, and third years as EDUCATE grantees. EDUCATE grantees also see increases in their
wages between 8 and 9 percent annually. As stated, EDUCATE grantees are required to remain
in the sponsoring center for a period of one year after the end of each contract; therefore, the
turnover rate for these grantees is much lower than the state average, ranging between 5 and 9
percent, depending on how many contracts they have completed, compared to the state’s
turnover rate of 17 percent. Of the 309 grantees who graduated with an associate degree
between 2011 and 2014, approximately 50 percent of them graduated within five years. The
other 50 percent of the grantees ranged between six and twelve years (data provided by CECE).
Clearly, the financial resources provided by the EDUCATE workforce development
policy have allowed many individuals to pursue additional education who may not have
otherwise been able to do so. In so doing, the EDUCATE policy has created a more educated
early childhood workforce. In addition, the sanction for leaving one’s current position, once one
begins to receive the EDUCATE grant, strongly incentivizes child care workers to remain in
their current centers. The EDUCATE policy can demonstrate lower turnover rates and an
increase in the number of college credits earned by participating early child teachers. However,
when aggregated data are reviewed, involvement as an EDUCATE grantee has not led to
significant gains in compensation.
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The EDUCATE workforce development policy was developed based on a number of
guiding assumptions. The assumptions provide a glimpse into the underlying “logic” that has
been developed to justify the policy’s value. EDUCATE materials assert that research from the
field of early childhood demonstrates that additional formal education, beyond high school,
along with adequate compensation of the workforce, can produce improved outcomes for
children. Through policies like EDUCATE and child care workforce salary supplements, the
educational and financial needs of the workforce are addressed and turnover is decreased. The
EDUCATE policy positions child care centers to be able to support their workers in enhancing
their teaching skills and their overall professionalism through their community college classes
and to be able to provide a work environment that is supportive to the child care workforce. It is
important to notice at least two of the assumptions stated in the EDUCATE materials: 1) the
above statement accurately reflects the tenuous and even disputed evidence linking higher
education to positive outcomes for children, and 2) while effectively addressing staff turnover, it
is inaccurate to suggest that the financial needs of the early care and education providers has
been addressed.
To begin, as mentioned earlier, the evidence linking increased educational levels and
improved child care practice is mixed (Blau 2000; Early, et al. 2007). Cassidy and colleagues
(1995), in their study of a similar workforce development approach called the T.E.A.C.H. Early
Childhood Project, were able to state that the completion of 12 or more community college
credit hours produced a measurable change of the child care professional’s awareness of
appropriate child development expectations and practices. The study team commented,
“Apparently, for some T.E.A.C.H. teachers, attending community college early childhood
education classes contributed not only to a change in beliefs, but it may have created the impetus
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and may have provided the knowledge for changing their classroom practices in a
developmentally appropriate way” (Cassidy, et al. 1995: 180 – 181). Although this study team
carefully crafted a qualified endorsement, these findings, like others, tend to reinforce the
commonly held, and rarely questioned belief in the early childhood field that increases in the
educational levels of the early childhood workforce will lead to improved quality in early
childhood classrooms and improved outcomes for young children.
Over the last decade or so, numerous others studies have provided a clearer picture of the
multiple variables related to high quality child care. A review by Early and colleagues (2007) of
seven major studies provided the following guidance related to “policies that increase
educational attainment for preschool teachers.” Based on their analysis, they claim that
[T]hese data indicate that such policies alone are unlikely to have such effects.
Instead, teachers’ education must be considered as part of a system of factors that
contribute to teacher quality, which in turn is related to classroom quality and
children's gains.... [T]hese findings can serve as a springboard that moves
research and policy regarding the role of teachers’ education and, more broadly,
teacher quality to a new level that is increasingly multifaceted and nuanced
(Early, et al. 2007: 577).
Early and colleagues describe the importance of factors beyond educational level, necessary for
early childhood teachers to be effective, including practice supports, such as “mentoring,
monitoring, and supervision” (Early, et al. 2007: 577). In addition, a factor that can be linked to
improved classroom practices and lower turnover is high wages (Blau 2000; Whitebook and
Sakai 2003).
Given these complex realities, the EDUCATE state office administrators have carefully
positioned themselves not to promise anything more than they can deliver. When marketing the
EDUCATE workforce development policy to other states, the written materials directly state that
this approach will not modify the very low child care provider wages nor eliminate the high level
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of turnover experienced by child care programs. Instead, the EDUCATE materials explains that
the policy was developed to support the child care workforce in earning additional, formal
education in the field of early childhood. The policy also ensures that EDUCATE grantees
receive some form of monetary compensation for their completion of coursework. In exchange
for these benefits, EDUCATE grantees must agree to remain with their sponsoring child care
center for a defined period of time after the completion of their classes. The EDUCATE
materials clearly state the limits of the policy which relate to the relatively small percentage of
child care centers that choose to sponsor their workers, and therefore, the field, as a whole,
continues to be challenged by very low wages and high levels of turnover.
Although the EDUCATE workforce development policy states that it has been successful
in achieving its goals, one must carefully review the metrics by which they determine success or
failure. In each annual report, the EDUCATE workforce development policy reports the
number of grantees, the number of sponsoring centers, the number of credits completed, the
increased compensation (by percentage), and the reduction in turnover. Given the EDUCATE
policy metrics, the EDUCATE state office does not report the graduation rate or the number or
grantees who stop attending classes before they complete their associate degree, the number of
years it takes to complete a “two-year degree,” the number of developmental courses an
EDUCATE grantee must take or re-take to be eligible to enroll in credit earning classes, or the
actual compensation levels of the workforce. Although the EDUCATE state office does not
“promise” a reduction in turnover, the EDUCATE contract effectively indentures an EDUCATE
grantee to her current workplace for the length of time she receives an EDUCATE grant, plus
one additional year. As reasonable as this arrangement may seem, it is the coercive and
deceptive nature of the contractual arrangement that is inherently problematic. The grantees
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agree to this arrangement for two reasons: 1) sponsoring centers directly assert their expectation
that, if hired, the child care worker will need to pursue additional, college level education, and 2)
the child care worker believes that, with additional education, her compensation will increase in
a meaningful way.
The EDUCATE workforce development policy provides one more caveat; it realistically
describes the many factors that influence or interfere with gains “in a participant’s knowledge
and beliefs about developmentally appropriate practice [and] her/his skills in the classroom.”
Written materials about the EDUCATE workforce development policy acknowledge that actual
benefits or desired changes in practice depend upon factors outside of the sphere of influence of
this policy, such as the quality of the community college curriculum, the teaching skills of the
community college faculty, the openness to new ideas, motivation, and capacity of the individual
EDUCATE grantees, and the existence of the necessary supports within child care settings to
support application of new learning from coursework into the workplace. Given this list, the
investment in EDUCATE without an equal investment in other key areas, as noted by
EDUCATE and confirmed by Early and colleagues, should be questioned.
It is possible to speak to the benefits of the EDUCATE workforce development policy for
the grantees. Women who would not otherwise be able to afford college education are provided
with the financial resources to enroll. The grantees in this study, and as captured in
EDUCATE’s annual satisfaction surveys, are grateful for this opportunity and take pride in their
accomplishments. The question, however, is who actually gains from the EDUCATE workforce
development policy, and given the coercive and deceptive nature of the arrangement that is made
between the grantee and their employer, mediated by the EDUCATE policy, is it possible to alter
the arrangement such that the grantee is not on the losing end of the equation? What has not yet
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been made fully visible in this discussion is the role of the state, the child care centers, the
community college system, and the EDUCATE workforce development policy, itself, in the
maintenance of this arrangement. Based on continuous funding for the administration of the
EDUCATE workforce development policy for 20 years, one can surmise that there is a direct
benefit to the state and other influential groups in the early childhood network. This topic will be
addressed further in the following chapter.
CHILD CARE CENTER DESCRIPTIONS
The three child care workers, who are seated at the heart of this study as “end users,” will
be introduced to the reader in chapter five. These women had worked in child care programs for
many years, ranging from four to 23 years, and had several years of experience as EDUCATE
grantees, ranging from two to five years. Table 9, in chapter 5, provides additional information
about these individuals. However, this discussion begins with an exploration of the contexts in
which the EDUCATE grantees are employed, to include their worksites and the surrounding
communities. With a commitment to privacy for the study participants, pseudonyms were
developed for each of the child care centers. A summary of basic information about each of the
child care centers has been summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Information about the Child Care Centers

Funding for
Center
Quality
Rating
(Five point
rating
system)

Applegate Head Start
Public, federal funding

Love2Learn
Private, for profit

Growing Futures
Private, for profit

Five Points

Four Points

Five Points
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Table 6 (Continued)
Number of
170
Children
Cost per
Free to eligible families
child
with incomes of 130%
of poverty or less
NC Pre-K
Yes
available
Total
20
Number of
Teaching
Staff
Teaching
5
Staff on
EDUCATE
grant
Starting
$12.00 - $15.00/ hour,
Teaching
depending on education
staff wages
level and experience
Current
hourly wage
of the
EDUCATE
grantee/study
participant
Teaching
staff with
bachelor’s
degree
Typical
annual
increase

89

199

$810 – $983/month,
depending on the age of
the child
Yes

$692 - $788/month,
depending on the age of
the child
Yes

17

25

3

11

$9.50 - $12.00/ hour,
depending on education
level and experience

$7.25 - $17.00/ hour,
depending on education
level and experience

$14.28/hour

$9.20/hour

up to $17.00/ hour

At least $12.00/ hour

Up to $17.00/ hour

Federal Cost of Living

$0.25/ hour

3 % ($0.21 - $0.51/
hour)

$11.00/hour
*below starting wage as
shared by center admin.

APPLEGATE HEAD START
Applegate Head Start is a federally funded preschool program and is rated as a five point
center, serving children of families with incomes of 130 percent of poverty or less or any
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children with a disability. This Head Start serves 170 children, ages three to five. Families with
eligible children do not have to pay for their children to attend. This Head Start also provides
free, public school Pre-Kindergarten to income eligible four year olds. At the end of June, 2014,
the center notified staff that it was closing, and the employees were invited to reapply, if
interested, by contacting the new administrative agency for the program. The center reopened in
September. The Applegate Head Start is located in a well-maintained one-story brick building
with a gold metal roof that matches the window and door trim. Although the interior of the
building is not well lit, the center has access to large, well-maintained grass fields next to and
across the street from the center. The landscaping near the school is manicured. Moving
towards the closest intersection, less than a block away, the environment begins to resemble a
more neglected urban area. On one corner sits a boarded up building at the back of a large,
poorly maintained parking lot. Across the street, the view is very similar, except the building is
still in use. The small grocery store is open, with business, and metal bars on all of the windows
and doors at the front of the building. On the third corner, a religious organization runs a
community based agency that offers various services, included activities for youth. The final
corner contains a small, older looking restaurant, with a mural painted across the front; this
restaurant is well-known for its great food and good service. The electrical wires hang low to the
ground and can be followed directly to the tops of buildings.
This Head Start employs 20 teachers and teacher assistants. The teaching staff
demographics match the demographics of the students they serve, although it was noted that
there are more bilingual children than there are bilingual teachers. Education levels at this center
are high: two of the teaching staff hold master’s degrees, seven hold bachelor’s degrees, and four
hold associate degrees. Teachers are encouraged to pursue additional education; therefore, the
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remaining teachers and teacher assistants were all pursuing their associate degree in Early
Childhood Education through a local community college. This center sponsors five teaching
staff on an EDUCATE grant. In this setting, a non-lead teacher working towards an associate
degree earns from $12 - $14 an hour. Teaching staff with an associate degree earn between $15
and $16 an hour, and teaching staff with bachelor’s degrees earn as much as $17 an hour. The
typical annual increase is based on the federal cost of living increase, which was about 1.5
percent last year.
The Applegate Head Start is located in a city with approximately 250,000 people. The
city’s population is comprised of approximately 40 percent African American, 45 percent white,
and 14 percent Latino. Just over a quarter of the population of this city lives in a low-income
household, earning less than $25,000. The unemployment rate is equivalent to the national rate
of 9 percent (FindTheBest 2015). (Note: FindTheBest uses the American Community Survey
from the U.S. Census Bureau).
The racial and ethnic make-up of the Head Start’s neighborhood is statistically different
than that of the city. The people who live in the Head Start’s neighborhood identify as African
America (55 percent), Latinos (25 percent), white, (19 percent), or as multi-racial or another
racial or ethnic group (3 percent). A large percentage of citizens did not choose to identify their
racial or ethnic background (22 percent) when surveyed. About 18 percent of the households in
this neighborhood speak Spanish in their home (FindTheBest 2015).
More than 50 percent of the households in this neighborhood are classified as low
income, with an annual income of less than $25,000. For residents 25 years or older, more than
50 percent of the population has a high school diploma, but almost 25 percent do not hold a high
school diploma. Approximately 15 percent of the residents have a bachelor’s or higher degree.
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To place this statistic in a larger context, the national rate of higher education is just over 30
percent.
LOVE2LEARN
Learn2Learn is a private, for profit child care center and is rated as a four-point center.
This Center serves 89 children, ages six weeks to 12 years. The cost for full-time care per child
is as follows: infants: $983/month, toddlers: $982/month, twos year olds: $858/month, three to
five year olds: $810/month. This center also receives funding from the state to provide free,
public school pre-kindergarten education to income-eligible four year olds. The center is painted
bright yellow with a single, secure entrance at the front of the building. The foyer is well-lit and
inviting, typically with a person staffing the front desk. The building is situated at the far side of
a large parking lot, opposite a poorly maintained shopping mall. The strip mall and the
Love2Learn center are located in a residential neighborhood, with side streets that connect to a
poorly maintained road, lined with small, colorful, independently owned stores and restaurants.
The center employs 17 teachers and teacher assistants. The teaching staff demographics
match the demographics of the students they serve. Teachers are encouraged to pursue
additional education in this center; therefore, three teachers or teacher assistants are currently
pursuing their associate degree in Early Childhood Education through a local community
college. One person is pursuing a bachelor’s degree at this time. Entry wages range from $9.50
to $12, based on the experience and education level of the teaching staff. In this setting, a
teacher with an associate degree earns at least $11 an hour, and teachers with bachelor’s degrees
earn at least $12 an hour. The typical annual increase is $0.25.
Love2Learn is located in the same city as the Applegate Head Start. The racial and ethnic
make-up of the center’s neighborhood is statistically different than the demographics of the city
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overall. The people who live in this center’s neighborhood identify as African America (39
percent), Latinos (25 percent), white (27 percent), or multi-racial or another group (6 percent).
A large percentage of citizens did not choose to identify their racial or ethnic background (29
percent) when surveyed. Almost 20 percent of the households in this neighborhood speak
Spanish in their home (FindTheBest 2015).
Fifty percent of the households in this neighborhood are classified as low income, with an
annual income of less than $25,000. For residents 25 years or older, almost 30 percent of the
population has a high school diploma, but 16 percent do not hold a high school diploma. Just
over 50 percent of the residents have a bachelor’s or higher degree. (FindTheBest 2015).
GROWING FUTURES
Growing Futures is a private, for profit child care center, and it is rated as a five point
center. This center serves 199 children, ages six weeks to 12 years. The cost for full-time care
per child ranges from $788/month for infants to $692/month for older children. This center also
receives funding from the state to provide provides free, public school Pre-Kindergarten to
income eligible four year olds. Growing Futures is located in a suburban, residential
neighborhood, full of manicured green grass and deciduous trees. The Growing Futures building
is a single story brick building with lots of windows and doors. One enters the center into a
small waiting room area with a large tropical fish tank with each of the fish from Disney’s
movie, “Finding Nemo,” and a staff person sitting on the other side of an open window, like a
doctor’s office.
This center employs 25 teachers and teacher assistants. The teaching staff demographics
match the demographics of the students they serve. Teachers are encouraged to pursue
additional education in this center; therefore, eleven teachers or teacher assistants are currently
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pursuing their associate degree in Early Childhood Education through the a local community
college. No teachers or teacher assistants are pursuing a bachelor’s degree at this time. Entry
wages range from minimum wages to $17 an hour, based on the experience and education level
of the teaching staff. In this setting, a teacher with an associate degree in Early Childhood
Education earns at least $10 an hour, and teaching staff with a bachelor’s degree in Early
Childhood Education earn between $12 and $17 an hour, based on experience. The typical
annual increase is 3 percent (which equates to $0.21 to $0.51 per hour, depending on the
employees’ hourly wage).
Growing Futures is located in a small town of less than 7,000 people, within a larger
metropolitan area with a population of about 1.5 million. The people who live in this center’s
town have identified as white (77 percent), African American (18 percent), Latinos (4 percent),
or multi-racial or another racial/ethnic group (2 percent). A few individuals did not select a
racial category (less than 2 percent) when surveyed. Only 5 percent of the households in this
town speak Spanish in their home. (FindTheBest 2015).
About 27 percent of the households in this town are classified as low income, with an
annual income of less than $25,000, and the overall unemployment rate for this community is
two percent higher than the national average. For residents 25 years or old, more than 30 percent
of the individuals have a high school diploma, but about 14 percent did not attain a high school
diploma. Approximately 45 percent of the residents have a bachelor’s or higher degree
(FindTheBest 2015).
STUDYING THROUGH THE EDUCATE POLICY
Studying through the EDUCATE workforce development policy, as a policy solution in a
multi-sited study, required the development of a general understanding of numerous, relevant
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settings, groups, and contextual issues involved in providing child care to young children. This
field includes child care settings, the EDUCATE state office, and the CECE (the administrative
home for EDUCATE), along with the state and federal early childhood context, policy, and
agencies. Figure 1 attempts to visually represent the various actors with interests, funding and
regulatory environment, the web of connections, and the complexity of the field for all of those
engaged or impacted by the EDUCATE workforce development policy.

Figure 1. Connections in a multi-sited policy study.
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CONCLUSION
The EDUCATE workforce development policy’s unique history and intent intersects with
broader structural issues and larger policy efforts which will be discussed further in chapter 5.
Therefore, general descriptions of the key individuals and organizations which intersect with and
are impacted by the EDUCATE workforce development policy have been provided. Along with
the ethnographic research, the economic factors of this study, in particular, are central to the
critical anthropological analysis and explanation of the policy’s intent and impact.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODS
"Underneath all different interpretations of the term critical lies a common thread
- you look at local context and meaning, just like we always have, but then you
ask, why are things this way? What power, what interests wrap this local world so
tight that it feels like the natural order of things to its inhabitants? Are those
inhabitants even aware of those interests, aware that they have alternatives? And
then - the critical move that blows the old scientific attitude right off the map maybe I, the ethnographer, should show them choices they don't even know they
have. Maybe I should shift from researcher to political activist.”
--Agar 1996: 26

Answering the key research questions for this study could be approached in various ways.
In general, however, anthropological methods are particularly well-suited to support the study of
complex phenomena like policy. A mixed methods ethnographic approach was used in
“studying through” (Reinhold 1994) the EDUCATE workforce development policy, with an
interest in “tracing ways in which power creates webs and relations between actors, institutions
and discourses across time and space” (Shore and Wright 1997: 14). In addition, this study
intended to make visible the relevant social structures and historical conditions that presently
impact the lives of the participants, perhaps without their full awareness.
In addition, with a focus on the impact of a policy across actors and multiple levels of
organizations, the study was designed as a multi-sited ethnography. As Marcus (1995) explains:
Multi-sited research is designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or
juxtapositions of locations in which the ethnographer establishes some form of
literal, physical presence with an explicit, posited logic of association or
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connection among sites that in fact defines the argument of the ethnography
(105).
Methods were chosen to support the multi-sited and inter-connected nature of this ethnography.
Figure 1 in chapter 3 provides a simplistic visualization of the “sites” for this study.
However, the discussion of methods is best framed by a shared understanding of the
meaning of the word “ethnography.” Although many authors have described ethnography, the
depiction by Fetterman (2010) is particularly relevant given his interest in applied ethnography:
Ethnography is about telling a credible, rigorous, and authentic story.
Ethnography gives voice to people in their own local context, typically relying on
verbatim quotations and a ‘thick’ description of events. The story is told through
the eyes of local people as they pursue their daily lives in their own communities.
The ethnographer adopts a cultural lens to interpret observed behavior, ensuring
that the behaviors are placed in a culturally relevant and meaningful context. The
ethnographer is focused on the predictable, daily patterns of human thought and
behavior. Ethnography is thus both a research method and a product, typically a
written text (Fetterman 2010: 1).
Fetterman’s words provide a clear description of the desired outcome of ethnography: to have
listened, captured, and understood the experience of those engaged in the study so that those
experiences may be effectively reflected in the final document. To achieve the goal of a
credible, rigorous, and authentic story requires multiple methods and an open mind to what one
is seeing and learning in the field. To that end, this study also attempted to align with the seven
characteristics that define an ethnographic study, per LeCompte and Schensul:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is carried out in a natural setting, not in a laboratory.
It involves intimate, face-to-face interaction with participants.
It presents an accurate reflection of participants’ perspectives and behaviors.
It uses inductive, interactive, and recursive data collection and analytic
strategies to build local cultural theories.
It uses multiple data sources, including both quantitative and qualitative data.
It frames all human behavior and belief within a socio-political and historical
context.
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•

It uses the concept of culture as a lens through which to interpret results.
(LeCompte and Schensul 1999a: 9)

The identified characteristics from LeCompte and Schensul provide a set of general guidelines
that informed both the methods and approach to analysis for this study. The methods to
complete this ethnography included 1) key informant interviews, 2) participant observation, and
3) archival research. As noted above, the combination of these methods attempted to produce a
multi-sited ethnography of policy that traces the connections between “policy communities,”
creating the opportunity to analyze the impact of the policy on the lives of the EDUCATE
grantees. Each method will be described, along with a rationale for the use of this approach, and
then a discussion of the limitations of the method. Table 7 provides an overview of the groups of
individuals who were interviewed and the methods that were used with each type of participant.
Table 7. Participants and Data Collection Methods
Group and number of participants

Number of
Participants

Methods

3

Key informant Interviews (x4)

EDUCATE grantees (child care workers)

Time line interview
Participant Observation
Child Care Center Directors

3

Key informant Interviews (x2)
Participant Observation

EDUCATE Coaches

3

Key informant Interviews
Participant Observation

EDUCATE State Office Administrators

2

Key informant Interviews (x2)

Community College Faculty and
administrators

3

Key informant Interviews

Policy Makers

2

Key informant Interviews

Early Childhood experts

3

Key informant Interviews
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KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS
Key informant interviews were central to this study. Key informants have been described
as “cultural experts” and help to “develop a picture of the beliefs and practices of a community”
(LeCompte and Schensul 1999: 86). Various types of interviews, such as semi-structured,
informal, and life history interviews, were used throughout this study with different key
informants. Interviews were conducted with the following individuals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EDUCATE grantees (child care workers)
Child care center directors, who employed the EDUCATE grantees
Community College faculty and administrators
Key EDUCATE administrators
EDUCATE coaches
Early childhood and early childhood workforce experts
Early childhood policy makers

With a commitment to confidentiality for the study participants, pseudonyms were developed for
the EDUCATE workforce development policy, all of the linked agencies, and all of the study
participants. Almost all interviews were digitally recorded and then transcribed; on two
occasions, either the digital recorder did not work or the setting was not ideal for use of the
recorder (for example, one interview occurred in an outdoor restaurant) and therefore the
interviews were not recorded. In those instances, notes were taken during the conversation and
then reviewed and supplemented immediately following the conversation.
Questions for the semi-structured interviews were drafted to elicit responses related to the
perceived impact of the policy at the intersection between the EDUCATE grantees and the
multiple ethnographic contexts (child care centers, community colleges, and EDUCATE
workforce development policy). The initial interview protocols can be found Appendix A. As
for the benefits of semi-structured interviews, Weller (1998) explains that
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[o]pen-ended, semi-structured formats facilitate the collection of new
information, providing the flexibility to explore different topics in-depth with
different informants. Meaningful comparisons across people may not be
possible, however; informants have been encouraged to discuss different items,
so they haven’t really been asked the “same” questions. Structured formats let
you make comparisons across people and groups (Weller 1998: 373).
These open-ended questions allowed for specific topics to be covered, while creating the
opportunity for each informant to provide their own perspective on the topic. Bernard (2006)
suggests that semi-structured interviews may be ideal for top-level bureaucrats or individuals
with whom the researcher may only have a single opportunity to interview. Therefore, a semistructured interview format was used with policy makers and early childhood experts who
participated in this study. As encouraged by Schwartzman (1993), for the initial interviews,
some of the questions were written in a somewhat ambiguous way so that participants could add
content and relevant topics into the conversation. Schwartzman (1993) explains “these kinds of
questions give the informant an opportunity to answer in ways and with content that is important
to him or her – not to the researcher” (Schwartzman 1993: 58). Very quickly, these interviews
helped to identify gaps in my understanding of expectations about roles, responsibilities,
processes, etc.
Life history interviews were completed with each EDUCATE grantee to fully explore
how the child care workers in this study are impacted by the policy, through their connections
with child care centers, community colleges, and EDUCATE state office staff. As suggested by
Schensul and LeCompte (2013), timelines were used with the child care workers as a method to
understand and document their life history.
Personal or individual timelines invite individuals to situate important events in
their lives on a timeline…. In a general life history, the events might cover a wide
spectrum. In a more focused investigation, the respondent might be asked to
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focus on a particular condition or situation and the events and contributing factors
that were associated with it…(Schensul and LeCompte 2013: 128).
Using the individual timelines from each of the EDUCATE grantees in this study, it was possible
to look for “patterns and commonalities that emerge” across the experiences of the individuals
(Schensul and LeCompte 2013: 128), while developing a deeper understanding of their life
circumstances. The simple diagram that was used to guide the first timeline conversation with
each EDUCATE grantee can be found in Appendix B. Although three life history interviews do
not allow for the generalization of findings, the development of an in-depth understanding of the
experience of a few EDUCATE grantees informed the types of questions and data that were
sought elsewhere. For example, as I learned from grantees about the “developmental courses”
that were required for a couple of the grantees, it motivated me to request data from the
EDUCATE workforce development policy about the number of EDUCATE grantees who
require developmental courses to complete their associate degree. The experiences of these
grantees often provided the type of “surprises” that Agar (1996) suggests that anthropologists
notice. As themes across the grantees would emerge, this writer would then ask other groups,
such as center directors, EDUCATE state office administrators, EDUCATE coaches, or
community college staff about these themes. These lines of inquiry deeply enriched my
understanding of the EDUCATE workforce development policy, its connections to other entities
(EDUCATE state office or the community college system), and the larger forces impacting the
early childhood workforce.
As described above, although semi-structured interviews were an ideal method for first
interviews, a more unstructured interview was used to follow the leads created by the topics that
emerged during later conversations. Bernard (2006) suggests that the informal interview may be
a better fit for individuals who are uneasy or uninterested in a more formal interview (Bernard
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2006: 213). Bernard (2006) explains that when one wants “to know the lived experience of
fellow human beings. . . you just can’t beat unstructured interviewing” (Bernard 2006: 213), as
they allow for the development of rapport and the creation of a more comfortable environment to
promote easy and open communication. This more informal interview approach was well-suited
to the second interviews and beyond (and informal conversations) with the three child care
workers and center directors.
Using the meta-theory of Critical Realism, Sayer describe retroduction as the “the
process of identifying what causal powers are active in a given is situation” (2004: 11). The
structured ontology produces an organized way to study complex phenomenon. By attending to
more than the empirical and actual domains, one’s study can move to an analysis of the real
domain and the mechanisms that produce “particular states and changes” (Sayer 2004: 11). The
table below, populated with the type of data that could surface through a study like this one,
describes a structured way to approach the study of what is, with awareness of all three domains,
but with particular attention to the real domain.
Table 8. A structured ontology (or a structured way of studying what is)
Domain

Empirical

Entity

Experiences, perceptions
(“sense experience”)

Examples
- The EDUCATE grantee’s experience of attending community
college while working full-time in a child care center
- The EDUCATE grantee’s opinion of the value of the EDUCATE
workforce development policy
- The center director’s perception of the impact of college
coursework on the classroom performance of child care workers.
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Table 8 (Continued)
Actual

Events, actions
(“human agency” –
saying, making, doing)

Real

Social structures,
mechanisms, powers,
relations

or
“Deep”

The EDUCATE grantee’s obtaining an associate degree
The EDUCATE staff administering a grant program
The EDUCATE coaches contacting EDUCATE grantees
The EDUCATE grantee participating in the EDUCATE workforce
development policy
- The EDUCATE grantee asking about one’s raise; calling the
EDUCATE state office for assistance to get one’s raise
- The EDUCATE grantee forming, joining, or participating in a
union
-

-

Language
Racism
Sexism
Classism
Capitalism
Child care
workforce status

-

Higher education system
Labor laws
Regulatory policies
Workforce development policies
Child care Quality Rating Systems
“Respect of superiors”

Adapted from Ackroyd and Fleetwood (2000: 13).
Finally, as themes began to emerge in interviews and while engaged in participant
observation (in child care centers), these early findings were shared back with the EDUCATE
grantees, center directors, and EDUCATE state office administrators and coaches. The content
of the interview transcripts were first coded using an inductive or emergent approach. Based on
questions and gaps that emerged during this round of coding, participant observation was
arranged within the EDUCATE state office, and EDUCATE coaches, as well as a small number
of early childhood experts and policy makers were recruited to participate in interviews.
Questions, gaps, and feedback related to the first round of coding were incorporated into these
semi-structured interviews. A second round of coding of interview content was completed, using
NVivo software and a set of codes developed a priori, which were directly informed by the
anthropology of policy, political economy, and feminist anthropology. The codes used to create
the NVivo nodes are listed below:
•

Human Agency
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•
•
•
•
•

Social Structure
Hegemonic Discourse
Weber/Bureaucracy
Exploitation
Caring Labor (Initially coded as Alienation)

As with all methodologies, there are limitations to key informant interviews. Bernard
(2006) states directly that key informants do not always tell the truth. In addition, key
informants are only able to provide their own perspective, based on their own experience, and
based on the amount and accuracy of information that is available to them. In addition, it is
possible to imagine that key informants in this study could feel at risk to talk completely honestly
about every aspect of this study. Later in this chapter, in the section on conflicts of interest, the
position and existing relationships of this writer to various participants in this study will be
described and the potential impact will be discussed. The constraining influence of existing
social structures is a theme that emerged across all levels of the study and is an area of focused
analysis.
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
Schensul, Schensul, and LeCompte define participant observation as “a data collection
technique that requires the researcher to be present at, involved in, and recording the routine
daily activities in the field setting” (Schensul, et al. 1999a: 91). Participant observation is
described as supporting the development of relationships which enhances the research by
providing a way for the researcher to better understand how priorities and categories are
established in a given setting, helping to identify patterns of behaviors, relationships, and power
arrangements that might be challenging to discover through interviews, and providing content or
shared experiences to be discussed with key informants (Schensul, et al. 1999a).
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Participant observation created the opportunity to experience daily practices and
interactions within the child care centers and at the EDUCATE state office. Observations within
the child care centers involved time in classrooms at different times during the day in order to
observe the activities of the child care workers and children. While in child care centers, it was
also possible to observe interactions between center directors and teachers. In addition, it was
possible to observe the general way of work of the child care centers, involving the way in which
center staff interacted with parents, with peers, supported staff to use their EDUCATE funded
time to study, and managed the general flow of activities within this center. Hand written notes
were taken to document what was (and was not) occurring within the classrooms and within the
centers.
In the midst of the daily routines, information and situations arose that might not have
been discussed during the interviews. Agar (2010) explains that the anthropologist must pay
particular attention to those situations in which there is a difference between what is reported and
what actually occurs; those gaps can lead one to a deeper understanding of the group (Agar 2010:
3). In addition, as suggested by Britan and Cohen (1980), it is important to “focus on everyday
organizational life. . . to examine what happens when the organization is working. What do
people actually do? Where? With whom? How does their work vary from hour to hour, from
day to day, and from week to week?” (Britan and Cohen 1980: 21-22). It seemed important to
create opportunities to become aware of the practices that are “taken for granted” (Schwartzman
1993: 4), those practices that are so routine to the informants that only an outsider or a newcomer
would notice.
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With an interest in the unexpected or “surprises,” Agar (1996) suggests the use of
iterative recursive abductive logic in one’s approach to an ethnographic study. The process of
abduction can be explained as follows:
•
•
•

The surprising fact, F, is observed.
If H were true, F would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that H is true (Pierce 1906).

Agar goes on to explain that “abduction doesn’t just apply once. It needs an engine to show how
the logic drives and is driven by the research over time” (2010: 291). It is the iterative aspect of
this process that provides the foundational approach to the ethnographic data collection and
theory-building. It is this method that was used throughout this study in an effort to uncover the
mechanisms, such as the existing social structures and the field of persuasive discourse that are
creating the current dynamics for the early childhood workforce who are involved with the
EDUCATE workforce development policy.
Similar to the recommendations for Agar, Critical Realists, such as Sayer, Ackroyd, and
Fleetwood, combine the various “ductions” to capture the messiness of real world research and
theory building, describing the process of retroduction. Specifically, these authors describe
retroduction as the “the process of identifying what causal powers are active in a given is
situation” (Sayer 2004: 11); this process produces a way of explaining the mechanisms that
produce “particular states and changes” (Sayer 2004: 11). A retroductive approach is attempted
here to uncover the causal mechanisms that maintain structural constraints, produce resistance, or
support agency within the context of the EDUCATE workforce development policy and related
settings.
The challenge of participant observation is the potential impact one’s presence has.
Although there may have been moments when my presence was unnoticed, it is more likely that
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it impacted the daily routine, even, perhaps in subtle or unrecognized ways. As faculty at the
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute (FPG), I believe I was received by both the
child care centers and the EDUCATE state office staff as an “agent of the State.” The child care
centers are regularly visited by DECE staff that monitor health, environment, and safety factors,
and all of these centers had received visitors and researchers from FPG who were developing
tools or collecting data. I suspect that I was perceived as having authority or influence that could
negatively affect their agencies if I were to see or hear about decisions or behavior that did not
align with the State’s explicit or implicit expectations. Given my lack of expertise in the field of
early childhood and my lack of formal ties to the field of early care and education, I attempted to
distinguish this study and my presence in their centers from their previous experiences.
Although some initial reticence to talk openly was perceived at the beginning of many of the
early conversations, my general ignorance related to their area of expertise, a warm and friendly
approach, and a generous dose of empathy and humor seemed to reduce hesitation and increase
the comfort level of those with whom I was speaking. In general, the child care center directors
and workers, as well as the EDUCATE state office administrators and coaches seemed to
appreciate the opportunity to talk about their view of the EDUCATE policy, as well as the
challenges and the burdens that they were managing in their daily lives.
ARCHIVAL RESEARCH
As a part of an ethnography of policy, there is often an opportunity to access a plethora of
written documentation related to each organization and the current and historical policy context.
Schensul and colleagues define archival data as “materials originally collected for bureaucratic
or administrative purposes that are transformed into data for research purposes” (Schensul, et al.
1999a: 202). Initially, written documentation can provide a perspective on a policy or an
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organization’s history to include written mission, vision, and value statements. Documents, such
as the federal and state grant proposals, enabling legislation, and budget documents, provided
additional context for this study (Schwartzman 1980: 57). Moreover, annual reports and other
publically available documents provided important background for this study (Britan and Cohen
1980: 21-22). In addition, a significant amount of secondary data was available for review
related to the EDUCATE workforce development policy and the early childhood workforce from
CECE and the EDUCATE state office, the community college system, and available published
workforce documents. So as not to reveal the identity of the EDUCATE policy and the
EDUCATE administrators, a number of resources were reviewed and cited for this study, that if
referenced directly, would reveal the identities of these actors and participants. Therefore, each
of the citations for the program materials that were used to inform this study were removed from
the list of references cited. Instead, each of the documents that was cited in this study is
described briefly, below, along with the type of information that was used from the particular
source.
-

CECE document #1 provided information about the number of child care centers in the
state, the number of early childhood workers in the state, the statewide turnover rate,
workforce demographics (age, race marital status, income, and educational level), and
hourly wages by child care setting type.

-

CECE document #2 provided information about child care workers’ family composition,
employment benefits, and use of salary supplements.

-

CECE document #3 provided information about the current level of economic hardship
experienced by the early childhood workforce, the percentage of workers receiving public
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assistance, and the percentage of early childhood workers who had access to health
insurance.
-

CECE document #4 provided information about the total number of EDUCATE grantees,
the turnover rate among EDUCATE grantees, the number of child care centers that were
sponsoring EDUCATE grantees, racial composition of EDUCATE grantees, percentage
of EDUCATE grantees with an associate degree, and a description of the various type of
EDUCATE grants.

-

CECE document #5 provided information about the total number of grantees in a
previous year (to show change over the last five years).

-

CECE document #6 provided information about changes in the EDUCATE workforce
and some key myths and facts about EDUCATE.

Much of what was discovered through the archival research was presented in chapter 3.
RECRUITMENT AND SAMPLING METHOD
Both my affiliation with the National Implementation Research Network (NIRN) and the
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute (FPG) have allowed me to develop
professional relationships with key leaders in the field of early childhood. On occasion, NIRN is
invited into discussions with various groups related to efforts to implement evidence-based
strategies, best practices, and improvement efforts at the agency, community, and state levels.
Based on my affiliation with NIRN, I received a request from the EDUCATE state office
administrator (Harris) to design an implementation workshop and co-present with Harris at the
EDUCATE Conference in 2012 and 2013. Through these conference presentations with Harris,
I became familiar with the EDUCATE workforce development policy. In addition, Harris and I
had numerous opportunities to interact about various topics at other meetings, prior to any
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discussions about this study. When I began to consider the EDUCATE policy as the topic for
this dissertation, I contacted Harris to see if she thought such a study would be possible. She was
enthusiastic about the opportunity to be involved in learning more about their program from the
perspective of the grantees. Harris verified her interest in participating, which allowed her to
provide guidance and assistance throughout the next phase of recruitment.
It was determined that recruitment for this study would occur through a cascading
process, beginning with the recruitment of a small number of EDUCATE grantees. To
encourage EDUCATE grantees to participate, the EDUCATE state office would offer to
compensation to grantees for their participation. As compensation, the EDUCATE state office
administrators would arrange to pay for the grantee’s portion of the costs for tuition and books
(which equals 10 percent of the total cost of the grant) for up to two semesters. The value would
vary, dependent on specific course and books and the number of classes taken each semester,
with the total compensation for this study estimated to be between $34 - $68 per grantee.
To begin the recruitment process, an EDUCATE coach sent an email to eligible
EDUCATE grantees with a brief description of the study. Eligible EDUCATE grantees met the
following criteria:
•
•
•

Have completed at least six credits of community college in early childhood coursework
Live, work, and attend community college within 60 miles of the EDUCATE state office
Successfully completed one EDUCATE contract

Interested EDUCATE grantees were encouraged to contact me, as Principal Investigator (PI),
directly. When EDUCATE grantees made contact, I replied directly to the EDUCATE grantee to
answer any questions and to further explain the study. The grantees who continued to be
interested then met in person with me to review the informed consent document. Interested
grantees were informed that their participation in the study was completely voluntary and that
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they could withdraw from the study at any time for any reason. Grantees, who were ready to
sign the consent form, did so, and a first interview was scheduled or initiated. During the first
round of recruitment, four EDUCATE grantees were contacted by email. None replied.
Expanding the radius of the search to within 60 miles of the EDUCATE state office, an
additional seven EDUCATE grantees were eligible. However, again, there were no replies to the
email. After these two rounds of recruitment without any interest, adjustments were made to the
recruitment process, including widening the net of eligible grantees to include those students
who had been involved with the EDUCATE workforce development policy for two or more
years, a more convenient meeting time was suggested (during the child care center’s “nap time”,
so that EDUCATE grantees did not have to schedule time to meet with this writer outside of
work hours), plus an additional $50 gift card, provided by the PI, was offered just for meeting for
a first conversation. (The $50 gift card was not contingent on their agreement to participate.)
In the third round of recruitment, seven EDUCATE grantees were contacted. Three
grantees responded to the email from the EDUCATE state office, and all three consented to
participate in the study. The next phase of recruitment was focused on the center directors for
each of the grantee’s child care centers. Recruitment of child care center directors into the study
occurred almost as envisioned. EDUCATE grantees, who consented to participate in the study,
were asked to tell their child care center director about the study. The EDUCATE grantees were
also asked if they would be willing to introduce the PI to the center director. Child care center
directors met the inclusion criteria based on their direct relationship to the participating
EDUCATE grantees. All three child care center directors agreed to participate in the study.
Participating EDUCATE grantees were asked to recommend faculty from the early
childhood programs at the community colleges where they were attending classes. In addition,
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three EDUCATE coaches were interviewed. Finally, EDUCATE administrators and a few early
childhood experts and policy makers were asked to participate in interviews. The EDUCATE
coaches and administrators met the inclusion criteria based on their formal positions with
EDUCATE.
Recruitment of Community College Early Childhood faculty and administrators, as well
as EDUCATE coaches did not occur as expected. Regarding the community college faculty,
none of the EDUCATE grantees were taking Early Childhood classes during this period.
Therefore, the PI directly contacted the faculty named by the EDUCATE grantees and arranged
for the opportunity to invite the faculty to participate in an interview. As for the EDUCATE
coaches, none of the EDUCATE grantees articulated a clear connection with a particular
EDUCATE coach. Therefore, arrangements were made through the EDUCATE state office to
recruit the EDUCATE coaches who were responsible for the geographic area in which a couple
of the EDUCATE grantees reside. Then the PI contacted the EDUCATE coaches and arranged
for the opportunity to invite them to participate in the study.
As the study progressed, early childhood experts and policy makers were recruited into
the study. Often interviews with one early childhood expert or policy maker would lead to
discussions about other individuals and perspectives that should be contacted. More discussion
about the process of selecting experts and policy makers is discussed in the section on sampling
methods.
PSEUDONYMS AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Because the study was interested in the relationships created through participation in the
EDUCATE workforce development policy, the identities of the study participants was known by
the child care center directors. The possible participation of the Community College Early
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Childhood faculty, child care center director, and EDUCATE coach was discussed during the
consent process. Since participants were aware of the identities of others in the study, great care
has been taken to de-identify information shared in the context of interviews and via participant
observation.
SAMPLING METHODS
For the purposes of this ethnographic study, a purposive sampling method was used
(Bernard 2006: 189 – 190) to allow for interested and relevant individuals to be directly recruited
to become key informants. In essence, the sampling strategy involved locating “culturally
specialized informants” (Bernard 2006: 200), individuals who could be particularly helpful in
providing insight into the contexts in which this research is occurring. Early childhood experts,
policy makers, and community college administrators were selected based on this sampling
method. Through conversations or interviews, a “valuable” potential informant would be
identified and introductions would be made by others, with whom a relationship already existed,
unless the PI was already familiar with the person.
In developing the methods to study through the EDUCATE policy, the focus was not
entirely on the experience of the worker. Instead, the goal was to enter into the study with the
intention of “studying through” the connections and relationships to better understand the impact
of the EDUCATE workforce development policy and to discovery causal mechanisms that are
supporting or thwarting change for the early childhood workforce. Schensul and colleagues
(1999b) note that “researchers should, whenever possible, select more than one person, activity,
items, or unit to study, and then explore the same issues with each” (237). Therefore, through
the use of case studies (Yen 1994), the goal was to select a small number of grantees whose
experience could help to surface issues about which I might not have considered. Three case
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studies (life history interviews and participant observation) in three child care centers were
included in the study. These case studies were not intended to produce generalizable
information, but rather to develop an in-depth understanding of the experience of a few
EDUCATE grantees, which informed the types of questions and data that were sought
elsewhere.
UNANTICIPATED BARRIERS OR NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS
Originally, the study had been designed to include participant observation with
EDUCATE grantees in their Early Childhood classes at the local community colleges. As it
turned out, one of the three EDUCATE grantees was taking all of her coursework online, and the
other two grantees had completed the majority of their early childhood coursework, so their
remaining courses were mostly required standard classes, such as (developmental) math,
(developmental) English, and computer skills. Since none of the EDUCATE grantees were
currently attending any Early Childhood classes at the community college, the EDUCATE
grantees were asked about their Early Childhood community college faculty. Based on the
responses from the EDUCATE grantees, two community college faculty members were
contacted about the study and one was interviewed. Later in the study, in the process of seeking
out some data related to the size of the state’s community college’s Early Childhood Associate
program, two additional contacts were made which led to two additional key informant
interviews.
Also in the original study design, the EDUCATE coach assigned to the EDUCATE
grantee was going to be invited to join the study. During the early interviews, EDUCATE
grantees did not demonstrate familiarity with their EDUCATE coaches. It was later determined
that, although each EDUCATE grantee is assigned to an EDUCATE coach, the EDUCATE
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coaches respond to requests of EDUCATE grantee, based on the availability of EDUCATE when
a grantee contacts the office. (This finding will be discussed further in chapter 5.) Therefore, a
set of EDUCATE coaches was recruited into the study to better understand their roles and
responsibilities within the EDUCATE workforce development policy. This change from the
original plan led to more unstructured observation “of daily practice” within the EDUCATE state
office which was highly informative. Therefore, participant observation was limited to the
EDUCATE coaches’ offices and the child care centers.
In considering the appropriate methodological approach for this study, Whyte (1987)
describes styles of applied social research based on the amount of partner participation in the
research process. Given my position as the co-director of NIRN, which is housed at FPG Child
Development Institute, as nationally respected leader in the areas of early childhood research and
policy, Whyte (1987) suggests the following:
When the researchers serve simultaneously as an organizational development
consultant, the subjects of the study play a much more active role … as they
discuss with the researcher not only what the problems are but what they think
ought to be done. In complex hierarchical organizations [this type of Applied
Social Research] can be very useful in overcoming blockages and distortions of
communication, especially as it gives higher-level officials’ greater understanding
of the situation and problems among rank-and-file workers and supervisors (172).
Whyte’s description of this approach both clarifies the dual role for this researcher and the
potential direct benefits to EDUCATE through the shared efforts to analyze and reassess the
impact of the EDUCATE workforce development policy.
GENERAL LIMITATIONS
A thoughtful methodological approach is essential to any successful research study.
However, the anthropologist is central in carrying out a successful anthropological study. Erve
Chambers (2009) stated:
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Anthropology fails when we stop listening. It fails when we stop observing. It
fails when we begin to fill the spaces of other people’s lives with our own needs
and ambitions. Anthropology works best I think when it seems to work less.
Someone once asked me what I thought made a good anthropologist. What a
question. A person with weak and porous ego boundaries, I said, half seriously.
Chambers’ words provide both guidance and caution. Sound anthropological methods involve
listening, observing, and being open to and curious about the experience of others. As this study
was designed, there was no way to know the answers to the research questions, and it was critical
that I avoid becoming invested in any particular set of findings or outcomes. Instead, the goal
was to enter the study curious to “study through” the connections and relationships to better
understand the impact of the EDUCATE workforce development policy and to discovery causal
mechanisms that are supporting or thwarting change for the early childhood workforce.
All scientific methods have limitations, so these methodological approaches will only
provide a partial view of how the policy and the organization that support it impact the lives of
the grantees and others connected the EDUCATE workforce development policy. As Mingers
(2004) asserts, “our knowledge is always provisional, and historically and culturally relative –
we do not have observer-independent access in the world – but that this does not make all
theories or beliefs equally valid” (165). Even with this limitation, it is expected that something
can be learned through this study, and every effort was made to verify and “triangulate”
perspectives, so that multiple perspectives are recognized and out-right falsehoods do not enter
into the analysis (unless captured in analysis related to inaccurate information).
In addition, not everyone will agree on the final written record of this study. In “AntiSocial Anthropology? Objectivity, Objection, and the Ethnography of Public Policy and
Professional Communities,” Mosse (2006) explains the challenge of creating a final document
that reflects sufficient agreement to the findings of the study that relationships are not damaged.
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Mosse acknowledges that the challenge is not necessarily related to different perspectives on
situations or dynamics, but may be more directly related to political realities, and what is too
risky to be shared in a written form. In addition, Fetterman warns anthropologists against biases
one brings into the research process, although he suggests that it is possible to “mitigate the
negative effects of bias… [by first making] specific biases explicit. A series of additional quality
controls, such as triangulation, contextualization, and a non-judgmental orientation, provides a
safeguard in an effort to minimize the negative influence of bias” (2010: 1).
Furthermore, it is important to note that this writer entered into this research from a
unique “position.” Due to my employment by the FPG, a nationally recognized center on early
childhood research and technical assistance, entry into child care centers and access to
conversations with content experts and state officials seemed to be highly facilitated. Moreover,
since 2009, I have developed numerous connections within the field of early childhood, within
FPG, and throughout the state. Within FPG, I reached out to nationally recognized experts who
were able to facilitate introductions for me with other key national experts. Other faculty
members at FPG were accessed due to their participation in the initial development of the
EDUCATE policy. When researching the state’s early decisions to fund the EDUCATE
workforce development policy, I found that key leaders in the state’s early childhood field were
individuals with whom I had worked on previous early child issues, which allowed for additional
key informant interviews. Harris and I had interacted professionally on several occasions since
2012. Like the other well-respected colleagues who have taken part in this study, my
relationship with Harris is limited and purely professional. Harris is known nationally as an
early childhood expert, and in the context of the state’s early childhood experts and advocates, I
am perceived as an available resource related to the field of implementation. In sharing
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emerging findings from this study, Harris did not agree with all of the initial findings, even
though a number of the key findings have been based on data provided by the EDUCATE state
office. However, Harris and I both work in arenas in which differences of opinion are common.
Emerging from this study, it is reasonable to expect that there will be at least a few areas of
agreement for possible opportunities for improvement for the EDUCATE workforce
development policy.

CONCLUSION
The ethnographic methods selected for this study, key informant interviews, participant
observation, archival research, were used to highlight the lived experience of a small number of
EDUCATE grantees, tracing connections and intersections between “policy communities,”
including state policy, a state funded agency, child care centers, and a network of community
colleges. These methods were used to “study through” (Reinhold 1994) the EDUCATE
workforce development policy, as depicted in Figure 1, following the “threads” (Marcus 1995)
that connect to the various state, county, and local actors. Using political economy and feminist
social theory as the leading theoretical frameworks for the study of this policy, as well as to
support the analysis of the data produced through this study, a critical investigation of the
development and implementation of the EDUCATE workforce development policy has been
produced and has called attention to the social structures that most powerfully impact the undereducated, under-paid, women of the early childhood workforce for whom the EDUCATE policy
was originally created.
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CHAPTER 5: THEMES AND CONTRADICTIONS
“No understanding of a world is valid without representation of those
members’ voices.”
--Agar 1996: 27
“The starting-point of critical elaboration is the product of the historical process
to date which has deposited in you an infinity of traces, without leaving an
inventory.”
--Gramsci 1971: 324
As one traces the web of relationships between various actors and institutions, it becomes
essential to identify the interests of the State, as well as the interests of other groups of actors
(e.g. child care worker, child care director, EDUCATE workforce development policy
administrator), involved with EDUCATE as a policy solution. This articulation of interests
allows for the analysis of the intent and the impact of the EDUCATE workforce development
policy to move beyond descriptive analysis to an explanatory model. In the process, the use of
the foundational perspectives of the anthropology of policy, political economy, and feminist
social theory assist in revealing contradictions.
The State has an established interest in assuring quality early care and education. As
noted by one of the early childhood experts, the role of the State, in the place of parents, is a
concept that is built into our governing system and was mentioned by one of the designers of the
EDUCATE workforce development policy: “So who is in loco parentis? It’s the teacher. You
talk about an infant teacher. Ten hours a day. Ten hours a day. All the waking hours virtually
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for the first three years of a child’s life for five days a week is that teacher.” The in loco parentis
doctrine continues to be used as justification for the State’s involvement in assuring proper care
(i.e. adequate or of minimum quality) of children. In addition, as the history of the development
of child care demonstrates, the need for an available workforce creates an interest for the State to
assure that child care options are available for workers. Currently, the large federal block grant
(Child Care and Development Fund) that supports states’ involvement in child care explains the
purpose of the funds and the government’s interest: “CCDF assists low-income families in
obtaining child care so they can work or attend training/education” (emphasis added) (Office of
Child Care 2012). However, insufficient investment on the part of the State has allowed the
child care workforce to remain severely underpaid. As stated by Whitebook and colleagues
(1989), “our nation has implicitly adopted a child care policy that relies upon unseen subsidies
provided by child care teachers through their low wages (3). Yet, within the context of these
economic realities, the expectations of the child care workforce continue to increase.
Building the case for the quality of the care available to young children, current
discussion of early care and education policy highlights research findings by people such as the
Nobel Prize winning economist, James Heckman, who uses data to demonstrate the financial
benefits that can be gained by addressing the needs of young children. Such findings
demonstrate long-term cost savings related to health outcomes, educational attainment benefits,
increased income, and less criminal activity (Heckman et al. 2013). This economic perspective
directly addresses the role of young children as future workers and taxpayers and the overall
benefit to a stronger economy: “investing in early childhood development is a fiscally
responsible way to reduce costs and create economic growth” (Heckman N.d.).
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Experts who have been engaged in setting minimum standards for child care settings
have focused on a few key dimensions of quality, one of which is the educational level of the
early childhood teacher. Federal policy requires states to invest a percentage of their child care
federal block grant (CCDF) to be dedicated to efforts to raise the quality of early childhood
settings, and states have created child care program regulations and rating systems to assure
minimal standards of care and to incentivize quality. Given the low status and low wages
associated with this field, a policy, like the EDUCATE workforce development policy, that
incentivizes women to work in the early childhood field and to increase their educational level,
aligns with the State’s economic interests. In addition, the EDUCATE policy was designed to be
non-threatening. As one the state policy maker and early childhood expert explained: The
EDUCATE policy “wasn't anything that was going to revolutionize who was there. In fact it was
designed to help keep people there who were there and to give them better skills.” The
EDUCATE policy was designed to maintain the status quo, to work within the current system
design, as opposed to disrupt current structures or power relations. Although increasing its
political appeal and attempting to maintain a diverse workforce, the policy fails to confront the
structural barriers, thereby maintaining the early childhood workforce in its impoverished state.
In addition, by the state’s design, child care directors are coopted as partners in to the
process of coercing child care workers to pursue an associate degree. EDUCATE coaches
commented on the critical importance of additional education for child care center directors and
owners, given the state’s quality rating licensing system:
Because basically if you think about it, we have the five point system, and half of
what you have to do to earn your points is education. So it’s a pretty significant
piece. If you want five points, the majority [of the teaching staff] have to have at
least an associate degree. So if you just take it from a purely financial perspective
as an owner, them it’s in my best interest to have staff that either have that
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associate or a bachelor’s, because then either from a subsidy perspective or just
from private-paying parents, as a five-point program, I’m going to charge more.
This analysis clarifies the extent to which the interests of child care center owners are served by
the current approach to implementing the EDUCATE workforce development policy. Given the
importance of additional education, the EDUCATE coaches are finding that many of the child
care center directors become very involved in managing all aspects of the EDUCATE grant to
that end. One of the EDUCATE coaches explained: “there are some directors that want that.
They are in control, and they’re the ones registering their teachers and wanting them to . . . you
know, we need this for this education component for our points.” Another coach noted that the
motivation for additional education may emanate completely from the center directors: “So they
[directors] are the ones who are kind of almost forcing the teachers to go back to school. And
then they [child care teachers] don’t do well in school because they don’t want to be there. They
don’t want to do it. You know, it’s just the directors making them go.” As noted by one of the
EDUCATE coaches, child care is a business intended to make money, which, in turn, benefits
the State. Therefore, the child care workers find themselves in employment arrangements that
are more beneficial to the child care center owners and to the State than to themselves: “There
would not be any for-profits in the business if they weren’t making a profit, so somehow, and I
would say probably, on the backs of the teachers, you know….” Although this EDUCATE
coaches did not finish her statement, the implication was clear and the contradiction is apparent.
Several themes emerged through observations and conversations with the child care
teachers, to include the hegemonic discourse, the limited agency of the workers, and the
workers’ experience of “caring labor.” In an effort to provide additional background for the
analysis of these themes, each of the three early childhood teachers who participated in this study
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will be introduced. A summary of basic information of about each of the child care professionals
has been summarized in Table 9.
“MISS JONES”
Miss Jones, who is employed by Applegate Head Start, is a 44 year-old mother of three
children, ages 20, 21, and 23. She is a married, African-American woman with sisters in the
area. Her mother was, and one of her sisters is, a nurse; as a younger woman, she, too, had
hoped to become a nurse. She is an experienced child care provider, having worked in the field
for 24 years. She had been employed at her current center for 13 years when the study began.
(During the timeframe of this study, she was notified that the administrative home for her center
had changed, and she and all of the center staff would be terminated at the end of June, 2014; she
was rehired in October, 2014, but was unsure of her new wage.) Miss Jones thinks her original
wage at this center was about $9 an hour, and in the spring of 2014, she believed she was making
about $11 an hour.
Miss Jones enrolled in community college to obtain her Child Development credential,
which is a requirement for employment in child care centers. When asked about her decision to
work with children, Miss Jones explained, “What made me want to work in child care was when
I had my kids. I wanted to make sure they was in the right setting, so I worked where my kids
was at.” When her children were older, almost out of high school or graduated, she decided she
wanted to go back to school to work towards her associate degree. She has been receiving the
EDUCATE grant for the last two years and is not receiving the salary supplement. She thinks
she needs six more classes to graduate with her associate degree. Miss Jones plans to continue
with her course work until she attains her master’s degree, and then she shared the following
plan.
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MISS JONES:

I'm moving up. [laughs] Maybe not work here. [laughs]

INTERVIEWER:

Where would you want to be working?

MISS JONES:

My own place.

INTERVIEWER:

Your own?

MISS JONES:

In my own house.

Miss Jones demonstrated her interest in becoming a “family child care” provider, which is a
permissible arrangement, regulated by the state. Miss Jones said she liked the idea of “working
for myself” as the person who was overseeing the program.
Miss Jones acknowledged struggling with her English and Math classes, having to take
one or more developmental classes before enrolling in credit earning classes. Miss Jones
repeatedly emphasized that the most important attribute of a good child care teacher was the love
for the children: “I think it’s something that you got to be willing to do. Your heart’s got to be in
it. I love all my kids.” Unfortunately, Miss Jones is an example of an EDUCATE grantee with a
significant number of years of experience who may not be able to achieve the goals of the
EDUCATE workforce development policy due to her current level of academic challenges. She
has been able to pass her early childhood classes, but has been unable to pass her developmental
classes, which will prevent her from enrolling in required classes for graduation.
“LISA”
Lisa, who is employed by Love2Learn, is a 35 year-old single mother of three children,
ages three, nine, and 14. She lived in Mexico until she was twenty-one years old. In Mexico,
she had been interested in becoming a psychologist, but later chose to study accounting like her
father. She moved from Mexico 14 years ago and is now a United States citizen. She chose to
live in her current community because her mother had moved to this location two years prior.
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Soon after arriving in the United States, Lisa enrolled in the local community college to study
English as a Second Language and then began taking GED classes. She is the first person in her
family to pursue a college degree.
She entered the child care field thirteen years ago when she needed employment, but also
wanted to be able to continue to care for her own one-year-old child. Lisa explained, “When my
oldest son turned one, I didn’t have anybody to take care of him, so I decided to apply at a child
care center, and I got a job…. As time went by, I really liked it, and I realized that it was
something I wanted to do as a profession.” When she moved from her first child care position,
which was in a family home setting, into a child care center, she needed to return to the
community college to take the required courses to obtain her Child Development Credential.
Lisa began working towards her associate degree in 2007. This is also when she first
learned about the EDUCATE grant from her current center’s director. Her initial wage at her
current center was $9 an hour, and now she is making $14.28 an hour. She performs extra duties
for the center involving Spanish translation. Lisa utilized the EDUCATE grant for four years
and is not receiving the salary supplement, although she did recently apply. Lisa needs eight
more classes to graduate with her associate degree, and she plans to continue with her studies
until she has completed a bachelor’s program. She would like to get her teaching license so that
she can teach kindergarten or first grade students. When discussing her professional future, Lisa
shared her interest in continuing to work with children: “I’ve been having kind of the idea to
open my own center, or working in the field, but like one-to-one with children. Like a few kids.
Or, I don’t know. I am still kind of thinking, but definitely children.” Lisa was very excited
about the volunteer work she was doing with children at the local Hispanic Community Center.
Although unforthcoming with the details, she implied that she planned to work for the
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Community Center in the future. Hence, Lisa is an example of an EDUCATE grantee who is
well-suited to benefit from the EDUCATE workforce development policy, as a first generation,
bilingual, highly organized student. However, she has determined not to re-enroll for the
EDUCATE grant, so that she is not obligated to remain at her current center.
“CEARA”
Ceara, who is employed by Growing Futures, is a 28 year-old, African-American,
unmarried woman without children. At 18, she enrolled into a state university in a nearby
community, and for two years she successful completed college coursework while living on
campus. As she prepared for her third year, she lost her financial aid and was unable to continue
to study. She continued to live in this community for about two more years, working in low
wage service jobs, until she decided to return to live with her family. She said that her mother
was not pleased to have her home, and Ceara acknowledged deep regrets that she had not been
able to complete her four-year degree at this time. Ceara continues to live at home. She worked
briefly in child care when she was living on campus, and then returned to the child care field in
2010 when she began working in Growing Futures. When asked how she became interested in
working with children, she explained that she had taken an early childhood class in high school.
Ceara added, “Well, I always have liked kids anyway, because we always had . . . like my
family’s a big family. We always had a lot of kids in the family. So it was just something that I
wanted to try in high school and I just stuck with it.”
When Ceara was hired by Growing Futures, she was encouraged to use the EDUCATE
grant to begin working towards her associate degree. Her initial wage at her current center was
$8 an hour, and now, after three years, she is making $9.20 an hour. Ceara has utilized the
EDUCATE grant for four years, and after two years on the waiting list, she is now receiving the
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salary supplement, which adds an additional $1,125 to her overall annual earnings. Ceara has
been pursuing her associate degree through an accredited online program and needs four more
classes to graduate with her associate degree. At this time, she has not decided to continue her
studies beyond the associate degree. When asked about her professional goals for the future,
Ceara said, “I could see myself directing [my own center] or as an assistant director, because I’ve
been doing child care for a long time. [laughs] I really have. So, yeah, I could see myself doing
that.” Ceara particularly liked the idea of owning her own business and not working for
someone else. Ideally, Ceara is a candidate for whom the EDUCATE workforce development
policy would provide a viable track for a bachelor’s degree, as a young, independent, women,
who has demonstrated her ability to be successful in a four-year college setting. However,
current constraints, related to the significant time required to attain the associate degree, as well
as the more substantial financial expenses involved in acquiring a bachelor’s degree, make this
outcome improbable.
Table 9. Information about Child Care Professionals
Ethnicity
Age
Marital
Status
Children

“Miss Jones”
African American
44 years old
Married (six years ago,
after 20 years of
involvement)
Three children: 20, 21,
23

“Lisa”
Mexican American
(in US for 14 years;
bilingual)
35 years old
Unmarried

28 years old
Unmarried

Three children: 3, 9, 14

No children
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“Ceara”
African American

Table 9 (Continued)
Other family Has three sisters in the
around
area; her own twin, and
another set of twin
sisters in a nearby
community.

1st
Generation
College
Student
Initial hourly
wage at
current
center
Current
hourly wage
Years in the
field

No

Mother came to US first,
she followed two years
later, one sibling also
came, others in the family
stayed in Mexico; mom
helps with child care and
has been a huge supporter
of her education
Yes

$9/hour

$9/hour

$8/hour

$11/hour

$14.28/hour

$9.20/hour

24 years in the field; 13
years at current center

13 years in the field; 7
years at current center

Receiving
WAGE$
supplement

No; applied over a year
ago

No; just learned about it;
just applied

Previous
education

Completed high school
and then began taking
introductory early
childhood classes to
obtain her required
credentials

Completed collegio in
Mexico in accounting;
chose to take GED in US
as well as English classes
for non-English speakers

Briefly worked in child
care 9 – 10 years ago;
4 years in the field; 4
years at the current
center
Yes; on waiting list for
two years; now
receiving WAGE$;
level 6 = $1,125/year
Started in University
10 years ago; lost
financial aid

Educational
goal

master’s degree

Complete bachelor’s
degree; obtain teaching
license

Complete associate
degree

2 years

5 years

4 years

6 classes

8 classes

4 classes

Years on
EDUCATE
grant
Remaining
classes to
obtain
associate
degree
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Moved away for
college at 18, then
back into the house at
22. Still living with
family. Mom is
supportive of her
education
Yes

Table 9 (Continued)
Professional To run her own child
goal
care center
Original
professional
goal

Nursing

Kindergarten or first grade
teacher or work with
children one-on-one
Psychologist

To run her own child
care center
No identified
professional goal when
she began University

KEY THEMES
The early childhood context and the EDUCATE workforce development policy itself are
replete with these contradictions. Yelvington and colleagues (2012) explain: “Here we mean
‘contradictions’ in the dialectical tradition not simply as logical inconsistencies, but as
conflictual social-structural oppositions, such as when in actuality one need is satisfied at the
expense of another” (55). Some of these contradictions are connected to the key themes that
emerged related to social structures, as well as the ways in which groups with power develop and
cultivate discourse to support their own interests and to influence those with less power. The
findings align with one of the basic premises for the critical anthropologist: the current
inequitable distribution of power insures the maintenance of an unequal distribution of benefits
(Cohen 1987: 148). Four main themes will be explored through a closer analysis of a set of
connected actors and their interests:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Structure and Agency
Hegemonic Discourse
The Role of Bureaucracy
Exploitation and Caring Labor

Every interview contained responses pertaining to the themes of hegemonic discourse, social
structures, and exploitation of the early childhood workforce. Each of the interviews with
EDUCATE grantees, child care center directors, and EDUCATE coaches contained responses
related to the theme of human agency. Interviews with EDUCATE coaches, EDUCATE
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administrators, and community college administrators and faculty contained responses related to
the problematic role of bureaucracy in the implementation of EDUCATE. The theme of caring
labor emerged in interviews with each of the early childhood workers.
STRUCTURE AND AGENCY
To begin, the role of social structure and human agency was central to the analysis of the
EDUCATE workforce development policy, as a policy solution to address early childhood
workforce issues. As noted by Ackroyd and Fleetwood (2000), “human action is enabled and
constrained by social structures, but this action, in turn, reproduces or transforms those
structures” (143). Although the EDUCATE workforce development policy had an original
vision for its beneficial impact for young children and the early childhood workforce, numerous
examples of the constraining role of social structures and the limited potential for human agency
significantly impact efforts to improve outcomes for the early childhood workforce.
With attention to the real domain, as explicated by the critical realist perspective, as well
as the broad theme of structure and agency, the findings of the study reveal the “social structures,
mechanisms, powers, and relations” that exist, influence, and maintain the current arrangements
and contradictions for the early childhood workforce. The demographic composition of the
early childhood workforce (e.g. class, sex, and race) and the social structures and relations that
accompany those demographic variables (e.g. economic and social advantages that influence,
create, or limit choices and opportunities due to class, sex, or race) permit a level of tolerance for
unfair and inequitable employment arrangements for this workforce. These factors blend to
maintain the low status of this workforce, further constricting opportunities for human agency to
influence tangible improvements for the workforce. This is not to suggest that human agency is
not active with the early childhood policy domain, but rather to suggest that human agency has
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interacted within the context of the existing social structures to create the current arrangement
which is disadvantageous to early childhood workers. Roseberry explains:
It is insufficient to assert that transformations are not structurally determined but
result from human agency. At this level, such statements are true but trivial and
quickly become a kind of theoretical slogan. What requires stressing is the unity
of structure and agency, the activity of human subjects in structured contexts that
are themselves the products of past activity but, as structured products, exert
determinative pressures and set limits upon future activity (Roseberry 1988: 171 –
172).
The EDUCATE workforce development policy facilitates the state’s efforts to incentivize
additional education for the early childhood workforce. As explained by one center director:
“with the [EDUCATE grant] being out there for people to use, then more people are probably
going back to school and getting their education, so therefore, the children are getting highquality teachers.” In combination with current labor laws and regulatory policies that allow for
full time workers to be paid less than a living wage, the state’s child care quality rating system to
ensure minimal quality standards within child care centers, and the funding for and availability
of the EDUCATE grant, the state has created a tightly coupled system to maintain the current
inequitable arrangement. The contradiction woven into the laws and regulations demonstrate the
prioritization of the interests of the State and the child care settings at the expense of the early
childhood workforce, for whom additional demands are made without attention to livable and
equitable wages. This contradiction was also prominent in discussions with early childhood
experts and policy makers.
Continuing with the theme of structural constraints, the role and interest of the
community college system in the EDUCATE workforce development policy became more
visible, as the study unfolded, as well as the way in which the EDUCATE workforce
development policy has actively engaged the community college system to become an invested
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partner in support of community college educational advancement for early childhood teachers.
As noted in chapter 3, the funding for EDUCATE created a huge growth opportunity for the
community colleges and placed the EDUCATE policy in a position to influence community
college policy. Through the administration of the EDUCATE policy, the EDUCATE state office
is able to act as a “consolidated buyer of education” given its leverage to influence policies and
procedures to benefit the needs of the early childhood teachers pursuing an associate degree.
Within the community colleges, however, the early childhood programs struggle with
several key challenges. The first challenge that emerged was related to the lack of any screening
into the early childhood programs; everyone who applies can enter. At times, this has been
problematic, because students have been encouraged to enroll in the early childhood associate
program by county unemployment offices or required to enroll by their child care center
employer. The second challenge relates to the community college’s distribution of funds to
academic programs. Although the enrollment in early childhood programs is large, the student
fees are used to support other programs. One community college representative explained: “I’ll
tell you, early childhood, for a lot of colleges, is an FTE (full-time equivalent employee)
generator [which means] we are a low-cost program, and we earn a lot of FTE, which is used for
high-cost programs, like Nursing.” This arrangement shifts resources away from early
childhood, as a larger program, into smaller, more competitive programs, creating significantly
different teacher-student ratios. Another community college representative stated: “Faculty are
being asked to teach more while being paid less. And when there’s high turnover [among
faculty], it’s like you could explain in the Early Childhood field, it’s getting to the community
college level now. Just because, there’s a huge workload – a huge advising load for faculty. I
have two Early Childhood faculty here, and they each have 100 or so advisees.” When asked
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about a reasonable advising load, she suggested 50. Predictably, the smaller, more competitive
programs are comprised of students who are demographically different than the early childhood
programs, with more male students and a higher percentage of white students. Once again,
existing social structures support these inequitable arrangements.
The discourse, discussed earlier, which speaks to all of the benefits of the EDUCATE
workforce development policy for the early childhood teachers, attempts to conceal the
contradictions that exist. As mentioned earlier, the discourse related to the inherent value of
additional education was shared by the EDUCATE grantees, as well. For example, one grantee
expressed the degree’s value as it relates to future employment opportunities: “Well, having a
degree, it means that I’m going to have more opportunities of a job. It’s going to be better, I
guess. Well, it’s already better. But having a degree I think will have me in a better position.
Plus, I wanted to have a degree. I always wanted to have a degree.” Another grantee
acknowledged her sense of pride in her accomplishment: “I think it’s important to me because
that’s something for me and that I can have, you know, for like a . . . I guess I’m proving it to
myself and not nobody else.” The third grantee asserted the degree’s value as it links to
additional income: “Because I like what I do, but the more education you get, the more money
you make in the field.” Although one could suggest that there is some accuracy to each of the
benefits expressed by the grantees, the direct link between additional coursework in early
childhood education and a meaningful increase in wages cannot be demonstrated. As noted
earlier, the average wage for a grantee increased by 9 percent during the most recently reported
year but was still less than $10 an hour.
Although increased access to higher education for a disadvantaged population has face
validity and appeal, the EDUCATE workforce development policy creates incentives for women
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to invest in early childhood as their profession, thereby decreasing the likelihood that these
women will pursue other professional opportunities that could lead them out of poverty.
Interviews with community college faculty and early childhood teacher suggest that women
“choose” the early childhood field for many reasons other than their passion for the work or their
love of young children. Moreover, the hegemonic effect of the discourse related to the inherent
value of additional education ensures the maintenance of the current inequitable arrangements
such that the workforce believes they are being well-served by the EDUCATE policy, as well as
the current incentives towards quality improvements across child care centers. Throughout the
study, early childhood teachers did not complain about their low wages, they showed no interest
in advocating for themselves or talking (or organizing) with others about their low wages, and
even when engaged in reviewing data about the low wages of the workforce, as compared to
others in the teaching profession, the early childhood teachers did not express dissatisfaction,
only a lack of awareness or a bit of confusion.
As mentioned above, one area in which agency appeared particularly constrained related
to the willingness, ability, and interest of EDUCATE grantees to advocate for themselves.
Grantees did not have answers for basic questions, such as “how much is your annual raise.” In
addition, the EDUCATE grantees were unable to identify a method to obtain the information or
unwilling to do so. For example, when following-up with one grantee about an expected annual
performance review, she displayed a level of reticence and disempowerment that accurately
reflected the shared experience of all of the child care grantees in this study:
INTERVIEWER:

Did you have your annual review?

GRANTEE:

Yeah. It was on the 19th of May.

INTERVIEWER:

OK. And so that’s your new wage, 9.20, or…?
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GRANTEE:

No, I ain't got it yet.

INTERVIEWER:

OK. It’s going to add how much?

GRANTEE:

I have no idea yet. She hasn’t told me.

INTERVIEWER:

It’s a mystery?

GRANTEE:

She don’t tell me until it’s almost time to get paid. [laughs]

INTERVIEWER:

It’s like a surprise? [laughs]

GRANTEE:

Yeah.

INTERVIEWER:

So I was wondering, how much do you think your colleagues know about
what other people are getting paid or how much people get each time
there's an increase? I think at one point I asked you how much more you
will get once you’ve earned your associate degree. Do you know what
your salary will bump up to?

GRANTEE:

No.

INTERVIEWER:

Do you want to know?

GRANTEE:

Yeah.

INTERVIEWER:

So this is a different question. There are reasons that we have
conversations and don't have conversations in the workplace; right?

GRANTEE:

Right.

INTERVIEWER:

So my guess is you have a reason for not having yet brought that up in
casual conversation. Why is that not something that people talk about?

GRANTEE:

I don’t know. I guess people just don’t want you to know.

INTERVIEWER:

Why don’t you ask the question? Why wouldn’t you ask your directors,
“so what will I make once I get an associate degree?”

GRANTEE:

Because she’s probably not going to tell me.

INTERVIEWER:

Really. Because it’s like a [laughs] secret?

GRANTEE:

Yeah. [laughs]
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INTERVIEWER:

Really. So let me ask the question differently. Is it really that you think
she wouldn’t tell you or is there something . . . so you know how there’s
those things that you just don’t talk to people about.

GRANTEE:

Yeah.

INTERVIEWER:

Right? Is this one of them?

GRANTEE:

I guess.

INTERVIEWER:

You just made a little face like you’re not convinced. Does the question
not make sense?

GRANTEE:

Yeah, the question makes sense, but I don’t know why people don’t talk
about it. Or why we don’t go and ask like, “When I get my associates,
how much am I going to make after this?”

INTERVIEWER:

Right? So I don't know if there’s something there?

GRANTEE:

I don’t know. People just don’t talk about it. I don’t know why.

INTERVIEWER:

Yeah, and the idea of going to your director and saying, “hey, I just had a
couple questions. You know, I’m thinking about how I get an annual
increase every year. I just wanted to understand how you make that
decision.

GRANTEE:

I know they do like an evaluation. But I don’t know what they take from
the evaluation to determine how much a person . . . yeah.

INTERVIEWER:

Does that feel risky to ask that question? They like you. They even said
they want to clone you.

GRANTEE:

They do. [laughs]

INTERVIEWER:

So I feel like you’re in like a solid place to just . . .

GRANTEE:

…to ask. [laughs]

INTERVIEWER:

I’m not encouraging it. I’m just trying to figure out why. Because I can
tell from my conversations, no one knows anything about each other’s
business. No one ever asks what’s going to come this year. No one ever
asks so what will it really mean when I get an associate degree. No one
knows.

GRANTEE:

[laughs] It’s a secret.
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This profound hesitation to ask for information or advocate for oneself impacts the worker’s
sense of efficacy and limits the potential for agency. When attempting to better understand this
level of inhibition, a common explanation was related to “respect of your superiors.” One of the
EDUCATE coaches stated, “if I was some of these young girls, you know, I would be scared to
death. And some of them are threatened. Like I’ll lose my job if I . . . .” When asking another
coach about the EDUCATE grantees’ hesitation to follow-up on their own with their center
directors with questions or requests, she explained, “We have grantees who say, ‘I’m scared. I
don’t want my job in jeopardy.’ So can you do it?” Using a critical realist lens, the “social
structures, mechanisms, powers, or relations” at work in this context immobilize the workforce,
completely inhibiting human agency, and placing the child care teachers in what could be
perceived as a highly vulnerable position (Ackroyd and Fleetwood 2000: 13).
Given this level of inhibition by the workforce, challenges that arise within their attempt
to negotiate the EDUCATE grant, can become quite problematic. For example, EDUCATE
coaches and grantees agreed that the cost of books for their community college classes was
prohibitive, at times. Currently, EDUCATE grantees must pay “out of pocket” for the entire cost
of the books, waiting six to eight weeks for reimbursements. Although the EDUCATE state
office staff has encouraged child care centers to develop lending libraries, this has not occurred
in the majority of locations. In addition, EDUCATE state office staff has encouraged students to
purchase used books. But EDUCATE grantees explain that their personal budget cannot manage
the “out of pocket” cost of books under any of the arrangements described. When asked how
one of the grantees has managed, she explained:
I don’t know. [laughs] Sometime I go on eBay or something; see if they got it
cheaper than the school books. If I find it cheaper than that’s where I get it from.
And then get the receipt and then I send it to EDUCATE and then they reimburse
me my money back. But other than that, ooh, they cost a lot of money. I know I
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had a computer book from [the community college] that book was $289. That
computer book they had for the class that we had. I’m just like, ‘Wow. I ain’t got
that kind of money.’ [laughs] …. I start [the semester] sometimes without the
books.
These types of challenges that seem to be manageable from the perspective of many of the
EDUCATE coaches and others are experienced as insurmountable by some of the early
childhood workers. When a person is earning nine to eleven dollars an hour and being paid for
less than 40 hours per week, the material constraints experienced by the early childhood
workforce are real.
Clearly, the struggles for the early childhood workforce can be significant. One question,
which arose during this study, related to the small number of EDUCATE grantees that progress
beyond the associate degree level. Across interviews, the common response was one of general
acceptance that this finding was not surprising. In the midst of these conversations, the
responses acknowledged the enormity of the task of achieving an associate degree, one or two
classes at a time, as a full time worker. An EDUCATE coach expressed a common view she
hears among grantees who chose not to pursue their education beyond their associate degree:
“Well, I barely got through this.” In addition, the financial incentives for participation, on the
part of the child care centers, are significantly less at the bachelor’s level. Therefore, it seems
that the likelihood of early childhood teachers even considering a bachelor’s degree as a feasible
option is much more limited. The current system of laws, regulations, and dominant discourses
channels child care workers into associate degree programs in Early Childhood. The existing
social structures limit opportunities that could lead to meaningful economic advancement.
When I reviewed a summary of a recent early childhood workforce study with the early
childhood workers in this study, they noted their lack of familiarity with salary levels in the field
and within their center, sharing statements such as “I never thought about the salaries,” “I know,
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as teachers, we don’t really say how much you make,” and “So if you have [an associate] degree,
but you’re working outside of the early childhood field, [you earn almost half as much money].
How is that possible?” This lack of awareness about how their wages compare with other people
with similar educational attainment impacts the potential for agency of this workforce.
Furthermore, the social structures that exist interfere with a vision for more equitable
employment arrangements. As one worker explained to me when I was asking about the lack of
self-advocacy by the early childhood teachers, “it’s about losing what you have.” The risk is
perceived as too high. This persuasive discourse appears to have effectively produced, within
the early childhood workforce, what Engels called “false consciousness” (Heywood 1994: 85),
which obscures for the workforce an accurate perception of their social and economic situation,
or as described by Shore and Wright (2011), “the most effective forms of domination are often
those that go undetected; where power is hidden from view and presents no visible targets to
oppose or resist” (9). For the workers, the EDUCATE grant and the opportunity to attend
college is presented as irrefutably positive, despite the more complex real world experience of
actually being able to utilize that opportunity.
HEGEMONIC DISCOURSE
A second and prominent theme throughout this analysis relates to hegemony, the ability
of the political elite and dominant classes, under the present material conditions, to develop a
broad consensus around a shared and accepted definition of reality, achieving the consent of the
masses. Although force is considered to be one method of developing hegemony, the preferred
method involves manufacturing consent through “intellectual and moral leadership” (Gramsci
1971: 214). As presented by Cloud (1994), “the task … is to unmask the shared illusions of
society as ideas promulgated by and serving the interests of the ruling class, or those who control
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the production and distribution of material goods” (145). Aligned with this description, this
analysis has attempted to make visible the ways in which ideas, rhetoric, or discourses are
deployed by those with economic, political, or social power to better understand the maintenance
of the current inequitable distribution of resources, as well as to inform and transform these
current arrangements. The realist, and specifically, historical materialist view of discourse, as
described by Cloud (1994), asserts that “economic forces and relations of power motivate
discourses that justify, obscure, or mystify the workings of powerful interests and structures of
power” (145). This presentation of the intentional deployment of discourses also aligns with the
writing of Gramsci. As described by Gramsci (1971), the use of discourse to shape ideas and
beliefs can produce hegemonic ideologies that encourage the general public to accept, without
question, the current political and economic arrangements. Through the effective use of
discourse, Gramsci (1971) suggested that groups and institutions were able to strengthen the
legitimacy of decisions and policies that were in place or being made and to justify or minimize
indefensible realities. A field of influential discourses emerged throughout this study, and the
impact of the use of those discourses in the maintenance of the current inequitable arrangements
for the early childhood workforce is presented.
When interviewing early childhood experts and policy makers about the challenge of
ensuring affordable, high quality child care services with an inadequately compensated
workforce, it was a common pattern for the interviewee to shift the conversation from workforce
compensation, a proclaimed benefit of becoming an EDUCATE grantee, to a reemphasis on one
of two themes: 1) the importance of child care quality (e.g. better professional development for
child care teachers, development of professional standards, low child care teacher turnover) in
service to good outcomes for young children and 2) the importance of affordable child care for
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families. At times, the importance of affordable, quality child care services was noted with a
tone of acceptance for the current level of early childhood wages. For example, one state policy
maker and early childhood services administrator asserted: “even with the current abysmal
salaries, most of those people [workers in the early childhood field], I think, like what they’re
doing and want to do it, but could use a professional guiding them….” In this statement, the
contradiction is made explicit: there are ways to achieve the desired outcome of high quality care
for young children, “even with abysmal salaries” for the early childhood teachers. The current
social structures and aligned rhetoric obscure the profound injustice in this arrangement.
Another policy maker exposed the contradiction embedded in the issue of affordable child care
and its interaction with the child care center owners’ ability to pay higher wages to the workers:
Well, if [a family is] making right above 200 percent of [the U.S.] federal poverty
[level], you can’t afford to have your child in child care. I mean, you can’t really
. . . . But you really can’t when you’re down below that. And so how do we as a
state say, “we really want families to be working and we want those kids [in high
quality childcare settings],” because we know the impact of the quality of care
that they’re in, in terms of savings later on, we’ve got to put more money into it.
And if you increase that market rate, then you take away the argument that
owners have made about “I can’t pay them more because I’m not getting paid
more.” All right, we are now paying you closer to what, you know, the cost is.
The state determines the rates of reimbursement to child care centers for low-income families.
Implicit in the current child care arrangement is the requirement that the early childhood
workforce will remain employed in positions for which they earn below a living wage. For the
child care center owners, without additional resources, salary adjustments are implausible. For
policy makers, however, the suggestion that subsidy rates should be adjusted has the potential to
create an improvement for the early childhood workforce. It would require that policy makers
agree that early childhood workforce wages should be increased (or be willing not to obstruct
movement in this direction).
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In addition, interviews and conversations were replete with a set of shared assertions
about the benefits of the EDUCATE workforce development policy for the early childhood
grantees. These common beliefs align with the interests of the State and the EDUCATE
administrators, as well as with the interests of the child care center owners and service users
(families). The deployment of this discourse justifies the continuation of the EDUCATE
workforce development policy in its current form and facilitates child care owners to frame their
requirement of and financial contribution towards additional education as demonstration of their
commitment and generosity towards their employees. Common statements were related to the
following field of shared and influential discourses:
-

job security
the potential for higher incomes
more professional opportunities
increased confidence in the classroom and a “more professional” approach
a sense of accomplishment and pride
the intrinsic value of college education

H EGEMONIC D ISCOURSE : J OB S ECURITY

Through the establishment of a contractual agreement, the EDUCATE and the child care
center directors are able to achieve their interests related to decrease in turnover, as the contract
requires early childhood teachers to remain employed at their current child care center for an
additional year following the completion of each contract. However, the field of common
discourses about the contractual agreement focus on benefits to the early childhood worker, as
opposed to the benefits to the center, through the use of statements, such as the contract keeps
the child care workers “goal-oriented.” One particularly strong discourse reframed the
EDUCATE contractual stipulation that grantees remain with their current employer for an
additional year, past the end of a contract, as “job security”:
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…because once they sign a contract, the director signs a contract, and both are
saying, “I’m willing to stay at this center an additional year,” so it kind of creates
that relationship between the center and [the grantee], so that provides that job
security for not only the director to have a consistent teacher in a classroom, but
for the teacher to have an extra year of employment.
However, given the length of time it takes for the average early childhood teacher to obtain her
associate degree, the length of servitude to a sponsoring child care center extends at least a year
beyond the average length to obtain one’s degree, which equates to six to eight years, which also
assures low turnover, but fails to equate to a living wage. One child care center director
explained: “Because if they’re only taking one or two classes a semester, I mean, you have to get
60 hours that means you’d have to take at least 22 classes, so it literally takes forever.” Although
repeatedly described as a beneficial arrangement for the EDUCATE grantee, the limitations of
the arrangement were acknowledged directly, at times, by EDUCATE coaches and center
directors.
Clearly, the pace of the acquisition of the associate degree ensures a lengthy commitment
to a single child care center. Often explained in the context of the benefits of EDUCATE for the
grantee, the ultimate benefit to the center would be mentioned: “I mean, you know, ultimately,
my ultimate goal is actually for them to be here long enough to get their bachelor’s. They could
just take one class at a time, but as long as they’re working towards it, it’s a benefit to me.
Because the more hours they have in Early Childhood education, the more stable I am in my
points.” With little to no thought of the additional burden on the child care worker, the benefit of
the workers’ continuous enrollment in higher education is described as it relates to the Quality
Rated license system.
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H EGEMONIC D ISCOURSE : P OTENTIAL FOR H IGHER INCOME

In another interview with one of the EDUCATE coaches, the numerous benefits to the
contractual relationship, in which the early childhood worker becomes bound, was framed, as
follows: The contract “helps with turnover because their pay gets increased a little bit, and then
they feel like they’re getting better pay, that they’re worth more. And, you know, that’s a
benefit. It makes them not want to leave.” In this statement, the contract is positioned as
ensuring a financial benefit, although very tentatively described, which is then believed to create
the intrinsic desire on the part of the child care worker to remain with their current employer.
Regrettably, almost every participant in this study believed that participation in the EDUCATE
workforce development policy leads to financial benefits for grantees. Even when presented
with the data related to the current wages for EDUCATE grantees, the hegemonic discourse
which prevents the re-assessment of the individuals’ belief in the beneficial impact of the
EDUCATE policy on wages. In another instance, one of the experts on quality child care, who
was praising the benefits of the EDUCATE policy, struggled to integrate his belief that
additional education had allowed women to no longer require welfare, further suggesting that
there is basic benefit for “the poor” to have a stable job, even if the wages continue to qualify a
person for welfare benefits.
RESPONDENT:

A lot of these people [early childhood teachers] are people who were on
welfare or who are . . .

INTERVIEWER:

And many of them are still eligible . . .

RESPONDENT:

Yeah, and some are still eligible. But having a stable job overall is, I
think, good for you.

The development and use of hegemonic discourse related to the economic benefits of the
EDUCATE policy effectively prevented data-informed conversations about the current povertylevel wages that are paid to the early childhood workforce.
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H EGEMONIC D ISCOURSE : M ORE P ROFESSIONAL O PPORTUNITIES

Common across many of the interviews were references to hegemonic discourse which
suggested that additional education for the early childhood workers would lead to increased
professional opportunities. Statements like, “They can get better jobs, once they get their
degree,” or “As much as I hate it, it does make them look like a better candidate to apply for
other jobs, you know. Education is going to help them get jobs anywhere else that they decide to
go.” One of the designers of the EDUCATE workforce development policy provided the
following explanation: “The benefit of a [EDUCATE grant] is that you can walk away with a
college education with no debt. And that as a result you will earn more money and be on a
pathway for multiple jobs in the Early Childhood profession.” Although there was some
evidence that early childhood workers were able to use the EDUCATE grant to assist them in
obtaining a position in a Pre-K classroom, the state’s annual workforce study suggests that the
vast majority of individuals receiving the EDUCATE grant do not promote or hire into
significantly better paying positions. The discourse fortifies the commitment to the EDUCATE
workforce development policy and to a shared false commitment to improving the condition of
the early childhood workforce.
H EGEMONIC D ISCOURSE : INCREASED C ONFIDENCE IN THE C LASSROOM AND A “M ORE
P ROFESSIONAL A PPROACH ”

The common assertions related to the ways in which additional education helped to
enhance the confidence of the child care worker and develop a more professional approach to
how she performed in the classroom were commonly included in conversations. Many
interviews contained statements, such as: “I think it helps them take more ownership of their own
classrooms,” or “They come across more professional. So they view their job as a more
professional job, you know.” As often happened in these interviews, one of the child care center
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directors, while answering a question about the benefits of the EDUCATE workforce
development policy for the early childhood worker, shifted to the benefits to others:
I think it makes them more professional, you know, and it gives parents a better,
more safe feeling, you know? That their child is actually being taken care of
rather than babysitting. Is actually trying to educate them and prepare them for
kindergarten. Because we’re seeing that more and more. You know, parents are
getting aware of teaching their children and not necessarily babysitting. You
know, they want something in return for what they’re paying.
For this center director, the benefits of a more professional early childhood worker immediately
merge into benefits for families and the child care center itself. On one level, the power of this
type of discourse is that it may contain some truth, as may be in the case here; child care teachers
may become more confident in their skills as they complete additional coursework, and
additional confidence may be intrinsically valuable to many child care workers. However, the
value of the development and use of the discourse comes through its influence. With each
additional strong and reasonable rationale for the benefits of additional education for the child
care worker, herself, the case for the maintenance of the EDUCATE policy is strengthened.
H EGEMONIC D ISCOURSE : S ENSE OF A CCOMPLISHMENT AND P RIDE

Similarly, the many conversations about the benefits of the EDUCATE workforce
development policy for the grantees included statements related to the sense of accomplishment
and pride that was experienced by the child care workers. Almost identical phrases were used
across different interviews, such as: “I think it makes them feel more self-worth, you know,
they’re bettering themselves,” “I do think it gives them some self-worth. I do think the selfesteem is an important part,” and “I think the teachers feel a little bit more of a sense of pride, as
they get their education.” Similar statements were made by EDUCATE grantees, verifying the
accuracy of the experience, however, again, the value of this discourse relates to its ability to
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influence either changes to or maintenance of the current social and economic arrangements. In
this instance, if everyone involved is convinced that they are helping to raise the sense of selfworth of the disenfranchised early childhood workforce, then the maintenance of the EDUCATE
workforce development policy, the Quality Rating licensing system, and the overall commitment
to promoting additional education for the early childhood workface can be maintained, without
adjustments to anything, including the current wage structure.
H EGEMONIC D ISCOURSE : THE I NTRINSIC V ALUE OF C OLLEGE E DUCATION

Another shared assertion referred to the legitimate benefits of additional education for the
early childhood workforce. When discussing the burden of attending early childhood classes and
the lack of material benefits, the consensus among those interviewed was that more education is
always a good investment. One of the developers of the EDUCATE workforce development
policy explained, “Once you receive your education nobody can take it from you.” This
statement of the intrinsic value of higher education was stated as a cultural truth. Similarly,
during an interview with an expert on early childhood professional standards, the individual
assertively stated: “Of course, an associate degree is worth it; don’t you want your daughters to
go to college?” The statement was presented as a shared truth, for our shared culture, and
perhaps, for the nation, as a whole. From a literary perspective, one might think of this question
as rhetorical; there is no response, because the statement is made as if this is a widely agreed
upon, shared belief that does not need to be analyzed in the context of the current inequitable
arrangement for early childhood workers. Given the development and maintenance of the
hegemonic discourse which reinforces the plethora of benefits for an early childhood teachers’
participation in the EDUCATE workforce development policy, the contradictions are
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extraordinarily clear, with benefits to the State, the EDUCATE team, child care center owners,
and families, at the expense of the early childhood workforce.
Underneath the discourse that extols the many benefits of additional formal education for
the workers exists conflicting discourses related to the benefits of additional formal education as
a key input for quality early childhood programs. The most commonly shared discourse is
simple: additional education for the early childhood workforce leads to improved outcomes for
young children. Policy makers reiterate this straightforward message and use this discourse as
evidence of how these research-based findings are informing policy: “Well, you know, studies
show that additional education is a lot [of what is needed to achieve quality child care]. It does.
Studies show that it’s a lot, it’s a part, and it is a big piece of our licensing, and that’s why.” The
discourse that connected teacher educational levels with quality child care settings has been
woven into the regulatory policies in most states. However, the careful review of the findings on
this topic (see Pianta 2009) demonstrates a more ambiguous picture. One of the early childhood
experts provided the following interpretation of the findings of a couple of the key studies (Early,
et al. 2007; Pianta 2009) on quality early care in education:
I would say the findings are that there’s little evidence that increased education
assures you higher quality. Pianta did some reanalysis of this data and when he
took out a very small proportion of people who had both the bachelor’s degree or
higher and had state certification. And those people did marginally better. The
differences are not very great though, and for everybody else there’s really no
evidence that there’s some direct effect. But in the conclusions, when we wrote
that, we were very careful to say, this isn’t the whole story. This isn’t saying
education’s not good. What it is saying is we are putting these people in settings
that there are not many educated people, first of all, and that have such limited
resources, that you can’t just do it. So education alone is not going to solve this
problem. That was the real point of the findings of Early and colleagues.
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This more nuanced and complex discourse is not common and does not function as effectively as
a dominant discourse for many actors. However, the early childhood field could be better served
by attempting to understand the multiple dimension of ensuring quality child care services.
For child care center directors and early childhood teachers, there is yet another
discourse, albeit different than the research findings presented above. Acknowledging the
importance of education, center directors and teachers repeatedly speak to qualities beyond
education that may be as or more important than a child care teacher’s educational level. As one
center director shared: “I think that when you have teachers who have more formal education . . .
I’m not saying experience isn’t a huge thing, because experience is absolutely a huge thing. But
when you have the experience, plus the education, I think it just helps teachers see things from
more angles and be able to think outside the box with things that need to be done.” Another
director directly stated: “but when I look at my best teachers, the ones I have here [in the center]
are not my highest-educated ones.” The challenge for the child care owners, however, relates to
the incentives in the current system that prioritizes formal education over other teacher qualities.
Child care center owners are not in a position to act on their own assessment and experience;
their agency is constricted, and their decisions, when hiring and guiding staff, align to the current
set of policies that directly connect quality with the amount of formal education. Early
childhood teachers shared similar ideas related to the contribution of experience, in combination
with formal education, to the quality of a teacher’s performance. One early childhood teacher
expressed her strong conviction that professional experience was as, or perhaps more, important
than a formal education, and that higher educational standards might limit who could work in the
field:
INTERVIEWER:

In your opinion, what makes a good early childhood teacher?
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PARTICIPANT:

I mean, the experience and how long you’ve been in the experience. And
then, if you’ve got an associate degree, that’s good. You know what I’m
saying? Don’t knock [people with lower degrees] down, you know,
because you want somebody to come in with a master’s. But don’t knock
the people down that, you know, got associate degrees. You can’t do that.
Everybody’s not qualified or able or funded to do all that. You understand
what I’m saying? Everybody can’t get financial aid. Then you’re unabling
them to go back to school because you feel like, “OK, well, they need to
go and get their bachelor’s. But they don’t have the funds to do all that.
And you might not get financial aid and then you got to pay out of pocket.
How are you going to pay out of pocket when you don’t have the money?”
That’s just too much.

INTERVIEWER:

The good thing about it is it means that people are going to get more
money.

PARTICIPANT:

Yeah, that’s the good thing about it, but then you got the young kids that’s
going and doing all this stuff too, but their mind ain’t right. You know
what I’m saying? Their mind set is not right. I mean, it’s OK to get all the
education in the world. That’s good. I’m not knocking it, but young kids
these days and trying to get these bachelor’s and trying to teach a child?
Oh, no, that’s not going anywhere, with no experience, no children of their
own, or anything. They’re just going right out of school. I mean, I ain’t
going to say that they’re bad or anything like that, but I know they can be
taught and learn. You know what I'm saying? But they are coming
straight out of high school and going to get their master’s and stuff like
that, but they are not equipped to teach children. You know?

The dominant discourse which explicitly privileges formal education over all other factors is not
only an inaccurate reflection of the research findings, but also narrows the dialogue. Research
findings demonstrate the importance of multiple factors, including supports of workers within
the workplace to integrate new practices into their current ways of work (Early, et al. 2007;
Pianta 2009). Center directors and child care workers are aware of the limitations of formal
education, alone, when working with children and their parents. In addition, the child care
worker who is quoted above is aware of the complex implications of singularly investing in early
childhood workers with the more advanced degrees; much of the current workforce have not
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been afforded the opportunities that would allow them to compete. The EDUCATE grantees,
who are able to afford one or two classes a semester, are demographically different than early
childhood teachers who are able to pursue their education full-time, completing a bachelor’s and
perhaps a master’s degree, before engaging in full-time employment. The social structural
differences intersect with broader discussions across the early childhood field, prioritizing formal
education over a diverse workforce that is more representative of the children in care. Further
complicating these broader discussions is the lack of incentives to provide a living wage for a
workforce that is more diverse, but less formally educated.
The idea that the importance of the quality of the child care services for young children
and the affordability of child care for families supersedes the basic needs of other human beings
is significant, as it complicates critique of the current arrangement or even dialogue to consider
more equitable arrangements for the early childhood workforce. In one interview for an early
childhood expert, it was noted that it was better not to include the dreadfully low early childhood
workforce wages in discussion of ways to improve the quality of the early childhood workforce,
“because I think it just distracts people from other things.” When interviewees were redirected
to the undeniable intersection of workforce compensation and quality child care services,
interviewees struggled, with responses related to their lack of sufficient understanding or
knowledge about the current economic realities for the child care workforce or a sense of
powerlessness to address it. One early childhood expert proposed the following compromise:
Because if you give up on the idea that everybody has to have some type of
degree and get paid a great wage, you know, that’s like a pipe dream, then you
say, okay, but let’s really all get in one room together and let’s recognize that
there are roles in this room and jobs in this room that we are willing to say some
jobs require less and some jobs require more and that the wages need to match
those jobs.
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This particular solution aligns with a commonly held set of beliefs among early childhood
experts. This path would allow those with higher degrees and greater specialization, who are
often demographically distinct from the representative early childhood worker, to receive higher
wages. It is questionable, given the existing social structures, if these modified arrangements
would lead to living wages for those with associate degrees and below, who comprise the
majority of the current workforce. Finally, if asked directly, the individuals interviewed for this
study agreed that workers in the field of early childhood should make a living wage. The path to
achieve that goal, however, was lacking.
THE ROLE OF BUREAUCRACY
A third theme involves the analysis of the role of bureaucracy related to the intent and
impact of the EDUCATE workforce development policy. Most policies require an
administrative mechanism for their implementation. The role of bureaucracy, as defined by
Weber, provides a lens through which to interpret some of the challenges inherent in the
implementation of the EDUCATE policy. These challenges related to the design of bureaucracy
to achieve efficiency and impartiality. Weber (1946) suggested that
When fully developed, bureaucracy stands . . . under the principle of sine ira ac
studio (without scorn and bias). Its specific nature which is welcomed by
capitalism develops the more perfectly the more bureaucracy is “dehumanized,”
the more completely it succeeds in eliminating from official business love, hatred,
and all purely personal, irrational and emotional elements which escape
calculation. This is the specific nature of bureaucracy and it is appraised as its
special virtue (215-216).
Even when bureaucratic solutions do not make logical sense or do not meet the intended goals of
the organization, the bureaucratic processes dominate.
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Explicitly, Child Care Services Association (CECE) and the statewide EDUCATE office
have an interest in maintaining the EDUCATE workforce development policy. CECE receives
millions of dollars from the state legislature annually to administer various child care quality
improvement efforts, to include over $4 million to administer the EDUCATE policy. The
policy has been able to demonstrate its ability to significantly impact turnover rates and to
engage early childhood teachers in earning early childhood credit from the state’s system of local
community colleges. One of the original designers of the EDUCATE policy explained: “Just
going back to our goals, our motto, the reason why, you know, we developed CECE. You know,
ultimately, we wanted to provide more qualified teachers in a classroom. We wanted to cut
down on turnover rates.” By accomplishing these goals, the state has been able to promulgate of
the EDUCATE model as an effective policy response to address needed improvements in the
area of early care and education. However, the administrators and coaches within the
EDUCATE state office articulate the pressure they experience as the original EDUCATE
workforce development demonstration site. When discussing possible adjustments to the current
approach to the implementation of the EDUCATE policy, the response was clear. To make
adjustments to the EDUCATE policy would imply that there was something about the
EDUCATE policy that wasn’t right. As explained to me by one of the designers of the
EDUCATE policy, this “state is the laboratory. That's one of those things. What do we get out
of it? That the state becomes the laboratory, because we’re so far advanced that we keep
learning and then can keep helping other states with their next steps and their next steps, and
that’s cool” (emphasis added).
The importance of maintaining the number of EDUCATE grantees was clarified during
observations within the EDUCATE state office. While listening to a coach make phone calls to
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former EDUCATE grantees, it became clear, that the EDUCATE coach was contacting former
grantees who had attended community college classes in the last semester, but who had chosen
not to apply for and use the EDUCATE grants. Finding this phone call confusing, given the
student had already successfully completed their coursework, I asked the coach about the
purpose of encouraging this student to apply, retroactively, for the EDUCATE grant. The coach
explained that the EDUCATE workforce development policy needs “to get credit for as many
classes as possible.” Although there didn’t seem to any requirements from the state to provide a
minimum number of grants each year, discussions about the changes of numbers of grantees
demonstrated a belief that EDUCATE was less vulnerable, as an investment from the state, when
the numbers were high. For the coach placing those phone calls, her activities were more about
creating a strong justification for the EDUCATE policy, as opposed to promoting the defined
purpose of the EDUCATE policy of “providing the early childhood workforce with access to
education.” The shifting of activities to appear as if the bureaucracy is accomplishing its goals,
while actively engaging in tasks that do not, in reality, help to achieve the goal align with
Merton’s (1957) concept of displacement of goals within bureaucracies:
(1) An effective bureaucracy demands reliability of response and strict devotion
to regulations. (2) Such devotion to the rules leads to their transformation into
absolutes; they are no longer conceived as relative to a set of purposes. (3) This
interferes with ready adaptation under special conditions not clearly envisaged by
those who drew up the general rules. (4) Thus, the very elements which conduce
toward efficiency in general produce inefficiency in specific instances. Full
realization of the inadequacy is seldom attained by members of the group who
have not divorced themselves from the meanings which the rules have for them.
These rules in time become symbolic in cast, rather than strictly utilitarian (111).
This example of meeting the needs of the bureaucracy, as opposed to meeting the needs of the
child care workers is a theme that emerged in interviews and observations.
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In general, many of the next steps, identified by the EDUCATE state office
administrators, have been related to expansion and creating options within the context of the
administration of the policy that generate additional appeal for partners, such as child care
centers and other state level decision makers. One next step was initiated in 2014, when the
EDUCATE state office launched the EDUCATE Early Care and Education Association to
support and encourage the use of the EDUCATE policy and to develop a national coalition of
supporters to support this policy solution. Although the EDUCATE Association may be
positioned to begin advocating on behalf of the early childhood workforce to address meaningful
changes, such as the establishment of a living wage, this membership association has been
developed with the interests of maintaining and expanding the use of the EDUCATE policy.
One of the participants who mentioned the EDUCATE Association during her interview
provided the following explanation of the message she had heard during a recent presentation:
“Since EDUCATE has programs in several states, it is an association of several states. So it was
presented to us as ‘We want our state to have the most [members].’ You know, ‘We’d love to
have every person that’s participating in EDUCATE join the EDUCATE Association.’ But it is
more of a unification or a unified voice opportunity.” Over time, it will be possible to determine
if the EDUCATE Association is a unified voice to maintain and expand the EDUCATE policy or
if the EDUCATE Association is a unified voice for the early childhood workforce. It is also
possible that, if recommendations for change could be framed as learning and creating next steps
for other states, the idea of the state as the “learning laboratory” could allow for openness for
programmatic adjustments that produce meaningful benefits for the early childhood workforce.
Another noteworthy theme emerged within the context of developing a better
understanding of the bureaucracy and the administrative functions necessary to implement the
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EDUCATE policy. As stated by Weber, the “ideal” form of bureaucracy can be highly effective
in accomplishing organizational goals; however, Weber also outlined its destructive potential.
Weber explained:
Bureaucracy is the means of transforming social action into rationally organizing
action…. Under otherwise equal conditions, rationally organized and directed
action is superior to every kind of collective behavior and also social action
opposing it. “Where administration has been completely bureaucratized, the
resulting system of domination is practically indestructible” (Weber 2006:62).
The bureaucracy to support the administration of the EDUCATE policy transformed the original
socially progressive intent into a rationally organized operation. In its first iteration, the design
of administration of the EDUCATE policy was aligned to meet the need of undereducated
women, while working to reduce turnover and improve quality. The first EDUCATE coach,
Harris, herself, worked closely with a small number of handpicked EDUCATE grantees to
negotiate their new experience as college students at a local community college. The
EDUCATE coach and the EDUCATE grantees learned together about how to create a successful
college experience. Harris explained the academic challenges for the typical EDUCATE
grantee:
Sometimes they have to take two and three levels of [development coursework].
They’re functioning at the less than sixth grade level. And I’m not talking about
people who come with Spanish as their first language. But they graduated from
high school and nobody paid attention. They’re African American, in a poor area,
and they’re seen as lazy, so they pass them on. [The schools] didn’t realize they
had a learning disability. Half . . . you know, a large percentage of [EDUCATE
grantees] have learning disabilities. Nobody ever bothered to care enough to
check it out. You know, when folks struggle with their classes, you know, we try
to get them to services, we try to get them help, you know? Nobody cared. All
the way through, and that’s what you got.
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In this context, Harris discussed the broader challenges being experienced by public school in the
United States, as they struggle to provide an adequate education for all children, ensuring the all
children are prepared to successfully transition from high school and adolescence into adulthood.
Based on the first cohort of EDUCATE grantees’ experience, the role of an EDUCATE
coach became a cornerstone of the EDUCATE policy, as described by Harris. Not only was it
clear that the typical EDUCATE grantee might have a significant need for academic support, but
there was a growing awareness of the broader needs related to emotional support: “So I didn’t
get the role of coach, the importance of coach until I did it, because I would get feedback. Like,
‘You helped me figure this out.’ So all of a sudden, I realized they need a cheerleader; it does
make a difference.” However, as the number of EDUCATE grantees has grown significantly,
the relationship or connection has diminished significantly for the current EDUCATE grantees.
However, the challenges for the EDUCATE grantees remain. One of the EDUCATE state office
administrators provided the following perspective:
There are people who work in this [child care] industry who are functionally
illiterate. So when you start mandating higher education, then what are we really
casting them into, knowing that they don’t have the skill set or the attributes, if
you will, needed to be successful. Thankfully, we have a robust community
college system with an open-door policy. And our only hope is that if we can get
them access, that they will then get the remedial help and supports that they need
to at least start down this path of higher education. Sometimes it happens,
sometimes it doesn’t. But what we’ve done through EDUCATE is we’ve actually
allowed our grant dollars to support developmental coursework in recognition of
the individual challenges and/or barriers that are found.
In this description, there is a greatly diminished active role of the EDUCATE coach in the lives
of the grantees. Instead, the EDUCATE policy is described as providing the funds to allow for
child care teachers to enroll in non-credit earning, remedial classes. This shift in the role of the
coach to a funding source may be unavoidable, given the number of EDUCATE grantees, at this
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point, but appears to be another example of the efficiency of the bureaucracy interfering with the
actual needs of those served by the EDUCATE coaches.
When one of the EDUCATE coaches was asked to describe her daily duties, she
described her day as follows: “Well, the paperwork pretty much dictates, you know, how you
come in, because every day we’re receiving faxes and applications. So you just have to learn
how to manage your time, prioritize. Right now receipts are top priority. Like we don’t want
anything sitting still because we’re coming up on the end of our fiscal year, so we want money
spent.” As noted above, the administrative tasks have become central to the EDUCATE
coaches’ duties and the development of a relationship with the grantees has become secondary.
During each of the first EDUCATE grantee interviews, I asked about their EDUCATE
coaches. At that point in the study, this question was asked to gain general knowledge, as
opposed to surface any unexpected information. A couple of the participants could not recall
their coach’s name. One participant explained that the EDUCATE coaches “usually calls me
each semester to ask me if I’m taking classes and what are the classes, but I don’t remember my
coach.” One participant explained her interactions with the EDUCATE coach as follows:
Well, I don’t too much know [coach name]. I just talk to her on the phone. I
mean, unless she’s going to send me an email or something like that. That’s the
only time I really like talk to her. But other than that, that’s it. But she’s friendly
every time I talk to her. She’s letting me know what I need to do and not need to
do, because she’s friendly.
This initial finding, that the grantees were not familiar with their EDUCATE coaches was
surprising to the EDUCATE state office administrators.
INTERVIEWER:

None of the three women I met with knew their EDUCATE coach. All of
them were being really well served by the adviser at the community
college.

HARRIS:

What do you meant they don't know their EDUCATE coach?
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INTERVIEWER:

They couldn't give me a name. When I said, “So who's your EDUCATE
coach?”

HARRIS:

See, that's very weird.

INTERVIEWER:

None of them could give me a name.

HARRIS:

That's weird and the fact that they don't know what the EDUCATE
contract is says to me there’s a problem. No wonder [the EDUCATE
supervisor of the coaches] is bugged. That would make me crazy.

INTERVIEWER:

Yeah, she was definitely . . . yeah. I think she . . . she did what you did. I
mean, it’s just a simple question because I'm trying to make a connection.

HARRIS:

Because I mean, some of the things you hear . . . when there's the
connection, when people have that connection, it's like you hear, “Oh, my
EDUCATE coach made it possible for me ….”

INTERVIEWER:

These folks are more likely to say that about their community college
adviser.

HARRIS:

Huh. Well, that's a good thing.

However, in discussing this finding with the EDUCATE coaches, they were quickly able to
make sense of this, due to their enormous caseloads, necessitating some sharing of direct contact
with grantees. More specifically, the first explanation was related to the way in which the
EDUCATE coaches share their workload, serving as “back-up” to other EDUCATE coaches, if
they are unable to take a call: “If I’m on a call with one of my grantees or whoever, the call goes
to another coach. So it may be that, you know, even though she’s my person, she may talk to
[another coach].” Another EDUCATE coach shared a similar reflection, saying:
Oh, we have designated people that work in different areas, but what happens is if
they call in, and say, I’m a coach for that person, if I’m on the phone . . . because
we want to be very customer service friendly and make sure their needs are being
met, because the time that they have to speak with us could be 15 minutes for
lunch, or a break right between classes, or something like that. We want to make
sure that their needs are being met while we’re open. If I’m on the phone – that’s
where it rolls into our primary and secondary counseling goals – it’ll roll over to
the next person who’s not on the phone at that time.
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This method of sharing the workload, in which any EDUCATE coach can respond to a call or
request from any EDUCATE grantee, in pursuit of efficiency, has impacted the development of a
connection between the EDUCATE coach and the EDUCATE grantees. This more impersonal
approach is common in a bureaucracy, and yet in this instance, may undermine the very intent of
the coach’s role in the administration of EDUCATE policy.
Another barrier to the development of a connection between the EDUCATE coach and
the grantee may also be related to the way in which center directors choose to manage aspects of
the EDUCATE grant process. In some child care centers, directors receive and submit all of the
forms and receive the calls from the EDUCATE coaches and relay the messages. One
EDUCATE coach explained the situation as follows:
Yes. Because when we call the center, the director is, most of the time, the one
answering the phone. And so when I say “I’m calling about so-and-so” they may
say, “Oh, yeah, she is enrolled for summer. Let me get you her receipts,” or, “I’ll
have her send her receipts.” Sometimes the director will say, “OK, well, let me
transfer you to her classroom.” Because, you know, she’s going to be responsible
for getting that information to you.
When EDUCATE coaches were asked directly about the percentage of time that their calls lead
to interactions with center directors, as opposed to grantees, the number ranged from 50 to 90
percent. Although communication directly with the center director may allow for some
efficiency related to the completion of paperwork, the lack of direct communication between
EDUCATE coaches and grantees has resulted in a lack of awareness, on the part of the grantees,
related to their rights, responsibilities, and opportunities. The determination to be efficient and
responsive in processing EDUCATE grant paperwork creates a challenging tension, given the
current number of EDUCATE grantees and benefits of direct communication between
EDUCATE grantees and coaches.
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When asked about their caseloads, EDUCATE coaches reported an average of 500
grantees. The coaches described in detail the enormity of their daily tasks.
RESPONDENT:

A typical day, I come in and we have our admin team, they collect all of
our mail, they collect all of our faxes. Anything incoming goes through
our admin team first. So we have a mailbox and I process items in the
order that I receive them.

INTERVIEWER:

What kind of things?

RESPONDENT:

Well, there’s applications. Whether it’s paying for someone’s tuition,
reimbursing them for books, contacting employment for verification,
asking for verification of employment, anything focusing on the grantee.
So from day to day I’m answering phone calls. A big part of my job,
emails and responding to incoming mail.

As described above, most contacts with students are related to paperwork. One coach explained
that their reason for contacting an EDUCATE grantee was often related to properly completing
paperwork: “If I receive incoming mail that I need more documentation or more clarification, I
will have to call to get that clarification.” Each email or phone call is connected to completing a
task or a requirement.
As follow-up to learning about the size of caseloads, one of the EDUCATE state office
staff explained that the evolution towards large caseloads and away from personal relationship
with EDUCATE grantees may be well-suited to the current administration of the EDUCATE
policy:
Yeah, and so I think there’s a couple of things there. I think some of it is how
much you spend administratively. You know, and what gets frowned on in terms
of [the amount of the budget spent on administrative costs versus funds that go
directly towards grants]. But I also think where we are now is very different than
where we were back in 1990 or where other states are now, because of our
familiarity with the community college system and our contacts with individuals
there. And so we no longer have to try and figure things out. “If you’re going to
Johnson Community College, here’s who you need to contact….” We all have a
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much deeper understanding, because most of our coaches have been here for so
long.
For the EDUCATE policy to retain its support, low administrative costs are key. Since coach
activities are seen as administrative, as opposed to a core “service” function equivalent to the
funds to support substitute teachers and reimbursement for travel, then there is a political
disincentive to return to the original approach to the administration of the EDUCATE policy
which considered the role of the EDUCATE coach as critical to the success of many EDUCATE
grantees. It is also possible that the community colleges have become more effective in
addressing the general needs of these students, although community college staffing and
workload issues were expressed as concerns by community college staff, as well. Another
EDUCATE coach agreed with this perspective, and also suggested that the EDUCATE grantees,
themselves, were becoming more capable of managing their community college success without
additional support from the EDUCATE state office staff.
I also think that there are probably more things that are on community colleges
support-wise than there used to be. There was nobody. And, you know, it wasn’t
in every community college. Now, you know, it’s in all 58. You know, so I think
that there is a difference from that level, as well, but I also think that, yeah, with
those numbers we can’t do that same level intervention. But I think within that
caseload that you have, you know that some are more needy than others. You
know, that phone rings. You know, Susie, you know, OK. What do we need to
do now? But Mary, this is her tenth contract she’s had with us. When they are on
their first contract, the assistance they need is much different than when they’re
now three years down the line. You know, and we have, again, that history where
we have people that have been on it for longer periods of time. And so they don’t
need as much hand-holding.
In the context of large caseloads, these explanations reinforce the rationality of the current
arrangement; however, many other aspects of the conversations suggested that the size of
caseload was interfering with the ability of EDUCATE coaches to provide the necessary
supports for the grantees who may have more needs. At this point, however, the EDUCATE
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coaches have become accustomed to their predominantly administrative function. In so doing,
the EDUCATE coaches now operate under conditions that are much more impersonal, impartial,
efficient, and goal-directed, which sounds like a description of Weber’s ideal type of
bureaucracy, as opposed the original role of the EDUCATE coach.
The rational and well-documented aspect of bureaucracy creates the need for roles and
responsibilities to be explicated in contractual agreements. The administration of the EDUCATE
policy is highly reliant on their contracts to clarify and formalize the commitments made by child
care centers and grantees. These contracts provide the written rules and procedures related to the
processes that must be followed by the EDUCATE grantee, as well as the child care director. In
general, the EDUCATE state office staff relies on the contract as a key mechanism for
communicating expectations. The following explanation was provided to me by an EDUCATE
coach:
Just to put myself in their situation, you know, sometimes when people hear the
word “contract,” it’s almost intimidating automatically. And what I try to tell
them, like anytime I have a grantee, “Please take the time out to read your
contract. Because our main purpose is to help you.” So the contract isn’t to say,
you have to take five classes per semester. That’s not what the contract is about.
And I tell my grantees, “It's very detailed. It’s broken down to your
responsibility, our responsibility, the center’s responsibility.” That way everyone
is on the same page, everyone understands how the system works, and the
consequences if you don’t go through with your contract.
Contracts specify the percentage of the tuition to be paid, the number of credits to be completed,
the expectation of release time, and the amount of the bonus or raise to be paid by the center.
Other forms explain the reimbursement process and documentation needed for release time, as
well as the accountability paperwork to demonstrate satisfactory completion of coursework and
process to validate receipt of the bonus or wage increase.
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Unfortunately, EDUATE grantees have a generally low level of awareness of the
contract’s role and value, even though the coach outlines the arrangements which assures
everybody receives a copy of the contract: the EDUCATE grantee, the center, and the
EDUCATE state office: “So they have a copy, the center keeps a copy, and one comes back to
us.” When asked directly if the coaches believe the EDUCATE grantees read their contracts, the
coaches were clear and consistent in their belief that most EDUCATE grantees do not read their
contracts, even when strongly encouraged. Many examples were shared regarding suggested
methods to encourage grantees to read their contract, such as posting the contract in a prominent
place or filing it, so that it can be reviewed later.
As noted, the contracts could have particular value to the student in explicating the timing
and amount of the financial incentive for each grantee. Even though this information is clearly
contained in the contract, EDUCATE grantees seem unclear, unprepared, or un-empowered
when it comes to following up with their employers when they do not receive the increase that
they have earned upon completion of a contract. During interviews, EDUCATE state office
staff mentioned the delays of wage increases or bonuses experienced by EDUCATE grantees and
believed the contract could provide the mechanism for challenging the situation:
That’s the one thing that I tell my grantees when they call and say, “You know, I
didn’t get my raise even though I completed my contract. How do I approach
my director about this?” I tell them to let [their director] know. They signed that
contract just like you did. They were agreeing to sponsor you. You know, they
should . . . I mean, unless for whatever financial hardship if they can’t provide
that raise, then they should be agreeable to giving you that raise. And it is above
and beyond any merit or annual increase or cost of living raise that the center
gives as a whole. Because they’re on EDUCATE, we don’t want that to hold
them back.
However, there is consensus that EDUCATE grantees do not demonstrate the willingness to
assume these responsibilities for themselves. EDUCATE coaches stated: “I really wish [the
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grantees] would take more responsibility. A lot of the time, they will let it fall on the director
and not take responsibility for their grant,” “it’s just communication, dedication on their part, and
just simply following the protocol so we can help you, because I can’t help you if you don’t hope
yourself, and sometimes we run into that,” “We try to say, ‘try this,’ versus us telling the
director, because there’s still no responsibility there,” and “Grantees should be more invested in
themselves and their own academic activity.”
It appears, however, that grantees struggle with their paperwork, as well as reading and
understanding their contracts. When following up directly with an EDUCATE grantee who
disclosed that she did not read her contract, she provided the following explanation:
INTERVIEWER:

So is the EDUCATE contract just one page?

GRANTEE:

It’s depending on what you want, … what you want to read, because
EDUCATE got a lot of stuff that you can read up on. So it’s on the part of
what do you want. Like you might have a contract telling you about, you
know, send in your book receipts and stuff and then they’ll send you that
little contract. It’s a lot of little contracts, so that’s why you can’t read this
and this. So that’s a lot.

From the EDUCATE grantee’s perspective, the amount of material provided by the EDUCATE
state office was overwhelming, and therefore, she did not have an expectation for herself that she
read it all. On the other hand, there seemed to a conviction by EDUCATE coaches that the best
solution to lack of information about issues addressed in the contract was to further reinforce the
message to EDUCATE grantees that they need to read their contracts.
Providing support to more than 3,000 grantees requires an organized approach and
sufficient workforce to manage the administrative workload, without any attention to mentorship
or general problem-solving. Clearly, when grantees are more informed, organized, and able to
problem solve independently, the EDUCATE coach workload is lighter. As recognized above,
however, the reality of all grantees successfully managing their own paperwork is dubious. In
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this context, EDUCATE coaches were asked to reflect on the high percentage of EDUCATE
grantees who are required to complete developmental coursework prior to enrolling credit
earning college courses (60 percent require developmental English, 55 percent require
developmental Math, 37 percent require developmental Reading). What did not emerge was a
shared sense that these academic limitations might be creating additional challenges for the
grantees in understanding the plethora of information which could be found in their contracts or
acting upon it. One coach stated: “I could see how it could be intimidating to some, especially
the ones who don’t take the time to really read [the contract]. It’s not a bad contract.” The
impersonal bureaucratic approach was prominent in the midst of these discussions. When
discussing the hesitation of early childhood workers to advocate for themselves, a representative
from the community college system provided the following insights:
A lot of our students come from backgrounds where, you know, they are
subservient or submissive in the culture that they have grown up in. So
advocating or asking for money seems almost rude or seems like it’s
inappropriate. Asking for information, especially like for EDUCATE, for time
off, you know, for the students in the beginning who weren’t getting the release
time that they were supposed to, even asking for that was sometimes something
they wouldn’t do. You know, they would say, “I’m supposed to be released, but
my director’s giving me a hard time.” They would tell us about it, but definitely
wouldn’t address it. And I think it was, you know, a fear…. And the fear
probably connected to, well, if I do that, then I may be seen as pushy and I could
lose my job.
A similar reflection was provided by an EDUCATE coach: “But we have grantees that say, ‘I'm
scared. I don't want my job in jeopardy, so can you do it.’” Unfortunately, the needs of grantees
would require a bureaucratic response that does not currently align with the coach’s defined roles
and functions.
Although the EDUCATE coaches did acknowledge their involvement, when necessary,
in encouraging child care centers to compensate grantees upon completion of contracts, a shared
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concern about “losing a sponsoring center” limited the extent to which the EDUCATE state
office would hold child care centers to their contractual obligations. EDUCATE state office staff
explained: “Because of the financial hardships … when you have five people on [an EDUCATE
grant], you’re trying to support everybody on the grant. Ratios have gone down because people
are out of work, so [families are] pulling their kids out. We don’t want it to be so hard and so
rigid where [centers] don’t have time to [find the funds to compensate the grantees].” Another
EDUCATE state office staff specifically addressed the concern about losing sponsoring centers:
No, I mean, definitely we’re advocating, but … we don’t want to be so rigid
where we don’t have any flexibility. Because then they’ll say, “Well, I’m just not
doing EDUCATE because it’s too hard.” Say, if we make it too hard-nosed and
we say you have to have it paid out, guess what? “I’m not doing this and I won’t
support anybody….” We don’t want to jeopardize them getting their education
paid for because we were too strict.
The challenge of holding child care centers owners accountable for the commitments that they
make as sponsors of EDUCATE grantees emerged as a significant theme across the interviews.
These challenges interact with the perceived risk of losing sponsoring child care centers and the
challenges related to the EDUCATE grantees’ discomfort in advocating for themselves. The
EDUCATE state office must maintain child care centers as sponsors, or the EDUCATE policy
cannot continue to exist in its current form. Within this bureaucratic context, in which an
impersonal and impartial approach should be expected, structuring forces prioritize the interests
of the business owners over the child care workers.
The EDUCATE coaches were in agreement that grantees should receive their increases at
the end of each contract and pointed out the preference, on the part of child care centers, to
provide the increase to the grantees in the form of a one-time bonus. However, one EDUCATE
coaches acknowledged the impact of the one-time bonus over an increase to a worker’s hourly
wage:
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So it’s disturbing when you look at wages for grantees. I have centers, all the
time, [who say], “We can’t do a raise; we’re going to do that one-time bonus, and
that’s it.” And of course, they’re on six contracts, which means they have been on
[the grant] for six years, and their pay is still the same as . . . you know, when you
have people making $7.50 an hour, it’s like . . . I’m just like, “Oh, my gosh.”
Initially, the one-time bonus was not an available option. By adding this now preferred method
for compensation, approximately 60 percent of the EDUCATE grantees do not receive an
increase to their hourly wage, which could allow for slow, but meaningful growth over time.
The privileging, by the EDUCATE state office staff, of the interests of the child care centers to
the owners emerged as a theme across the analysis.
EXPLOITATION AND W ORKERS’ E XPERIENCE OF “CARING LABOR ”
Finally, the themes of exploitation and the workers’ experience of “caring labor” were
noticed and analyzed. Marx describes exploitation as an ever present reality under the capitalist
economic system for the working class, from whom unpaid labor is converted into profit (surplus
value) for the capitalist (or business owner), as the capitalist pays for the worker’s labor power,
as opposed to their completed labor. The exploitive nature of the relationship between the child
care center owners and the child care workers is evident, beyond their wage based compensation,
and including the additional unpaid expectations related to the requirement of child care
workers’ participation in additional formal education.
However, when the child care workers were asked, “What do you like about working
here,” each worker commented on the joy they received from working with children. The
question was open, and potentially, could have produced answers more focused on general
workplace issues, employments benefits, or the development of friendships with other workers,
but the responses related directly to the enjoyment they received through their work with
children. The reader could question whether or not these responses reflected the workers’ true
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feelings or experience; however, based on repeated conversations and observations, it became
clear to this writer, that the practice of caring for children provided something of significance for
each of these women. For example, when Miss Jones and I would talk about her work within
the child care center, her commitment and personal connection to the children was evident.
INTERVIEWER:

So for people that don't work in child care, it seems like it would be
exhausting.

MISS JONES:

Yeah. If you make it like that, yeah.

INTERVIEWER:

It doesn't have to be like that?

MISS JONES:

No.

INTERVIEWER:

So what do you do to make it not like that?

MISS JONES:

I just have fun.

INTERVIEWER:

You have fun?

MISS JONES:

It's got to be something that you want to do. I think it's something that you
got to be willing to do. Your heart’s got to be in it, because I love all my
kids. No matter where they from.

INTERVIEWER:

Even when they're grumpy and talk back?

MISS JONES:

Yeah, even when they grumpy and talk back and stuff.

INTERVIEWER:

Really? You still like them?

MISS JONES:

Yeah, I still love them.

Expressions, such as “your heart’s got to be in it” and assertions of fondness and affection for the
children, speak to the unique aspects of caring labor, even within the context of the exploitive
conditions of the economic arrangement.
Similarly, when Ceara was asked, what do you like most about working here?, Ceara
said: “Kids are enjoyable. They really are. And nothing’s the same. Like every day [laughs]
something’s different.” As a “floater” for her child care center, Ceara had the opportunity to
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work in several classrooms each day, which meant that many of the children knew her. During
one conversation, I asked about a drawing on the wall, which had been displayed for several
weeks, that was personalized for her. She told me, “My kids made it for me.” I asked, “Why
aren’t there any other drawings for any of the other teachers on the wall?” After softly laughing,
she responded with a smile, and said, “The kids really like me!” Wherever Ceara went in her
center, she received excited greetings from children or quick hugs. Similar to Miss Jones, Ceara
had a strong sense of connection and affection for the children.
In responding to the prompt, “tell me what you like about working here,” Lisa, too, talked
about the children, explaining, “They make me happy.” Having moved from Mexico as a young
women, Lisa often shared her commitment to take her work with children into her community,
specifically through her involvement with the local Latin American Community Center. As
mentioned previously, Lisa volunteers with an early literacy development program for young
children whose families attend an adult literacy program. During one of my afternoons in Lisa’s
classroom, I was approached by a little girl, named Maria, who said, “¿Como te llamas?” After
answering in Spanish, Maria began to talk with me about her puzzle, with pictures of animals, all
of which I could identify and talk with her about in Spanish. Other children approached, and
they interacted with Maria without a shared language. Later, I asked Lisa about the challenges
for children like Maria, who do not speak English. Lisa talked directly about her support to the
non-English/Spanish speaking children in the classroom, as well as the strategies the other
children use to try to help. With an amused expression, she told me, “The children like to try to
talk in Spanish, even though they don’t know Spanish,” and then she demonstrated what the
children sound like when they try to mimic Spanish. She also told me that she believes that these
attempts by the children to communicate are enough for the Spanish-speaking children to feel
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accepted in the classroom. In addition, she said: “It’s good that I can help them. I help their
parents, sometimes, too.” It was clear that Maria was aware of her meaningful contribution to
both these children and their families in the midst of potential language barriers. Although
exploited as a wage earner, this unique experience of providing “caring labor” led me back to the
literature to investigate this phenomenon.
In the 1970s, feminist Marxist anthropologists, such as Rayna Reiter, began to question
the male bias in anthropological interpretations of cultures, particularly as they relate to the role
of women and the topic of male dominance. Similarly, in other social science fields, feminist
social theorists were challenging themselves and their colleagues to question and examine more
carefully the ways in which male bias had become embedded in social theory. For example,
Barker (2005), a feminist economist, asserts that traditional economic analyses “rationalize and
naturalize existing social hierarchies based on gender, race, class, and nation” (2189). Barker
described one example of hidden conventions within economic theories in this way: “No longer
can the public sphere be regarded as a site of autonomy, freedom, and reason, privileged over the
private sphere of connections, obligation, and emotion” (2203). This type of thinking stimulated
discussions among social theorists related to “caring labor” or “labor of care,” which provides a
theoretical perspective to explain the experience of child care workers, who are simultaneously
engaged in an exploitive employment arrangement while demonstrating a clear sense of
meaningful contribution, commitment, and affection for the children in their care.
Feminist theorists, Paula England and Nancy Folbre (1999), explain that “caring work
involves providing a face-to-face service to recipients in jobs such as child care, teaching,
therapy, and nursing” (39). These ideas about “caring labor” move away from a strict Marxist
perspective, as well as a neo-classical economic theory to a more interdisciplinary approach,
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including an “emphasis on norms, preferences, and values” (Folbre 1995:78). Adding to the
definition of “caring labor,” these authors describe what I had been experiencing in my
conversations and observations with the child care workers; each of the child care workers
participating in this study engaged in this work “often feel some affection, altruism, or obligation
towards the people they care for” (England and Folbre 1999:40). Leuenberger (2005) notes the
ways in which individuals performing caring work demonstrate “dedication that goes beyond
economic exchange and extends to empathy for others, to meaning of work contributed, and to
responsibility for other members of society” (401-402). Caring labor is unique because of the
personal contribution to the relationship that is made by the worker that cannot be duplicated by
anyone else. Himmelweit (1999) explains that “relationships matter not only in the allocation of
caring; the process of caring is itself the development of a relationship. The care a carer provides
is basically inseparable from the relationship that is being developed with the person she is
caring for” (29). It is with this understanding that both Jones (2001) and Himmelweit (1999)
suggest that alienation is less significant in these contexts.
Dodson and Zincavage (2007), however, remind the reader of the historical role
disadvantaged women played in providing caring labor.
[R]ace, along with gender and class, is deeply embedded in the caring labor market in
U.S. society. In previous centuries, unable to get manufacturing jobs, African American
women and immigrants entered private households to work for upper-income families.
Always the lowest rung on the occupational ladder, household carework was filled by
successive waves of disadvantaged workers – disproportionately women of color – as
others were able to “move up”…. While regional demography and historical eras shape
this workforce, care labor has always reflected the hierarchies of race, ethnicity, class,
and nationality (908).
These structural realities continue to shape who comprises the child care workforce. The women
in this study reflect the description from Dodson and Zincavage. Although in this study the
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workforce resembled the demographics of the children being served, the role was not
experienced as a completely subservient one; indeed, it was experienced as enjoyable and
meaningful.

All three of the early childhood workers shared stories, with pride, asserting their

unique and acknowledged contribution to their place of employment and to the lives of the
children. This suggests the potential for women in the early childhood field to experience a
sense of connection and meaningful contribution, in the midst of their exploitive employment
arrangement. Indeed, given the simplicity of Marx’s definition of exploitation, at times in this
study, it seemed as if a special categorization of exploitation was necessary to represent the
inequitable economic arrangements and the unpaid expectations of the early childhood
workforce. The early childhood workforce is, clearly, an oppressed workforce; however,
feminist social theory has developed a way to explain the experience of these early childhood
workers so as to reflect their experience of contribution, value, and worth produces through their
work with young children.
Unfortunately, it is accurate, however, that existing social structures devalue the caring
professions, in general, and label them as “women’s work,” which aligns with the gender
inequality experienced by the workforce. The existing social structures for women, in lowstatus, predominantly female fields produce a virtually impenetrable permanence to the current
economic arrangements for this workforce. As has been noted by individuals, such as Jamie
Peck (1996), who study the labor market, “one of the defining features of disadvantaged groups
in the labor market is…their lack of collective organization” (68). Given the lack of agency
observed by those currently employed in child care centers, the organizing forces necessary to
counter the current conditions will need to come from outside of the early childhood workforce,
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from allies with more access to the social, political, and economic resources necessary to
produce a change.
Feminist social theorists, particularly feminist economists, are attempting to transform the
areas of focus in their fields to produce meaningful change which would address the
undervaluing of caring labor. Powers (2004) outlines the emerging approach and its
components: “incorporation of caring and unpaid labor as fundamental economic activities; use
of well-being as a measure of economic success; analysis of economic, political, and social
processes and power relations; inclusion of ethical goals and values as an intrinsic part of the
analysis; and interrogation of differences by class, race-ethnicity, and other factors (3). This
feminist economic transformative agenda for critical research, analysis, and theory building may
make visible the ways in which current economic and social research and theories are
inadvertently reifying the very political, economic, and social structures that are being studied
and critiqued.
CONCLUSION
Based on Roseberry’s reflections on the weaknesses of the British Marxists, this analysis
has attempted to avoid “too little contextualization of the activity of the local groups and
individuals, too little theoretical reflection on the structures and systems within which people act,
too little attention to the structures of power that shape and constrain resistance: too much
agency, too little structure” (Roseberry 1988: 171). Drawing from anthropology of policy, as
well as feminist and critical theory, themes related to social structure and human agency,
dominant discourse, the role of bureaucracy, and exploitation and caring labor emerged through
the ethnography. Existing social structures were identified and assessed for their role in
maintaining or transforming the current economic arrangements for the early childhood
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workforce. Clear interests for various actors were articulated to make visible their alignment
with the EDUCATE as a policy, while highlighting the contradictions, the numerous examples of
the needs of one or more groups being satisfied at the expense of the early childhood workforce.
The State’s interest in the general care of young children and the availability of the
workforce provides a foundation for the stability of the support for the EDUCATE workforce
development policy. Other groups, such as child care center owners, EDUCATE state office
staff, the state’s community college system, and child care services users (families) all have
interests that align with the maintenance of the EDUCATE policy, as currently implemented.
Dominating discourse has been developed and maintained to ensure that the rationale for
ongoing support for policy like EDUCATE is obvious and unquestionable. The number and
strength of the shared beliefs related to the value of the EDUCATE policy, for the early
childhood worker, herself, were numerous: job security, the potential for higher incomes, more
professional opportunities, increased confidence and a “more professional” approach in the
classroom, a sense of accomplishment and pride, and the intrinsic value of college education.
This constructed hegemonic ideology justifies the status quo. Therefore, there is very little
dialogue about the burden placed on early childhood teachers, given the current child care
regulations and very little discussion of the economic hardship experienced by the majority of
child care workers. The insidious influence of the use of hegemonic discourse allows the
EDUCATE policy to incentivize a career in early childhood for women by offering an almost
free higher education and promising higher pay, thereby lessening the chance that women will
choose other endeavors. The shared, but rarely spoken of awareness, that the EDUCATE policy
is not accomplishing its goal of meaningful economic improvements for the early childhood
workforce goes unaddressed. In addition, the analysis of the EDUCATE policy, as an ideal
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bureaucracy, as described by Weber, highlighted the ways in which the original vision and goals
have been supplanted by goals related to growth and the development of efficient and impersonal
processes to manage the workload. The disconnect between the identified needs of the
EDUCATE grantees, related to their limited literacy and lack of personal empowerment, are
known, but overlooked. Finally, when considering a Marxist analysis of the exploitation of the
early childhood workforce, the exploitive nature of the workforce as wage earners is irrefutable.
However, the feminist social theorists’ perspectives suggest one consider the extent to which the
workers’ experiences of providing caring labor, which often involves a sense of “affection,
altruism, or obligation towards the people they care for” (England and Folbre 1999:40) are
distinctly different from other types of labor. Both the experience of the child care teachers, as
described in interviews and observed within the child care centers, and the analysis of the
creative aspect to the work of caring for children, leads one to become curious about the
potential implications for the child care workers as providers of caring labor. In their roles as
child care workers, these women experience a sense of connection to their productive capacity
and their meaningful contribution to the lives of young children. Ironically, this sense of
connection and contribution potentially strengthens the women’s sense of commitment to
continue to work under inequitable conditions, with uncompensated demands, earning poverty
wages.
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CHAPTER 6: PROGRAMMATIC AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
“… within the final and true image everything is related to everything, and
nothing can be discarded a priori as being unimportant.”
-

Zwicky 1969:7

As encouraged by the Society for Applied Anthropology to identify solutions to human
problems, and informed by the ethnographic findings from this study and the existing social
structures that inhibit human agency, it is necessary to carefully consider and develop a set of
actionable next steps.

While deconstructing problematic social structures is the long term goal,

it is not a realistic suggestion to offer to policy makers and the EDUCATE state office staff.
Hence, the discussion that follows reflects a more instrumental analysis that may be of more
interest to those from other fields of study, such as early childhood, political science, system
sciences, and business. In addition, this analysis presumes the continuation of EDUCATE, as a
policy solution that is intended to address the early childhood workforce under-education and
turnover rate. Furthermore, in an effort to consider, simultaneously, various legitimate, but
competing interests, this discussion attempts to integrate the findings from multiple perspectives
and to inform a set of actionable recommendations for the EDUCATE state office, as well as
early childhood policy makers and experts. The first section of this chapter will discuss three
areas for further consideration by EDUCATE administrators and staff:
1) Clarifying the role of the state office staff in supporting EDUCATE grantees
2) Modifying the expectations of sponsoring child care centers
3) Activating the EDUCATE Association to support economic reforms
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CLARIFYING THE EDUCATE STATE OFFICE ROLE IN SUPPORTING GRANTEES
Almost 25 years after the inception of the EDUCATE policy, there is an opportunity to
step back and reflect on successes, as well as opportunities for improvement. When considering
successes, one can review the data to verify that the EDUCATE policy has impacted the child
care context in at least two key areas: EDUCATE grantees have a lower turnover rate than their
non-EDUCATE grantees and, as a group, have earned a significant number of community
college credits. In addition, one could pose the question, for which EDUCATE grantees has the
EDUCATE policy worked well? Based on the findings of this study, this question can be
answered. The EDUCATE coaches noted that EDUCATE grantees are more likely to be
successful when they are organized and more consistently able to submit completed forms and
proper documents than those who are receiving grants for the first time. Likewise, based on the
findings, one could posit that the EDUCATE policy works best for grantees who can
independently problem solve the challenges they experience, such as how to access books when
they do not have sufficient funds to buy them. In addition, one could assert that the EDUCATE
policy works best for grantees who can read and understand their contracts and approach their
employers directly when they have questions. Finally, one could suggest that EDUCATE policy
works best for early childhood workers who are satisfied in obtaining their associate degree, as
opposed to a bachelor’s degree. To summarize, the current approach to the implementation of
the EDUCATE policy works best with “low maintenance” EDUCATE grantees, who are
interested in earning an associate degree and can effectively and independently manage the
EDUCATE granting process.
Although the number of EDUCATE grantees has expanded by more than 100 times the
original number of grantees, the number of EDUCATE state office staff has increased only
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tenfold. Given the current size of caseloads, EDUCATE coaches must devote the majority of
their work hours to administrative tasks, forms to be checked and corrected, centers and grantees
contacts to be made, and records to be kept. Hence, the more self-managing the grantee, the
more possible it is for the EDUCATE state office staff to accomplish their administrative tasks in
a timely way. The irony and challenge, however, is that the reverse of the above statement
describes the EDUCATE grantees for whom the Project was originally designed.
Currently, it appears that grantees who are less able to manage all aspects of their
educational and grant funding process independently – accurately complete all paperwork, read
and understand their contracts, successfully access important information, problem solving
difficulties, directly address challenges with their center director – are likely to receive only
minimal contract from EDUCATE coaches and very little individualized support. This is
particularly concerning given the percentage of grantees that are assessed by the community
college to be in need of remedial coursework in the areas of reading, English, and math. The
interest on the part of the EDUCATE state office staff in promoting independence in grantees is
complicated by the extent to which a high percentage of grantees could be considered
functionally illiterate, as mentioned by one of the EDUCATE administrators. One must
explicitly question, for example, the reliance on a written contract as an effective aid for
communication and clarification, given the literacy challenges of the workforce. Yet, even if the
EDUCATE state office administrators were to agree that a percentage of the EDUCATE
grantees are in need of a more actively involved coach, it would be impossible to provide more
intensive services given their current functions without shifting the expectations of the
EDUCATE coaches away from their role as efficient bureaucrats. The EDUCATE state office
administrators has an opportunity to reflect on the current use of staff (coaches) time and the
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current needs of a subset of EDUCATE grantees for whom possible adjustments could be most
beneficial.
The data about necessary developmental courses for EDUCATE grantees must be
reviewed for programmatic implications. Given the high percentage of grantees who are
assessed to need developmental reading courses (37 percent), one might consider the types of
accommodations that would promote a more successful community college learning experience
for that segment of the population. There may be value to the EDUCATE state office staff to
create an opportunity to learn more about how an early childhood student’s limited reading
ability affect her ability to read and understand a contract. In addition, it may be beneficial to
study the impact of a grantee’s limited reading ability on her sense of efficacy and her
willingness to advocate for herself.
The insights shared by the EDUCATE coaches, in fact, may create a place to begin some
“out-of-the-box” brainstorming about ideas to better meet the needs of the subset of EDUCATE
grantees who are less prepared to successfully negotiate both the EDUCATE process and
community college. In what ways could the current level of limited resources be utilized to
better meet the needs of the grantees that need more support? The brainstorming process could
begin with an idea shared by one of the EDUCATE coaches, “what if we just paid a stipend to
everybody, and let them pay for their education that way?” This may not be the best way
forward, but this type of creative proposal may stimulate a dialogue about how the work of
EDUCATE can be accomplished differently. The organizational theorist, Max Weber, explained
the tendency of organizations to prefer stability and predictability so strongly that organizations
are highly successful at resisting change, even when change is needed. The EDUCATE state
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office adminstrators’ history of innovation and continuous improvement creates the ideal
conditions for the type of reflection that is being proposed here.
Given the data regarding the more significant financial gains that come with a bachelor’s
degree, there is also an opportunity for the EDUCATE state office administrators to reflect on
the extent to which the current operation is not well aligned to accomplish this goal. As
mentioned previously, between 2012 and 2015, less than ten percent of EDUCATE grantees
progressed beyond an associate degree to pursue a bachelor’s degree. Although I asked almost
every participant to speculate on the low percentage of EDUCATE grantees advancing from
their associate to their bachelor’s degree, there was no consensus as to what accounts for this
poor outcome. Therefore, it would be helpful for the EDUCATE state office administrators to
consider additional data collection and analysis related to the actual barriers that are significantly
limiting the number of early childhood college students to pursue and obtain their bachelor’s
degree.
Finally, it is important for the EDUCATE state office administrators to reflect on the
logic, or theory of change, that drives their work. To what extent do the EDUCATE inputs and
processes provide a sufficiently robust mechanism to achieve its desired outcomes for the current
early childhood workforce? The following statements attempt to reflect the operating theory of
change for the EDUCATE policy:
1) Early childhood staff and teachers will provide better care for children if they have a
deeper understanding about the development and needs of young children.
2) If early childhood settings are required to meet minimum education standards, then early
childhood settings with actively encourage/require staff and teachers to enroll and take
early childhood college classes.
3) If additional education is linked to even small increases in pay, then staff and teachers
will be motivated to continue to take additional college courses.
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4) If early childhood workers receive an EDUCATE grant, then they will remain employed
at the early childhood centers and turnover will be minimized.
5) If EDUCATE state office staff ratios are consistent with the workload associated with
supporting the academically, psychologically, and financially needs of the current
number of EDUCATE grantees, then they will meet their education goals.
6)

If (given the reluctance of EDUCATE grantees to advocate for themselves) the
EDUCATE state office staff works with and for the early childhood workforce to ensure
that they are receiving their increased compensation at the end of each contract from their
employers in a timely manner, then the EDUCATE state office staff is maintaining its
contractual commitment to the grantees.

With the best of intentions for the under-educated and poor women of the early childhood field,
as well as for the young children they serve, the current operation of the EDUCATE policy relies
on coercion of an exploited population to meet the EDUCATE policy goals. If, however, the
theory of change, as noted above, represents the intention of the EDUCATE policy and the
EDUCATE state office staff works to re-align to accomplish its intentions, then the EDUCATE
policy can be the change mechanism it hoped to be.
MODIFYING THE E XPECTATIONS OF SPONSORING CHILD CARE CENTERS
One of the stated goals of the EDUCATE policy relates to increasing the rates of
compensation for grantees. Although the data demonstrate an annual increase for EDUCATE
grantees of nine percent, the average annual salary for a grantee still falls below $20,000. At this
point in the development of the EDUCATE policy, it would be appropriate to raise the bar for
the expected outcomes related to economic improvements. The EDUCATE state office
administrators has been very successful in demonstrating improvements in other areas, as noted
earlier in the chapter; however, the abysmally low wages for this workforce have not change.
One small step might be to eliminate the “bonus” option for sponsoring child care centers, since
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what is needed is a mechanism to increase the early childhood workers’ base pay. With wages
not increasing significantly, but turnover for EDUCATE grantees decreasing dramatically, the
EDUCATE state office administrators must confront their involvement in this coercive and
deceptive arrangement.
ACTIVATING THE EDUCATE ASSOCIATION TO SUPPORT ECONOMIC REFORMS
At this time, it appears that the EDUCATE Association is intended to create additional
visibility and political support for the maintenance of the administration of the EDUCATE
policy. However, the EDUCATE Association could become the organization that advocates on
behalf of all early childhood workers to address meaningful changes, such as the establishment
of a living wage. In support of such an effort, the EDUCATE Association could lobby for the
inclusion of a “quality measure,” within child care state licensing system, that reflects the extent
to which the child care center pays a living wage. In the absence of an organized association to
address the rights and interests of the early childhood workforce, the EDUCATE policy will
inadvertently continue to incentivize a coercive and deceptive approach to meeting the needs of
the early childhood workforce. Furthermore, an ultimate irony of the implementation of the
EDUCATE policy may be that the production of an abundance of early childhood teachers,
working towards their associate degrees, the level of education of most interest to child care
centers, without a mechanism in place to ensure a living wage, may, in fact, be supporting the
maintenance of low wages for the early childhood workforce, as with the way in which the
shortage of nurses has led to salary increases for that field.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD W ORKFORCE DISCUSSION
When one begins the analysis of the data from the perspective of the early childhood
workforce, the takeaway is quite startling; the system seems to be rigged against the worker. No
matter what the typical worker does, she remains under-educated, undervalued, and paid below a
living wage. The tangible benefits for pursuing additional education are negligible when one
factors in the time, effort, and financial costs. What complicates the plight of the worker even
further is a lack of agreement, across the early childhood field, whether the current, minimally
educated workforce is worth the investment.
Reflecting the truly complex reality that exists, there are numerous groups, advocates,
and detractors, all of whom differ in their focus, concerns, and interests when considering the
needs and the “solutions” related to the care of young children. Ralph Stacey, a well-respected
systems theorist, explains that when “uncertainty and disagreement about roles, purposes, tasks,
and outcomes [rises] to a critical level [there is a significant reduction in our] ability to foresee
and therefore to stay in control” (1996: 7). Figure 2 provides a way to conceptualize the
interaction between certainty and agreement for those who are interested in addressing complex
situations. Stacey asserts:
We respond to the fact that situations are uncertain and conflictual with a rigid
injunction that people be certain and more consensual, something they cannot do,
of course, simply because it is all too uncertain and conflictual in the first place.
So we find ourselves in a classic double bind: in situations far from certainty and
agreement we vainly endeavor to behave in ways that are viable only close to
certainty and agreement (1996:7).
Therefore, Stacey suggests that the approach chosen to address a given challenge must be well
suited to the level of certainty and agreement related to that challenge. As efforts to address
complex challenges begins, it may be beneficial to encourage an initial agreement to “head
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towards an agreed upon future state even though the specific paths cannot be predetermined”
(Zimmerman et al. 1998: 143). Systems theorists would suggest that in this space, the
“landscape is self-organizing, and this is where creative things happen. It is also where
relationships, risk, and growth take place” (Human System Dynamics Institute N.d.). To be in
this space is both exciting and unsettling, and it reinforces the importance of reflecting on the
practices being used to guide “process.” This description fits the early childhood context well,
provides some guidance for a way forward, and a cautionary tale of what not to do. This frame
of complexity, and what it means to be far from certainty and agreement, will provide the
foundation for some of the discussion moving forward.

Figure 2. Moving From Agreement and Certainty (Zimmerman et al. 1998: 143; used with
permission by authors).
Various and diverse perspectives create a landscape for the early childhood field that is
far from certainty and agreement. For example, advocates for the EDUCATE policy or other
workforce development strategies, who seek advancement for under-educated, poorly paid,
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women of color who have historically provided a higher proportion of the care for young
children, are often invested in maintaining a diverse workforce. Whitebook and Ryan (2011)
provides various references to support a concern that “higher qualifications could force a number
of current members of the workforce out of their jobs and reduce workforce diversity” (3). A
commitment to the maintenance of childhood workforce that represents the diversity of children
being served is one of the perspectives that is often overlooked when attempting to address other
perspectives.
As is common with complex problems, often a deep appreciation for one or two factors
related to an issue is disconnected from other key influencing factors in the calculation, thereby
thwarting dramatic progress in any domain. For example, statewide quality rating systems focus
attention on particular factors related to quality, but the wages of child care worker are not
included as an indicator to be measured or factored into the overall “rating” of a child care
center, thereby maintaining the invisibility of the low wages of the workforce. As one expert on
the early childhood profession stated, when I asked about the intersection between quality early
childhood indicators and livable and equitable wages for the workforce, “I think [discussions
about wages] just distract people from these other things,” which this individual considered to be
more important, like shared professional standards. In addition, many early childhood experts
and academics are most interested in the quality of the care and the experience for the child in
child care centers, often with a focus on increasing the educational standards for the workforce
(National Association for the Education of Young Children) or more clearly defining
professional competencies (Goffin 2013). Unfortunately, the interests of parents relate to
convenience and affordability when considering child care options (Hofferth, et al. 1998;
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Browne 1990; Cryer and Buchinal 1997). Finally, child care center owners’ interests reflect their
need to create child care arrangements that are in high demand, but available at a low cost.
In the United States, where there are “winners” within the current system design, the lack
of shared interests maintains the status quo. For middle-class parents, community colleges, the
public regulatory agency, and the EDUCATE state office state, there is no strong motivation to
rally behind a call to action for improvement or adjustments to the system; the current system
arrangement is sufficiently aligned with the interests of each of these groups. Table 10 pulls
together various factors and groups who hold legitimate, but competing interests in this debate.
Based on the review of the literature reflected in this study, interviews, and general knowledge,
the interests of various early childhood groups have been noted in the table.
Table 10. Key Factors Influencing Choices and Investments by Early Childhood Group

Early Childhood Groups

Children

Parents

KEY FACTORS
INFLUENCING
CHOICES AND
INVESTMENTS

Workers

Regulatory
agency

Community
college

CECE

Which factors are of greatest interest to each group?

Convenient
location and
hours

High

Affordable child
care

High
High

PROFIT
Living and
equitable wages
for workers

Child
Care
Center
Directors

High
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High

ECE
experts

Table 10 (Continued)
Quality: low
turnover

High

High
High

Quality: safe
environment

High

High

Quality: worker
years of
experience
Quality:
workforce
education level

High

High

Quality
educational
practices
ABILITY TO
INFLUENCE
CURRENT
SYSTEM

High
High

MEDIUM
LOW

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM
LOW

LOW

LOW

DESIGN

Upon closer review of the table, the reader will notice that various early childhood groups
do not share the same interests. This lack of agreement complicates dialogue, problem
definition, and problem solving. For those groups who are deeply invested in a highly educated
workforce, they do not have a vested interest in livable and equitable wages for the current
workforce, so a system that incentivizing education, but does not improve wages is acceptable.
Similarly, for those groups whose interests do not align with other groups, for example, the
workforce’s interest in fair wages or the early childhood experts’ interest in the development of
clearly defined and effective educational practices, progress is excruciatingly slow. As reflected
in the bottom row of Table 10, what further confounds the issue is the inability of any early
group to significantly influence the current system design. Collaboration across various groups,
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or strong associations like workers’ unions, would be required to achieve improvements related
to any key factor.
Early childhood experts look to European countries to provide examples for a more
effective approach to early childhood education in the United States. A stronger role and
investment by government to ensure quality and equity in available child care services would
have a dramatic impact on the current economic reality for the child care workforce (Moss
2000). In Europe, the smaller or absent private sector role in providing services limits the
complicating influence of profit and competition, along with strong and active labor unions. In
addition, a shared commitment to a living wage and the government’s role to ensure that all
citizens’ basic needs are met interferes with the development of an exploited workforce. The
U.S. approach to child care, which combines an open and free market venue for small (and large)
business to compete for customers, combined with government programs that are targeted for
specific populations of children, produces a diverse set of groups with a varied set of
perspectives and agendas. As noted by Helburn (1995), the fees for child care services are
market driven and therefore under continual pressure to decrease. Given these financial
conditions and an increasingly more attached workforce, there are few, if any, powerful
incentives to increase the wages of early childhood workforce.
On a slightly different note, what is rarely discussed is how to develop a prepared
workforce. As mentioned earlier, the current approach to formal education in the United States,
in general, is not known for creating a prepared workforce. There are some data to suggest that
classroom practices do improve when early childhood workers are pursuing additional education.
There are also data to suggest that generalizing what one learns in one’s college course into the
child care setting does not occur for the vast majority of students (Joyce and Showers 2002).
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Based on a broad review of “planned change” and implementation literature, a missing
component for most of the early childhood workforce is direct observation and feedback by a
skilled professional (Fixsen, et al. 2005). A prepared workforce is much more likely to be
produced through an extended, hands-on learning experience, like an apprenticeship or welldefined internship. Furthermore, the professional development literature provides guidance for
how to develop a prepared or more competent workforce (Dunst and Trivette 2009). Finally,
Whitebook and Ryan (2011) recently published a policy brief critiquing the amount of attention
that has been paid to determining the desired level of education for the workforce, while underattending to the “precise nature of the education that teachers have received en route to their
degree, support for ongoing learning, and the effects of the workplace environment on their
teaching practice” (1).

The completion of college coursework is accepted as better, without

regard for the content or quality of the educational experience. One early childhood expert
questioned me, “You want your children to go to college, don’t you? Well, then, why would we
question if attending college for the early childhood workforce is the right thing to do?” This
“taken-for-granted” perspective was asserted such that the quality of the educational experience
was an unnecessary topic of discussion.
Although experts have outlined recommendation with the hope that they would lead to
livable and equitable wages for the early childhood workforce (Helburn and Bergmann 2003;
Whitebook and Ryan 2011), actual implementation of such recommendations is rare. Individuals
who study and work with communities to solve complex problems, like sectarian violence or
homelessness, would suggest that addressing the needs of the care of young children in the
United States will require a different approach for the development of a solution. As stated
earlier, addressing complex problems requires engaging diverse voices in discussions of the topic
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and stretching beyond single group conversations. The early childhood field, like many others,
is full of “camps” that minimize the importance of the concern or interests of the other groups, so
thoughtful consideration about who might convene such a group will be critical. It would be
naïve to think that an ultimate solution could be found that would accommodate every group’s
preferences, but creating opportunities for diverse voices to discuss the key roles, purposes,
tasks, and outcomes related to the care of young children, would be a productive start towards
the necessary creative thinking for movement towards “an agreed upon future.”

CONCLUSION
This chapter has attempted to articulate a set of actionable recommendations informed by
the findings of this study. The complexity of the early childhood landscape profoundly
complicates any efforts to address the numerous challenges deep-rooted in this country’s current
approach to addressing the needs of young children and their parents through child care.
Perspectives and interests are diverse and not aligned, and incentives to make significant
adjustments are minimal. Similarly, considering and making changes to the administration of the
EDUCATE policy is fraught with challenges. Not only is the state’s EDUCATE policy looked
to as the national exemplar, but also there are no forces for change. The EDUCATE workforce
development policy has satisfied customers. The state’s need to use a percentage of their CCDF
dollars to address child care quality is met through their annual investment in the EDUCATE
policy. Child care centers are able to encourage their employees to seek funding to complete
coursework in early childhood, thereby increasing the center’s quality rating and justifying
higher child care fees. The community colleges have grown dramatically since the inception of
the EDUCATE policy, generating additional FTE, which has allowed community colleges to
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support additional academic programs. Finally, EDUCATE grantees, even if they are only
attending early childhood classes because it is a requirement of their employer, are unlikely to
complain about a grant program that minimizes their out-of-pocket expenses. Nonetheless, it is
hoped that EDUCATE state office administrators and staff will choose to use the findings from
this study, in the same way that they have used the findings from their own previous studies, to
guide reform efforts.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
“No matter how noble the intentions of programs, and no matter how sincere the
officials in charge of them, the overt goal of helping the poor is subverted by the
very procedures of the bureaucracy.”
- Akhil Gupta 2012: 23
“There is a time and place in the ceaseless human endeavor to change the world,
when alternative visions, no matter how fantastic, provide the grist for shaping a
powerful political force for change.”
-

Harvey 2000: 195

To tolerate long-term poverty for any group of people, while understanding its
devastating impact, is considered, by some, a form of structural violence. In his book, Red Tape:
Bureaucracy, Structural Violence, and Poverty in India, Akhil Gupta attempts to answer
questions related to the failures of decades of efforts to address chronic poverty in India. Based
on the findings of his study, Gupta asserts the deaths caused by poverty should be considered
structural violence. Gupta explains this idea, uses Johan Galtung’s definition of violence, in the
following quotation:
Violence occurs in any situation in which some people are unable to achieve their
capacities or capabilities to their full potential, and almost certainly if they are
unable to do so to the same extent as others. The reason such violence is
considered to be structural is that it is impossible to identify a single actor who
commits this violence. Instead, the violence is impersonal, built into the structure
of power (1969: 170 – 171), (quoted in Gupta 2012: 20).
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Although the severity of the poverty in India is far more significant than the poverty in the
United States, Gupta’s findings related to the general tolerance for poverty as a “natural
phenomenon” is seen in the United States, in general, and in this study, in particular. The impact
of poverty on the health and wellbeing of the poor in the United States has been documented, as
well. Social factors, such as poverty and race are linked to a similar number of deaths each year
as obesity and heart disease (Watson 2011). Therefore, the concept of structural violence is
relevant to this study due to the population for whom the policy was designed, as well as the
general willingness of those involved in the early childhood field to tolerate the lack of economic
improvement for this group of workers.
Specifically, the EDUCATE policy was developed to enable poor, under-educated
women to pursue college education in the field of early childhood. As compensation for the
early childhood workers’ additional educational efforts, the policy promised increased wages.
Delivering on this commitment of increased wages, at a meaningful level, has been more
difficult, perhaps, than expected. Moreover, EDUCATE, as a policy solution, is rife with
contradictions. The privileging of the interests of one group over another is woven into this
policy and highlights the inherent contradictions involved, as the State seeks to address its
interest (i.e. affordable, quality child care) through the use of various policy and funding
mechanisms (i.e. federal requirements and funding, state child care regulations, subsidies, and
educational scholarships) that require an available, willing workforce (i.e. under-educated, poor
women) to work for very low wages. EDUCATE, as a policy solution to address high turnover
with a poor, under-educated workforce, fits neatly into the web of connections, as an aligned
contribution to address the State’s needs. The unarticulated and perhaps unintended
consequence of employing the EDUCATE policy as the policy solution for these challenges,
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however, relates to the heavy burden placed on the severely underpaid and unempowered child
care workforce.
While attempting to surface the general mechanisms that maintain the current inequitable
economic arrangements for the early childhood workforce, the structural constraints for the
workforce were found to be colossal. Structural constraints, such as economic disadvantage, the
devalued status of women, in general, as well as those who care for children, in particular, and
the market forces that influence the cost of child care services, dramatically limit most efforts to
improve the economic condition for the child care workforce. Throughout the study, as I
intentionally sought to identify demonstrations of agency to support structural changes, none
could be found. Given a meta-theoretical foundation that calls attention to the transformative
potential contained in the interaction between people and structures, the findings from this study
may stimulate additional analysis and exploration to determine the necessary factors for
transformative potential to be experienced.
Over the last two decades, an array of discourses has been developed and deployed to
strengthen the role and commitment to the current approach to administering the EDUCATE
policy to address the State’s interests in providing quality care for young children. Powerful
rhetoric have been developed to link the concept of quality child care to teacher education level,
even when research findings and child care provider experience does not fully align with this
dominant ideology. In addition, an impressive array of assertions assures the continued support
for the EDUCATE policy, which was the naïve appeal for this study. The hegemonic nature of
the rhetoric produces general acceptance, without question, of the current used and benefits of
the EDUCATE policy for the EDUCATE grantees, such as increased wages, are used to justify
requiring early childhood staff to enroll and attend community college classes. As in this case,
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sometimes, the discourse is not factually accurate, but is widely believed and repeated, even by
the child care worker themselves. The deployment of hegemonic discourse to sustain the
commitment to a policy solution, which is both coercive and deceptive, clarifies an important
area for additional analysis and study, and further strengthens the anthropological study of
policy.
The role of bureaucracy in implementing this policy solution to address the State’s
interest was a particularly interesting theme that emerged in this study. Although the EDUCATE
policy was designed with an appreciation for the challenges of the under-educated early
childhood workforce, the initial insights, related to the level of support needed by grantees, have
not been sustained as the number of EDUCATE grantees has increased. The dramatic shift in
the role and functions of the EDUCATE coaches, from a role of a responsive and supportive
mentor and cheerleader, to an efficient administrative bureaucrat, is worthy of careful analysis.
Similar to the findings in this study, Gupta (2012) uncovered the ways in which the bureaucracy
failed to be responsive to the people it served, asserting that one challenge related to “the
inability of potential grantees to exert pressure on the bureaucracy to make sure it delivers” its
benefits as promised (277). Whereas Gupta discussed the role of empowerment programs, this
study has identified the need to organize vocal allies to become engaged in advocating for the
interests and needs on the early childhood workforce. Although the original design of the
EDUCATE policy appeared to be intended to address the interests and needs of the undereducated and poor EDUCATE grantees, the current approach to the administration of the
EDUCATE policy privileges the interests and needs of the child care centers and the State over
the worker. As noted above, this contradiction, however, is either unseen or intentionally
ignored. The work of the bureaucracy, as the administrating arm of the state’s policy, is an area
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about which various fields of study have engaged; nevertheless, the anthropology of policy may
have a particular contribution, given its attention to the ways in which policies impact people’s
lives and everyday behavior, and particularly, in the analysis and recognition of the extent to
which policy solutions often fail to disrupt the status quo.
Finally, the conditions of exploitation and the workers’ experiences of providing caring
labor were explored, as they relate to the early childhood workforce. Although from a Marxist
perspective, all early childhood workers are exploited, the workers’ experiences providing caring
labor must be considered. As reported by child care workers and as observed through this study,
the act of caring for children, even within an exploitive employment arrangement, may still allow
for a connected, creative, and deeply meaningful working experience. Feminist anthropologists
and other feminist social theorists acknowledge this possibility; however, there is a paucity of
anthropological literature about wage-based work that involves caring for others, such as child
care, youth development work, and health and elder care. In fact, social theorists from outside of
anthropology, such as Marilyn Powers (2004) and Riane Eisler (2007), have provided an
alternative critique of the capitalist economic system by suggesting that new economic measures
must be created to make visible the most valuable human work, caring for people, as well as the
planet. Alternative perspectives are needed for meaningful change to be possible.
Social theorists, such as Roberto Unger (1987), Ruth Levitas (1993), and David Harvey
(2000), have studied and written about utopia, demonstrating a way to develop the alternative
perspectives that are needed to solve complex social problems. Unger (1987) presented the
challenges related to offering alternative proposals that go beyond “traditional thinking” to
support transformative movement towards a much improved social and material existence:
The few who try to work out alternatives more considered than those found in the
party platforms of the mainstream of leftist literature are quickly dismissed as
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utopian dreamers or reformist tinkerers: utopians if their proposals depart greatly
from the established arraignments, tinkerers if they make modest proposals of
change. [Quoting Montaigne’s warning] that ‘no wind helps him who does not
know to what port he sails’ (443).
As noted by David Harvey (2000), such responses to either transformative or incremental
proposals produce a reluctance to engage in the development of alternative proposals at all.
Harvey suggested that “the effect…is to create a hesitation on everyone’s part (including
Unger’s) in ever identifying to what port he or she might wish to sail…. Without a vision of
Utopia, there is no way to define that port to which we want to sail” (188 – 189). Developing a
vision for the desired state requires one not only to think outside of the current constraining
social structures but also to conceive of the mechanisms to move beyond those structural
realities. Levitas (1993) asserted that “the main reason why it has become so difficult to locate
utopia in a future credibly linked to the present by a feasible transformation is that our images of
the present do not identify agencies and processes of change” (265). Levitas accurately
describes the challenge for visionaries and applied anthropologist. There is no benefit is
identifying what must be fixed if a pathway to improvement cannot also be discovered. Harvey
(2000) summarized the challenge, as follows:
Alternative visions need to uncover how to deliver the promises of considerable
improvement in material well-being and democratic forms, without relying upon
egotistical calculation, raw consumerism, and capital accumulation, how to
develop the collective mechanisms and cultural forms requisite for self-realization
outside of market forces and money power, and how to bring the social order into
a better working relation with environmental and ecological conditions (194 –
195).
Given the structural nature of the capitalist economy, a political economic perspective may be
strengthened by reflecting on the ways in which the focus of research and of measurement reifies
the oppressive nature of the capitalist economy, as opposed to actively shifting the attention of
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studies to a redefinition of value and need. A deeper engagement with social theorists, such as
Powers (2004) and Eisler (2007), may provide credible alternatives, with identified “agencies
and processes of change” (Levitas 1993:265), to achieve the desired transformation.
STUDY RELEVANCE FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY
In this moment, it is difficult to know how this dissertation may contribute to
anthropological theory or the anthropological study of policy. However, upon reflecting on the
Anthropology of Policy, political economy, and the included critiques by numerous feminist
social theorists, this study has provided a substantive approach to the study of a policy that
linked federal and state requirements, to state bureaucratic practices, connected to local
implementing agency processes, which directly impacted a population of workers. By making
this cascade of connections visible, a more complete picture could be created and tracked,
exposing the interconnected, as well as diverse interests of the actors, at each level. Based on the
findings from this study, the EDUCATE workforce development policy serves the interests of
the State, at both the state and the federal levels, the child care center owner and operators, the
community colleges, the service users (parents and care givers), and the EDUCATE state office
administrators and staff. For some early childhood workers, EDUCATE may have aligned with
their interests. As a collective, however, EDUCATE does not serve the interests of the early
childhood workforce.
This dissertation provides an example of “studying through” a policy, as described by
Reinhold (1994) and Shore and Wright (1997). However, in this study, the use of a political
economic perspective focused attention directly on the historical conditions that led to the
creation of the EDUCATE workforce development policy, on the interest of the State, and the
impact of the policy on the child care workers, with a particular interest in the economic impact
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of this policy on the early childhood workforce. Although there is nothing unique about a
workforce that is comprised almost entirely of women, a paucity of anthropological studies and
suitable theory was available to explain the experience of this workforce as wage-earning
providers of caring labor. This study engaged the work of interdisciplinary feminist social
theorists to consider the realm of caring labor and its implications within the context of a
political economic perspective. As noted previously, the feminist economic critique, that has
been incorporated in this this study, attempts to make visible the ways in which current economic
and social research and theories reify the political, economic, and social structures that continue
to be problematic for poor women. By failing to integrate caring and unpaid labor into studies
related to economic activities and by failing to make visible economic indicators that reflect
individual and community well-being, the hegemonic discourse related to economic success will
not shift from a deeply embedded male-focused, male biased theoretical foundation. This study
attempted to take a first step for applied anthropology in that direction.

STUDY RELEVANCE FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY
The challenge inherent in any applied anthropological study relates to the researcher’s
commitment and ability to use “anthropological perspectives and methods to solve human
problems,” as encouraged by the Society for Applied Anthropology (SfAA N.d.). This is
particularly challenging when engaging a political economic perspective to study policy. Yet, to
be relevant in a truly applied sense, one’s findings must move beyond explanation to
solution. The benefit of being able to explain the hidden mechanisms that maintain the current
social structures is only gained when the understanding of those mechanisms can be translated
into actionable next steps. Again, this is challenging when one’s study demonstrates the absence
of incentives for those who have the power to influence social, political, or economic
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change. The contribution of this study relates to this challenge in two ways. First, a set of
recommendations for the EDUCATE state administrators was developed with an awareness of
the access, influence, and methods that are available to Harris and her colleagues that could
produce some meaningful change for the early childhood workforce. However, what is
important to this discussion is the way in which the findings were presented; it was necessary to
step into a more instrumental and interdisciplinary place, as the terminology and complex
concepts of political economy can become a barrier to communication. In addition, if findings
are intended to be useful, they must be presented in a way that acknowledges the common
tendency to respond defensively when one receives feedback. Therefore, although the
administration of the EDUCATE policy has significantly shifted away from its original design
and commitment to address the unique academic needs of the early childhood workforce, the
findings that were developed to present to the EDUCATE state office administrators were
designed to be feasible “next steps,” as opposed to a comprehensive and most likely
overwhelming set of recommendations for complete reform. Secondly, based on the experience
of this study, applied anthropology would benefit from an analysis of the way in which current
dominant theories, such as political economy, are aligned with promoting actionable
change. Other fields, such as feminist economics, seem to be moving in this direction, by
recognizing the ways in which their current theories maintain the inequitable social, political and
economic status quo. As a field, applied anthropology must be willing to reassess the extent to
which it is actually an applied field or, if over time, aspects of the field have drifted into a
“theoretically” applied field of study. This will be increasingly significant if the discipline of
applied anthropology intends to encourage future anthropological scholarship and engagement in
order to assist in solving the critical and complex human problems of our contemporary world.
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APPLIED IMPLICATIONS
Considering the applied implications of this research, a set of actionable recommendations was outlined in chapter 6 for both the EDUCATE policy and the early childhood field.
These recommendations encouraged the EDUCATE state office staff to carefully analyze the
needs of the current EDUCATE grantees and to determine what types of reform were necessary,
given the current approach to the implementation of the EDUCATE policy, to meet more
appropriately, transparently, and effectively the needs of the grantees. Other recommendations
related to ensuring the child care workers received meaningful adjustments to the base pay of
their salaries.

Finally, there is an opportunity for the EDUCATE state office, perhaps through

the repurposing of the newly formed EDUCATE Association, to redesign their approach to
advocating on behalf of all early childhood workers, in order to address meaningful economic
changes for this workforce.
AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Several areas for further research have emerged from this study, both applied and
theoretical. To begin, there is an opportunity to learn more from successful efforts to organize
workers who are disempowered, particularly related to those who providing caring labor.
Although ethnographies of such workforce organizing exist, such as Karen Sacks’s study (1988)
of organizing at the Duke University Hospital, there is an additional challenge of organizing a
workforce that is not geographically co-located. Another area for additional research relates to
successful community and state efforts to address poverty, through the establishment of living
wage policies that effectively eliminate poverty. In so doing, it would be important to consider
the cascade of connections involved in the implementation and administration of such policies,
which create additional challenges to the success of policy efforts to produce the desired or
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intended change. Although a handful of communities and states have created these policies,
there is little documented at this time related to the process of developing political support for
these types of changes and the extent to which these policies lead to meaningful economic
improvement for all. There are two additional topics that are more theoretical, both of which
address the lacunae in the anthropological literature that attends to caring labor. First, much of
the literature about women and work is limited to non-wage earning domestic work of caring
(e.g. care of own children), women engaged as caring professionals (e.g. nursing), or women
engaged in work that does not involve caring for others (e.g. factory worker). However, the
unique conditions and experience of providing caring labor, as a wage earner (e.g. child care
worker, youth development worker) merits further anthropological study. The other research
opportunity relates to the work of Eisler (2007), as mentioned above, and could strengthen the
current focus of political economy research by further reflecting on the role of the missing
measures within the standard capitalist discourse, that fails to reflect essential values and needs.
FINAL THOUGHTS
Although unique in its purpose and approach, the EDUCATE workforce development
policy, as a policy solution, shares many features with other government supported,
programmatic solutions. In general, the analysis of policy solutions exposes contradictions:
“conflictual social-structural oppositions, such as when in actuality one need is satisfied at the
expense of another” (Yelvington 2012: 55). As discussed throughout this study, such
contradictions were evident in the analysis of the EDUCATE policy. The obligation, however,
comes once such contradictions are articulated and acknowledged. The consistent finding which
must be addressed for the EDUCATE policy, and for many other policy solutions, is the extent to
which those with the least access to economic and political resources, as with the early childhood
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workforce and the EDUCATE grantees, are the ones who carry a disproportionate share of the
burden to address the interest of the State and other key actors within the system. As suggested
by Gupta (2012): “One must keep in mind that certain classes of people have a stake in
perpetuating a social order in which such extreme suffering is not only tolerated but also taken as
normal. All those who benefit from the status quo and do not wish it changed then become
complicit in this violence against the poor” (21). Based on Gupta’s criteria, once the inequity of
the current arrangements are acknowledged, all of the actors who benefit from this arrangement,
to include families, child care centers, the community colleges, and the EDUCATE state office
staff, are complicit in its maintenance. However, as stated by Friedrich Engels (1880; quoted in
Tucker 1978), “the final causes of all social changes and political revolutions are to be sought,
not in men’s brains, not in men’s better insight into eternal truth and justice, but in changes in the
modes of production and exchange” (701). It is insufficient to suggest that increasing the
awareness of individuals to the inequity in the system, as well as their own participation in the
maintenance of that equity, that change will follow. In truth, it will require commitment and
collective action to produce meaningful changes. The efforts of social theorists, such as Marilyn
Powers (2004) and Riane Eisler (2007), provide anthropologists and other social reformers with
actions that can lead to social changes, requiring even those of us in academia to acknowledge
our complicity in the maintenance of the current economic arrangements. Through the
development of a deep and shared commitment to meaningful economic improvements for the
early childhood workforce, and the economically disadvantaged, in general, all of those who
benefit from the current economic arrangement can participate in its necessary transformation.
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EDUCATE grantees:
General EDUCATE grantee –
-

How did you end up working in a child care setting?

-

What made you decide to apply for an EDUCATE grant?

-

What is the best part of being an EDUCATE grantee? What is the worst part?

-

What is the most helpful aspect of EDUCATE policy?

-

What do you like best about having an EDUCATE coach?

-

What do appreciate about the about your EDUCATE coach? What do you not
appreciate?

-

What has it been like for you to be the first person in your family to go to college?

-

How has the EDUCATE policy improved your life? Has being an EDUCATE
grantee had any negative effects on you or your family?

Community College -

What do you like about attending classes at the Community College? What don’t you
like?

-

Which classes have you taken? Which classes do you still need to take?

-

What are you taking this summer? When does it meet?

-

What do appreciate about the faculty who teach your classes? What do you not
appreciate?

-

Do you think it makes a difference in class that you are an EDUCATE grantee?

Child care center -

What do you enjoy most about working at your child care center? What do you like
least?

-

What do appreciate about the director of your child care center? What do you not
appreciate?

-

Do you think it makes a difference at work that you are an EDUCATE grantee?

-

What is the hardest part of balancing school and work?
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Child care center directors:
-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit grantees?

-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit you (or your program)?

-

In what way is the EDUCATE policy challenging or problematic? Are there aspects
of the program or expectations of you as a center director that make it difficult to
participate?

-

What are your expectations of an EDUCATE policy who works in your center?

-

How can you tell if an EDUCATE policy is going to be successful?

-

What have you learned about how you can help EDUCATE policy be successful?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the life of the grantees?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the lives of the children they
care for?

-

To what extent do you think the EDUCATE policy makes a meaningful economic
difference in the lives of the grantees?
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Community college faculty:
-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit grantees?

-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit the community college?

-

In what way is the EDUCATE policy challenging or problematic? Are there aspects
of the program or expectations of you as a Community College teacher that makes it
difficult to have grantees in your classes?

-

What are your expectations of an EDUCATE policy who is in your class?

-

How can you tell if an EDUCATE policy is going to be successful?

-

In what ways have you found “first generation” college students to be different than
other students?

-

What have you learned about how you can help EDUCATE policy be successful?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the life of the grantees?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the lives of the children they
care for?

-

To what extent do you think the EDUCATE policy makes a meaningful economic
difference in the lives of the grantees?
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EDUCATE coaches:
-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit grantees?

-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit the CECE?

-

What are your expectations, as an EDUCATE coach of an EDUCATE grantee?

-

How can you tell if an EDUCATE grantee is going to be successful?

-

In what ways have you found “first generation” college students to be different than
other students?

-

What have you learned about how you can help EDUCATE grantees be successful?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the life of the grantees?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the lives of the children they
care for?

-

To what extent do you think the EDUCATE policy makes a meaningful economic
difference in the lives of the grantees?
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EDUCATE State office leadership:
-

How did the EDUCATE Workforce development policy develop?

-

Who supported the original legislation?

-

Currently, who are supporters of this project? Who doesn’t support the project?

-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit grantees?

-

How does the EDUCATE policy benefit the CECE?

-

What are the project’s expectations of an EDUCATE grantee?

-

What have you learned about the variables related to “successful” participation of
EDUCATE grantees?

-

In what ways have you found “first generation” college students to be different than
other students?

-

What have you learned about how you can help EDUCATE grantees be successful?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the life of the grantees?

-

What difference does the EDUCATE policy make in the lives of the children they
care for?

-

To what extent do you think the EDUCATE policy makes a meaningful economic
difference in the lives of the grantees?
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APPENDIX B – TIMELINE DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX C – INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL
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